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A B S T R A C T  
"The assimilation of loan words in Masai it"

This is a study of the assimilation patterns and processes of 
Arabic words adopted into the Masai it language.

The Masai it, a settled people numbering between one and two
hundred thousand, live in Dar Masai it, the western district of Dar 
Fur, Sudan and in eastern Wadai, Chad. Most are peasant farmers,
growing millet as their staple food and keeping goats, sheep and 
occasionally cows. Their language belongs to the Maba group
(belonging to Greenberg's postulated Nilo-Saharan phylum. Many 
Masalit are bilingual in Masalit and Colloquial Arabic, some do not 
speak Masalit at all. There is a growing monolingual arabophone 
population in the region. All of the peoples of Dar Masalit are at 
least nominally Muslim.

Chapter 1
The history of the land of the Masalit is surveyed briefly

insofar as it is relevant to the influence of Arabic on Masalit. 
Chapters 2 and 3

The state of the Arabic language in the land of the Masalit is 
discussed, the phonologies of classical and colloquial Arabic and 
Masalit are laid out and Masalit morphology relevant to the 
processes of loan-word assimilation is described, followed by a 
description of the methodology involved.
Chapter 4

Arabic-Masalit phonetic changes are noted as are additions of 
Masalit suffixes;adoptives into the verbal system are fewer and are 
treated separately. Very much fewer of the putative loans are in 
the 'indirect' category; putative loans via Fur, Fulfulde, Kanuri, 
Hausa and Maba (a cognate language of Masalit) are suggested and 
examined. Problematic items and lexemes which have wide spreads of 
reflexes and 'look-alikes' in the region are also examined, 
followed by some putative morphological adoptions. The semantic 
maintenance and change of loan words is catalogued and analyzed.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

The Masalit people live for the most part in Dar Masalit (land 
of the Masalit) (1) in West Sudan and in East Chad in the Sahel 
belt; they also live in the more prosperous east of Sudan - mainly 
Gedaref and Khartoum. Their land lies across one of the main 
overland pilgrim routes from west Africa to the Red Sea coast and 
the holy cities of Makka and Madina.

According to the estimate of Tucker and Bryan (1956) there are 
approximately 27,000 Masalit; according to the 1955-56 census as 
quoted in Directions in Sudanese Linguistics and Folklore 
(University of Khartoum, 1975) there are 162,524 Masalit!

The Masalit language, spoken by most of the Masalit, has never 
been written down, as far as I know, nor has Maba, its sibling 
language to the west. Many, if not most of the Masalit know some 
Arabic, from a simplified market patois through the colloquial 
Arabic of Wadai-Dar Fur to the classical Arabic of the Quran, 
learned and revered if not always understood by the Muslim Masalit.

This is a study of the processes and patterns involved in the 
assimilation of adoptive words in one language - Masalit, the 
ultimate origin of the adoptive words being, for the purposes of 
this study, Arabic, and the semantic and cultural significance of 
such items within the Masalit lexicon. To be sure there are other 
languages which'have been sources of ‘lexical adoption' by Masalit: 
Fur, Maba, Fulfulde, Hausa, Kanuri - but the large number of Arabic 
words assimilated in Masalit lends their study an advantage, as 
does the certainty of the direction of lexical movement - from 
Arabic to Masalit with or without intermediaries, and the relative 
ease with which most lexemes of Arabic origin may be identified, in 
view of the the wealth of Arabic dictionaries available, also that 
I learnt Masalit largely through the medium of Arabic. To be able 
merely to identify all the adoptives from Fur, for example, would 
be immeasurably more difficult as the written sources of Fur are 
almost as meagre as those of Masalit itself - there is no Fur 
dictionary (though there is one in preparation by Dr Angelika von
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Funck). However, the postulation of putative intermediaries does 
form a part of the study - within the limits of, and hampered by, 
the scarcity of available material.

Masalit does share with its closest geographical neighbours 
(e.g. Tama, Miisiirii, Erenga, Sungor, Zaghawa, Fur) a substantial 
number of lexemes both of Arabic and of non-Arabic origin. The 
etyma of those of non-Arabic origin are difficult to determine and 
it would be unwise in the absence of corroboratory historical, 
socio-economic or linguistic (e.g. morphological) evidence to 
ascribe the origin of lexemes to any one of these languages. The 
diffusion of lexemes of Arabic origin amongst these languages could 
perhaps be traced but would demand a knowledge of the morphology 
and phonology of all of the languages concerned; for most of them 
there is no detailed published material available.

As the study will be centred on words of Arabic origin, the 
analysis will not include any general conclusions on the genetic 
relationships within the Maba group but, as I have been able to 
gather more material for these languages than for neighbouring ones 
(for a future comparative lexicon project: 'The Maba Group
Lexicon', henceforth referred to as the 'Lexicon'), where relevant 
and helpful the other Maba cognates for specific lexemes are given 
and their possible relationship to the Masalit form commented upon. 
I would like to add my opinion here that the existence of large
areas of common vocabulary is not valid evidence in itself of any 
genetic relationship between languages and as this study deals with 
lexical movements only no conclusions whatsoever are drawn about 
genetic relationships. For a further discussion of this see the 
introduction to the Lexicon. Also there are few words so sacred in
a language that they cannot be replaced by, or at least surrender
part of their semantic field to, an alien form which, for whatever 
reason (see below 1.4),has come to be adopted into common parlance.
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1.1 SOURCES

One of the limiting factors in a study such as this, encompassing 
a wide range of languages, most unwritten and only poorly known, 
having little published information, is the availability and 
reliability of vocabularies. Apart from well-studied languages such 
as Arabic, Hausa, Berber, Kanuri, many of the sources amount to no 
more than handwritten word-lists, some dating from more than a 
century ago, some within the last couple of years. Most are 
unmarked tonologically, while the range of phonological 
transcriptions, as mentioned below (1.2), is wide and far from 
uniform. No reliable historical perspective is possible because all 
the sources for Masalit and other Maba group languages are fairly 
recent, the oldest dating from the 1790s, and the older sources are 
often imprecise and may contain hapax legomena difficult to 
substantiate now.

1.2 TRANSCRIPTION, DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS

As data for the less wel 1-documented languages has been taken 
from a wide range of sources a uniform method of transcription has
had to be adopted so as to give a consistency to comparisons. This
presented some difficulties in that not all of the sources have
defined precisely the values of their own phonetic transcriptions, 
which may vary according to the native tongue of the author, e.g. 
dj for tj] and tch for [*3 in French sources, tsch for I £3 in 
German sources.

I have followed Guthrie's rule (1967:11) in that, as far as 
practicable, given characters should always be used to represent 
comparable sounds, in whatever language they occur. For the most
part IPA symbols are used. I have therefore taken the liberty with
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some of the older sources of making minor alterations in their 
transcriptions in order that comparisons should be as clear as 
possible; where there has been doubt in specific instances I have 
included the original spelling in the text.

The following symbols have been used for typographic reasons 
instead of the IPA symbols:

Consonants: Vowels:
' represents S 1 represents +-
v " " H 3 " " «
q » “ [
9  ii M J)

y " * y
%

" " pharyngealization, hence the Arabic -k> is [J],
yj* is [ (Jll , i>?is and Jp is t^l.

0 is used to denote zero (prefix or suffix)

$

Def ini t ions

Cognates: lexemes (or morphemes) in two or more languages which are
derived from common ancestral lexemes in the same proto-language 
and which are thus genetically related.
Adoptives: lexemes (or morphemes) which have been adopted from the 
lexicon of one language into the lexicon of a second language and 
which may or may not be felt by the speakers of the second language 
to be a part of its lexicon. Adoptives are, by this definition, 
not cognates (though the two languages involved in the adoptive 
process may be genetically related).
Equivalents: lexemes in two or more genetically unrelated languages 
which have a loan/borrowing relationship.
Etyma: the origin/source item whence equivalents are derived.

- 15 -



Correspondences: regular sound equivalences between cognates which
are the continuations of common 'proto-sounds' in the proto- 
1anguage.

e.g. 'horse* Arabic faras

Maba bcrek, Masalit bere, Tama firrat, Daju murte, KanuriT3r

faras is the putative etymon.
bcrek bcrc firrat murte f3r are all equivalents and are putative 
adoptives of the etymon faras.
bcrek and bere are possibly cognates as Masalit and Maba are 
genetically related, the condition for these to be cognates being 
that the item had been adopted by their common ancestor 'proto- 
Maba' from Arabic, or an intermediary language, and not by each 
language separately.

Abbreviations used to represent languages (with sources)

Unpublished sources are indicated by MS. Fuller references for 
published sources may be found in the bibliography.

Languages Sources
Ak. .. Aiki Nougayrol, 1985 MS; Doornbos, 1979 MS.
Bd. ..Birgid Arkell, 1930s MS.
Bg. ..Bongo Santandrea, 1963.
Bj. .. Beja Roper, 1928.
Bk. .. Baka Santandrea, 1976.
Bm. ..Bagirmi Barth, 1862; Gaden, 1909; Arkell, 1930s MS.
Bn. ..Banda Toque, 1905.
Bo. ..Bolanchi Barth, 1850s (in Benton, 1912)
Br. ..Berber Destaing, 1914.
Bt. ..Bert i Petra£ek, 1987.
Bu. .. Budduma Barth, 1850s (in Benton, 1912).
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By.. 
Cp. .
DJ. . 
Dn. . 
Dz. . 
En. . 
Er. . 
Fc. . 
FI. .

Fu. .

Gk. . 
Gn. . 
Gu. . 
Ha. . 
Ka. . 
Kb. .

Kj. . 
Km. . 
Kn. .

Lg. . 
Mb. .

Md. . 
Mi. . 
Mk. . 
Mm. .

Ms. .

Mu. . 
Nr. .

Bidyo 
Copt ic 
Daju 
D inka 
Daza 
English 
Erenga 
French 
Fulf ulde

Fur

Greek
Goran
Gula
Hausa
Kara
Kibet

Krej/Kreish 
Kanembu 
Kanur i

Logone
Maba

Midob 
Mi isi iri i 
Mandinka 
Mimi

Masaii t

Mubi
Nuer

Alio, 1985.
Crum, 1939.
Thelwal1, 1978 ; MacMichael, 1922.
Nebel, 1979.
Jourdan, 1935.

Edgar, 1983 MS.

Taylor, 1932; Dauzats, 1952; Arnott,
1970; Abu Manga, 1986; Stennes, 1967.
O' Fahey, 1980; Arkell, 1930s MS;
Beaton, 1968.
Chartraine, 1970.
Augier, 1955 MS.
Arkell, 1930s MS.
Bargery, 1934.
Santandrea, 1970.
Doornbos, 1980 MS; Nougayrol, 1985 MS, 
1987.
Santandrea, 1976.
Lukas 1931.
Lukas, 1937; Hutchison, 1981; Arkell,
1930s MS.
Barth, 1862.
Trenga, 1905; Lukas, 1952-3; Barth, 1862; 
Doornbos, 1980 MS; Edgar, 1979-83 MS. 
Arkell, 1930s MS; MacMichael, 1922.
Edgar, 1988; Doornbos 1983.
Bailleul, 1981.
Jungraithmayr, 1971-2; Nachtigal, 1860s 
MS; Gaudefroy-Demombynes, 1906.
Edgar, 1979-83 MS; Doornbos, 1979; Arkell, 
1930s MS; MacMichael, 1922; Davies, 1957, 
1920s MS; Kapteijns, 1985.
Lukas, 1937.
Kiggen, 1948.
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Ny...Nyimang 
Pr...Persi an 
Sg...Sungor 
Sr...Sara 
Sn...Sango 
So...Songhai 
Ta...Tama

Tk. . .Turk ish 
Tm. . . Tamaj aq 
Wa...Wandala 
Yu...Yulu 
Zg...Zaghawa/BeRi 
Zn...Zande

Stevenson, 1956.
Haim, 1962.
Lukas, 1933.
Hallaire & Robinne, 1955.
Samarin, 1967.
Hacquard, 1897; Ducroz & Charles, 1978, 
Arkell, 1930s MS; MacMichael, 1922; 
Doornbos, 1983; Edgar, 1983 MS. 
Redhouse, 1968.
De Foucauld, 1918.
Barth, 1862.
Santandrea, 1970.
Arkell, 1930s MS; MacMichael, 1922. 
Bullen, 1952.

Ar...Arabic:
CL Classical Arabic: Wehr-Cowan, 1961.
CQ Colloquial Arabic.
CQE Egyptian Colloquial Arabic: Harrell, 1957; Gairdner, 1917.
CQN Nigerian Colloquial Arabic CShuwa'): Kaye, 1982;

Letham, 1920.
CQS Sudanese Colloquial Arabic (of 'riverine' Sudan):

Trimmingham, 1946; Hillelson, 1925; Amery, 1905; Crewe,
1973; Abu Manga, 1986.

CQW Wadai-Dar Fur Colloquial Arabic: Roth-Laly, 1969-72;
Carbou, 1913; Muraz, 1932; Faure, 1969; D6cobert, 1985;
Abu Absi, 1966; Kaye, 1976; Abu Manga, 1986. 

n.b. the distinction between CQN CQB CQW and CQS is quite arbitrary t *
as they are dialects of the same linguistic continuum from the Nile 
to the Niger, but distinct from other colloquials.

General abbreviations: 
col. collective 
pi. plural
sg. singular
vb. verb
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1.3 THE PLACE OF MASALIT AMONGST THE LANGUAGES OF THE SUDAN

Nilo-Saharan Phylum (according to Greenberg and Bender)

Songai Saharan Maba Fur E.Sudanic C.Sudanic Berta Kunama Koman
I______

Kanur iITedalDaza 
Zaghawa Berti

Fur B i11 i ne 
(Mimi)

Sinyar BongolBagirmi Sara Kara
Moru Kresh Gula

Maba Aiki/Kibet (Mimi) Midob Birgid Daju Tama Dinka Nuer
Masalit _________________ L

Tama Mararit Sungor Erenga Miisiirii

For lists of Maba group lineages/clans see Appendix B

(language groupings in bold)

It is not within the scope of this thesis to comment upon the 
validity or otherwise of Greenberg's suggested Nilo-Saharan
'Phylum', however I give here a summarized version to help the 
reader 'place' the Masalit language and other 'minor' languages 
referred to. That Masalit, Maba, Aiki, Kibet and one of the
languages called 'Mimi' form a genetic group seems beyond doubt on 
the grounds of morphological and syntactical similarities and 
lexical correspondences. That this Maba group may be genetically 
related to certain of its geographical neighbours remains to be 
definitively demonstrated; however, in the course of this research, 
some interesting similarities have come to light between Masalit 
and Kanuri verbs, which will be commented on below; Prof.E.Wolff 
(Hamburg) is also conducting a comparative research project on Fur
and Maba with Dr von Funck. These, and a comparative study I am
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also currently engaged In on the Tama group, do indicate some 
'proximity' between these groups, though the nature of that 
'proximity' remains to be elucidated in detail.

The Masalit language has three dialects (northern, southern and
western) recognized by the Masalit. Fresnel noted this in 1849, and
it remains true today. Davies noted in 1925 that the northern 
Masalit were increasingly arabicized; this appears to be
accelerating today, according to all my informants. The southern 
dialect (spoken around Mistere and Habila Kajangise is the most
prestigious (the sultan speaks it) and is also called the 'heavy 
language' kana lere. It has resisted the adoption of Arabic lexemes 
consciously whereas the 'light language', kana walwala, has 
absorbed large quantities of adoptives. It is not clear whether the 
'light language* coincides with a geographical dialect or not. This 
seems to be a diglossia.

- 2 0 -



1.4 THE PHENOMENON OF LEXICAL ADOPTION

Moravcsik (1978:99) defines adoption ("borrowing") as "a process 
whereby a language acquires some structural property from another 
language that is contemporary to it." A^is clear from the title the 
principal ultimate source language being dealt with in this study is 
Arabic. However, it is helpful for the purposes of categorizing and 
defining general trends to examine other 'source' and 'target' 
languages and how and why the adoption of lexical, phonological and 
morphological material occurs. Lexical adoption is the most common 
process as it involves simply the substitution of one lexeme by 
another or the addition of lexemes to the adopting lexicon.

Pritzwald (1938) gives a hierarchy of influence of the source 
language on the adopting language as (in decreasing influence): 
vocabulary, sound system, word-formation and compounding processes, 
syntax, proper names. This final item is demonstrably out of place as 
far as Arabic adoptives are concerned; in newly converted Muslim 
societies one of the first adoptions is that of proper personal names 
- Muhammad, Ahmad, Fatima etc.. Whereas it appears to be generally 
accepted that lexical adoption is the simplest and most common 
process there are conflicting views about morphological and 
syntactical adoptions; for instance, Schuchardt (1928:195) says, 
"Even closely-knit structures, like inflectional endings are not 
secure against invasion by foreign material..." but on the other hand 
Sapir (1927:217) says, "Nowhere do we find any but superficial 
morphological inter influencings." Muysken (Appel and Muysken, 
1987:171) gives the hierarchy for Spanish borrowings in Quechua as: 
nouns, adjectives, verbs, prepositions, coordinative conjunctions, 
quantifiers. Whitney (ibid: 170) gives a more generalized hierarchy: 
nouns, 'other parts of speech', suffixes, inflections, sounds. 
Hierarchies of lexical adoption clearly will vary depending on the 
morphology of the 'target' language, e.g. in English the category of 
verb has fewer constraints on the shape of adoptives than in Turkish. 
Moravscik, discussing constraints on borrowing (1978:110-111), sets 
out some hypothetical universal constraints: "No non-lexical language
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property can be borrowed unless the borrowing language already 
includes borrowed lexical items from the same source language." and 
"No lexical item that is not a noun can belong to the class of 
properties borrowed from a language unless this class also includes 
at least one noun."

In the case of Masalit adoptions from Arabic we shall see below 
that these statements are borne out.

Also, if the example of Persian (and thence Arabic) adoptions in 
Turkish is taken, it is clear that, in contrast with the vast number 
of lexical adoptions into Turkish used by all social classes, only a 
very few morphological and syntactical adoptions occurred over a 
period of more than a thousand years of cultural contact and 
influence - and these, such as the Persian genitive (the izafet 
construction), only were truly current in the refined company of 
well-educated literati and have been sloughed off very quickly since 
the language reforms of the 1920s.

For an appreciable morphological and syntactical influence to be 
felt it appears that the target language speakers need to be in 
regular linguistic contact with the source language speakers - which 
is certainly the case in Dar Masalit with the nomad Arabs and the 
urban merchants (but not with the Persians and Turks).

1.4.1 REASONS

There may be a variety of reasons for the adoption of alien 
lexical items:

The need for neonyms for and precise identification of new 
products, plants, animals, technologies, offices, philosophical terms 
and notions which may be imported from the source culture - e.g. the 
(now out-dated) Hausa term for the colonial 'Native Administrator' 
was en*£e adopted from the English usage of the initials N.A.. This 
does not appear to be an important motive force in adoption as people 
are quite able to invent new terms using existing lexical material to 
describe new phenomena, e.g. Hausa jirgi-n sam&a 'aeroplane (lit.
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boat of the sky)' and Jirgi-n ftasaa 'railway train (lit. boat of the 
countryside)' .

More important than the practical needs above are the 
psychological needs and motives induced by the perception by the 
target language speakers that the source language represents a 
desired state - of military success, technological advancement, 
cultural sophistication or philosophical development, e.g. English 
and French in nineteenth and twentieth century Africa, French in 
eighteenth and nineteenth century Germany, Russian in nineteenth and 
twentieth century Central Asia. The source language, representing 
above all a more successful way of life, of survival, is a symbol of 
prest ige.

The source language may also be used as a donor of <D euphemisms, 
e.g. English loo < French l'eau, © snobbisms and modisms, e.g. the 
current ubiquitous use of the French definite article in British 
English: le bag, le car etc., © slang items for specific social
groups, e.g. French cool < American English, French spoutnik 
'motorbike' < Russian. Some of these may have unstable and ephemeral 
existences in the target language but some may become 'permanent' 
members of the lexicon understood, if not used, by all speakers, e.g. 
English loo, French bled 'town' < Arabic balad, French klebs 'mutt' < 
Arabic kalb 'dog'.

In monolingual societies the prestige motive may be the most 
important underlying factor in lexical adoption, e.g. in polite 
Istanbul society one uses mersi < French mere! as a more genteel way 
of expressing thanks than te^ekktlr [ederiml the more traditional 
Persian < Arabic form and certainly more than the indigenous Turkish 
sago 1.

In multilingual societies different circumstances obtain from 
those in monolingual societies. In Dar Masalit, where a number of 
different languages have currency in the markets (colloquial Arabic, 
Masalit, Maba, Fur), there appears to have been a convergence of the 
main languages to produce a market patois of a much simplified 
Arabic, stripped of inflections, with lexical accretions from
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Masalit, Maba and Fur. This seems to be an unstable situation in Dar 
Masalit and one which is drifting towards a more standard colloquial 
Arabic. In the multilingual and multicultural 'artificial' societies 
on the Arabian side of the Persian/Arabian Gulf a similar kind of 
unstable patois has emerged, based on a much-simplified English with 
lexical material from Arabic and Hindi, also a few lexemes from 
Somali, Tagalog, Thai and other languages depending on the speakers. 
One putative product of this is the caique of Arabic equivalent 
morphological forms into the patois, e.g. /seimselm/ 'equal' < 
English same by analogy with the colloquial Arabic kifkif.

It does not seem unreasonable to postulate such patois as entry 
routes for lexical and morphological adoptions into the standard 
languages where the patois is familiar to a fairly large number of 
speakers (an army, for instance) or over the whole area where the 
standard language is spoken, although no speakers would confuse the 
patois and standard. However this, all other circumstances being 
equal, would mean a 'pooling' of lexical resources in equal measures 
by the participant languages. This is demonstrably not the case in 
Dar Masalit; colloquial Arabic is dominant and becoming more so, 
fifty years ago Arkell noted the same. The circumstance that is not 
equal is that classical Arabic is the sacred and liturgical language 
of Islam, the language of scholarship and education, the language of 
the court, princely culture and international relations and is 
written, and that colloquial Arabic is the language of commerce (to 
the north and east). These factors have all contributed to the 
advance of Arabic, in conjunction with the presence of colloquial 
Arabic speaking nomads, merchants and officials and the political and 
social turbulence of the nineteenth century - from the westward 
migration of riverine arabophone Sudanese under Turco-Egyptian 
pressure to the ravages of Rabeh's arabophone mercenaries at the end 
of the century.
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1.4.2 VEHICLES

An additional factor in the advancement of Arabic influence is the 
institution of pilgrimage to Makka which is not much practised by the 
Masalit but has led to the establishment of West African communities 
in Dar Masalit to provide comfort and mercantile stations for their 
compatriots en route to Makka. As we shall see in 4.4 however, the 
linguistic influence of these on the Masalit language has been 
marginal in comparison with that of Arabic; it is worth bearing in
mind too that many of the Quran teachers in Dar Masalit were (and 
are) Fulbe and Kanuri who have been bearers of Islam in the region 
much as the Mandinka were further west.

Last but not least are the ' Sudanizat i on' and 'Arabization' 
policies of successive Khartoum governments which have favoured the 
sole use of Arabic in officialdom and schools in the north of the 
Sudan Republic in order to promote a homogeneous united Sudanese 
soc iety.

Malherbe (1969:42, quoted in Abu Manga, 1986) points out, "The 
existence of literary traditions permits influence without contact 
between speech communities." This has taken place throughout the 
Islamic world - and it would be perfectly reasonable to suppose that 
it had happened in Dar Masalit as well. The corollary of this, in the 
case of Masalit, is that adoptives from the unwritten colloquial
Arabic language necessitates the physical presence of Arabic
speakers.

Education and religion, bound together in the traditional Islamic 
context, would seem to be the most likely vehicles for the direct
importation of Arabic words. Education in Dar Masalit, up until very 
recently, has meant the Quran school alone and, for a few, some years 
spent at the Azhar University in Cairo or in Khartoum (fewer go to 
Kano, Madina and other centres of Islamic learning). The language of 
instruction is the liturgical language: Quranic (or classical) 
Arabic. Arabic is the only written language current in the Dar and 
none of the indigenous languages, to my knowledge, has ever been
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systematically written by the speakers. When I suggested writing 
their native languages down (in Arabic script), the students at the 
school where I was teaching and my other informants expressed 
surprise or indifference. All the local languages are referred to in 
a pejorative sense as 'dialects' rather than 'languages' comparable 
with Arabic, a possibility not admitted to (only two of my informants 
- students, after many months of work with me on Masai it's complex 
morphology, were prepared to state their recognition that Masalit was 
a language (luya, ) rather than a mere dialect (ruu^aana kjj or 
lafcja, > • This is merely one indicator of the immense prestige 
classical Arabic enjoys as the language of learning, culture, 
sophistication, trade and religion. This is also one reason given by 
Wexler (1980:547) to support his hypothesis that words of Arabic 
origin in West African languages were largely adopted from the 
classical language, not the colloquial. In Dar Masalit up until the 
last century the largest number of native speakers of Arabic has been 
among the cattle-herding nomads who have a low social status and 
whose economic importance for the settled peoples is limited. 
However, unlike the situation further west, in Dar Masalit there has 
been a community of arabophone immigrants from the Nile valley which 
has been growing since the Turco-Egyptian occupation of the 1820s. 
This community consists largely of merchants and government officials 
who have exercised greater influence and have maintained firmer 
commercial and social links with their riverine families than their 
co-linguists in West Africa where a different economic set-up 
prevails. Hunwick, writing about the spread of Arabic in West Africa, 
gives education and the superiority of Islamic 'magic' as two 
principal factors encouraging the extension of Arabic: education at
schools established for the children of merchants at trading posts 
(and the development of correspondence and interest in written 
knowledge thus engendered), and the magical efficacy of the written 
word - powerful in a non-literate society (2).

It is of interest to note here what the other lingua francas of 
Central Africa are and have been; according to Delafosse (1914) the 
international languages of commerce and communication of the Sahel
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were Arabic, Mandinka, Songai, Hausa and Sango; according to Heine
(1968) the trade languages, Verkehrssprachen, of the central Sudan 
are Arabic, Kanuri, Sara, Maba and Zande, those of west-central
Africa are Adamawa Fulfulde, Sango, Pidgin A70, Bali, Yaunde, Duala 
and Bulu, those of the western Sudan are Hausa, Songai, Mandinka and 
Mossi.

In summary, all the possible vehicles of transmission of Arabic 
into Masalit are:

1) Religion, education, literacy, use in officialdom and court.
2) Commerce (to the east and north).
3) Social mingling with Arab nomads, merchants and officials.
4) The arabophone armies of the nineteenth century.
5) Growing bilingualism of the Masalit (and even arabophone Masalit 

who do not speak their parents' language), increased by the 
increasing mobility of the people within the arabophone world.

The question of which factors have been more important in the 
influence of Arabic on Masalit will be discussed further in the 
summary with reference to the linguistic evidence presented in 
Chapter Four and in particular to the colloquial-classical diglossia 
of Arabic.

1.4.3 ADAPTATIONS OF ADOPTIVE MATERIAL AND OF THE TARGET LANGUAGE

Hock (1986:390) states: "the major difficulty with foreign
language borrowing is that the linguistic structures of different 
languages may diverge considerably, necessitating in most cases at 
least some adjustment of loan words to the native structure of the 
borrowing language."

If adoptive lexemes do not, in their original state, conform to 
the phonology of the target language then either the lexeme is 
altered to conform or the phonology is altered to include the 
features presented by the lexeme. Most frequently it is the lexeme 
that conforms, though phonologies may change to absorb new features -
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e.g. the creation of a distinct phoneme 111 0?T) in Hindi from two
phonetic realizations of /j/ <J=0 [j] and [ zl .

All etyma are adopted from their surface phonetic form, i.e. the n

form that is actually heard.

The phonological alterations that may occur in the adopted item 
will be determined by the phonology of the adopting language. 
Features which are common to both phonologies - phones, tones, 
consonant clusters, geminates, vowel length, limitations on word- 
shape (e.g. with initial V exclusion), usually remain the same. 
Features which are not present in the adopting language are altered 
so that they may conform to its phonological rules as follows:

(i) substitution of alien phones by indigenous phones according to 
regular phonetic equivalences, e.g. Turkish zeki (man's name) <
Arabic Aakli, (Turkish /z/ < Arabic /&/ is a regular equivalence),
Hausa Tiimarii (man's name) < Arabic *umar (Arabic voiced pharyngeal 
fricative -* Hausa glottal stop).
(ii) addition of epenthetic, epithetic or anaptyctic vowels to avoid 

consonant clusters which are not part of the adopting language's set, 
e.g. Turkish iskele 'landing-place, quay' < Italian scala 'stairs' as 
there are no initial consonant clusters in Turkish.
(iii) morphemic affixes may be added to integrate the lexeme into 

the adopting language, e.g. Masalit katib-te 'clerk' < Arabic kaatib.
(iv) metathesis may also occur, e.g. Fulfulde (of Sudan) llko 'kola 

nut' < colloquial Arabic kola; however, this need not be a function 
of an adoption process as it occurs with indigenous items also, e.g. 
English ask < aks, the French slang language verlln - meuf 'woman' < 
femme.

There may be metanalysis of the form or sense of the adoptive by 
the adopting speakers, e.g. Arabic walad 'boy' pi. awlaad > Turkish 
evlat pi. evlatlar, or Arabic Jay pi. ajya 'thing' > Turkish Jey pi.
Jeyler 'thing*, ejya pi. ejyalar 'affair', where the Arabic plurals 
have been metanalysed as the Turkish singulars; French T.I.R. 
(Transport International^ Routl6re) > colloquial Turkish tir 'large
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truck', where the TIR sign on the mudflaps of trucks has been read 
and metanalysed as the generic name of the vehicle!

As stated above, most lexical adoptions are into the category of 
nominals and other non-verbals. Less common are adoptions into the 
category of verbs as verbs usually have a much wider semantic base 
and, in some languages (Masalit being one), verbal morphology is 
complex and imposes very strict constraints on the shape of lexeme 
that may function as a verb. A rare example in colloquial Arabic is 
the verb Jaat~yi-Juut 'score a goal' < English shoot. The few very 
tentative examples in Masalit are given below in 4.3.4 and represent 
less than one percent of the total number of adopt ives from Arabic. 
Many adoptives into the nominal category whose models are verbs are 
used in Masalit with an indigenous 'support verb' (see Verbal
Morphology, 2.3. 1.7) such as ig~an,D,g, 'do', e.g. fakar t-ig-c 's/he 
thinks' (lit. s/he does thinking). Similar processes obtain in other 
languages with strict verbal morphology constraints - such as Enga 
(Moravcsik, 1978:111) or Turkish.

Morphemic adoptions (the adoption of affixes and parts of words) 
also occur but much less frequently than in lexical adoptions. It 
appears that bilingual situations favour adoptions of morphemes into 
a language, e.g. the local adoption of the Turkish verbal morpheme - 
mi$ (denoting that the speaker was not a witness to the action) by 
non-Turkish children in a school in Harringey, London, where there 
was a large proportion of Turkish-speaking children; it is
significant that the meaning expressed by is not easily
translated into English.

Most adoptives retain at least a part of their original sense but 
frequently may acquire an extended, narrowed or shifted sense in the 
adopting language, e.g. Arabic muhammad 'praised one (man's name)' -»
Masalit muhammad (man's name); Persian numerals 1-6 have been adopted 
into Turkish but are used only when playing games such as tavola 
'backgammon'; Arabic mufiaajir 'emigrant' -» Fur muhaajir ' Quran-school 
pupil'; French visiter'visit' -) colloquial Turkish vizite 'visit to a
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brothel'. As well as the adoption of lexemes with all of their 
original meaning there may be adoption of meaning alone (calquing) or 
of a mixture of the two (what Appel and Muysken (1987:165) refer to 
as 'loan-shifts' and 'loan-blends' respectively); e.g. Masalit kujo- 
juija 'head-strong' is a putative caique of Arabic raas qa wii 'head 
strong' (= stubborn), Masalit tar)a-murasila 'official-send' (envoy) 
is a blend of Masalit tarja 'official' and Arabic mur,T~sll 'sender'.

In many languages where there has been a large influx of adoptive 
material there has been a reaction by speakers against the perceived 
alien threat to their language, i.e. linguistic purism movements 
institutionalized in academies such as the Ttirk Dil Kurumu in Turkey 
or the Acad6mie Frangaise in France, The popular support given to 
such reactions depends on non-1inguistic factors, nationalist 
sentiment and identity being two. Masalit speakers are quite aware of 
the linguistic penetration of their language by Arabic: one of the
criteria of distinction between 'heavy' and 'light' Masalit language 
is the amount of (identifiable) Arabic adoptives used. Whether or not 
that consciousness will have any effect in retarding the advance of 
Arabic remains to be seen.
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1.5 HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL INTRODUCTION TO THE MASALIT PEOPLE

The Masalit are for the most part settled peasant farmers, 
raising sorghum and millet as their staples, cultivating small 
irrigated vegetable gardens along the wadi-sides and keeping small 
numbers of goats, sheep and cattle - largely for domestic 
consumption and milk production. During the past years of famine 
and with the increasing desiccation of the Sahel the Masalit have 
suffered along with the other peoples of the region but would seem 
to have coped with the crisis better - Masalit women are proud of 
their local reputation for being able to prepare for eating scrub 
plants which other tribes regard as inedible.

All the usual 'traditional* trades of the region are plied by 
the Masalit - leather tanning, cotton weaving, smithery and pot 
making - the blacksmiths and their wives the potters forming here, 
as elsewhere in the Sahel, an 'out-caste' within the tribe.

Huts are constructed entirely of wood and reeds unlike the mud- 
walled huts of the Maba and Fur, their closest (linguistic)
relatives to the west and neighbours to the east respectively.

During the Nimeri regime, politically Dar Masalit was officially 
the same as any other constituency in Sudan, returning an M. P. to 
the Khartoum parliament and having a local council. However, as the 
local M. P. was the nephew of the Sultan and the Sultan himself and 
two of his Masalit subjects occupied three of the five council 
seats, there is little doubt where the real executive power lay 
(3).

On a village level power lies in the hands of the local lord, a 
direct descendant of the precolonial dala but who, instead of
raising levies of fighting men for the Sultan, now restricts 
himself to helping in tax-collecting and arbitrating in petty
disputes.

The Masalit are divided into a number of 'clans' (Ar. xajm al- 
buyuut) of which the most important are the Girnyur) and the
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Anyemui). The sultan belongs to the Girnyurj clan (see Appendix B for 
a list of clans and lineages).

As for their origins, the Masalit themselves are as one in 
claiming descent from an Arab people who migrated south across the 
desert (from a 'green land' that a few identify as Tunisia) under
some kind of population pressure. This may be a folk-memory of the
ravages of the Bani Hilaal migrations across north Africa or may be 
confused with the many migrations from west Africa or the bleak 
northern Nilotic Sudan (4) to the area of Dar Fur. However, it is a 
claim common to many non-Arab peoples of the region and lacks 
available substantiating evidence.

Julien, a French military administrator in Chad in the first 
quarter of this century, placed the original Masalit in Jebel 
Marra, coming down from the mountains to the plains to the west, 
their king already a muslim, and submitting to the Fur Sultan 
Suleyman Solorj around 1445 (5). This location is not unreasonable, 
since Masalit communities exist in south Dar Fur also, but the date 
is very suspect as the reign of the Fur Sultan Suleyman Solor) is 
estimated to have been around 1660-80.

The Mussulat are mentioned as being a tributary country to a 
state with its capital at Uri (in Jebel Marra) - possibly the
Tunjur state which preceded the Fur sultanate - in L'Universale 
Fabrica (1582), a geographical compendium compiled by Lorenzo 
d'Anania (6).

Nachtigal (1879) asserted that the Masalit had been forced into 
their Dar (land) by the (first) Wadai sultan, Abdalkariim, 1635- 
55, perhaps to act as an eastern buffer. Kapteijns (1985:15-20) 
writes that current oral traditions support this, that the Masalit 
were included in Wadai from its inception, their loyalties later 
drifting to Dar Fur as the Wadai taxes increased. Their main claim 
to outside fame was as raiders of caravans.

Before attaining independent statehood in the 1880s Dar
Masalit, lying on the frontier between its two powerful rival 
neighbours - Dar Fur and Dar Maba/Wadai, oscillated between a 
disorganized independence and tributary status to one or the other
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of its neighbours.
Like many other areas in the Sahel region Dar Masalit is very 

heterogeneous ethnically and linguistically, containing within its 
borders (7) elements of many different tribes as well as the
majority Masalit: nomadic Arabs, riverine (Nile) Arabs, Fur, Maba,
Tama, Erenga, Miisiirii, Daju, Bagirmi, Sinyar, Zaghawa and smaller 
numbers of others, e.g. Kanuri, Hausa, Fulbe, Dongolawi and a few 
communities of ex-slaves from the south, mainly Dinka.

Whatever their geographical origin, the name Masaaliit (Ar:«j>it— * 
Ms: masara) is sometimes associated with the word for thunder, Ms: 
masalgi/masal if)gi, and sometimes with the word for dancing, Ms: 
misarin 'dance/game/play' , by the people themselves. However, these 
ascriptions seem somewhat fanciful and need further evidence.

1.5.1 EXTERNAL INFLUENCES

Dar Masalit not only lies across one of the main pilgrim routes 
from West Africa to Arabia but also was, for a brief while a 
century ago, a terminus for caravans coming south from CyrenaYca 
and Tripoli, especially during the Mahdiyya when the Dar Fur-Egypt 
route was unsafe. Prior to that period, and since, contact with and 
merchandise from the outside world has been routed via either
Abeche (Wara in former times), the Maba capital to the west, or al- 
Fashir or other Dar Fur towns to the east. The Masalit are not and 
never were a mercantile people and so external commerce has been 
and remains today in the hands of colonies of foreign merchants: 
the Jellaaba Arabs from Dunqula on the Nile, Hausa and Kanuri
immigrants from west Africa and some few north Africans, Maghrebi 
Arabs and Berbers. Smaller numbers of Fulbe and Zaghawa merchants 
are present also.

The principal traditional exports from the Wadai/Dar Fur area 
to the north and east were slaves from the pagan tribes of the 
south (8), ivory, camels and leather goods. Today the district of 
Dar Masalit boasts only one major export - oil from a peanut-oil
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factory, owned by a Magrebi Arab, a descendant of immigrants of the 
Sanoussi era.

Cloth, paper, books, firearms, spices, beads and other luxury 
articles such as perfumes, silk, kohl, soap and looking-glasses
were the main imports (9), coming largely from the north and north
east (Egypt and the Mediterranean littoral); much cloth was also 
imported from the west, along with occasional immigrant Bagirmi 
indigo dyers famed for their skills (10). Salt, the other vital 
import, came from Natron in the desert to the north of Dar Fur
(whence it was also exported to Egypt) and other mid-Saharan salt 
pans (11). However the single most significant import was Islam and 
the notions of literate Arabic culture that went with it. Cowries 
and Austrian Thalers served as units of exchange, and still do.

The foci of radiation of Arabic scholarship in north and east 
Africa were Tunis, Cairo, Timbuktu, Kano, Khartoum and Mombasa. 
However, the Azhar university in Cairo was, and still is, pre
eminent and is the centre of studies most in demand by Masalit men 
seeking to study abroad; critical works and commentaries by Azhari 
scholars are amongst the most popular in the eastern Sudan, e.g. 
the tafsiir of as-Suyuti and his other works. Nonetheless, native 
Cairene Egyptian scholars did not migrate to preach in the Sudan in 
large numbers; it was the Kanuri and Fulbe peoples of the west who 
supplied scholars for export to the eastern Sahel. Even today the 
Bornu (Kanuri) and Fallaata (Fulbe) (12) communities resident in 
Dar Masalit have a reputation for piety and produce numbers of 
Islamic scholars vastly out of proportion to the small percentage 
of the population they represent.

1.5.2 THE IMMEDIATE AREA

Insofar as Dar Masalit functioned as a buffer zone between two 
fairly evenly matched rival political entities, Dar Fur and Wadai", 
for over two centuries, one could reasonably expect to find traces 
of the impact of both, above all in the political and economic 
vocabulary of the Masalit. In fact the political structure of the
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sultanate set up in the 1880s appears to have adopted more terms 
from Fur than from Maba, e.g. Fu: baaslnga > Ms: basenga 'nobles,
royalty', possibly because the Fur were more often in at least 
nominal control of the Dar with whatever prestige that entailed. 
There is a large number of political terms of Arabic origin common 
to both Maba and Fur also in Masalit, e.g. Ar: maqduum > Ms: makdum 
'noble of the rank of basenga, but not of the royal clan', and some 
that are found in Maba alone, e.g. Mb: kamkolak 'governor (lit.
'big man')' .

Thus it would appear that the Fur sultanate exerted a greater 
political gravity than the Maba on the Masalit. What relics of the 
previous regimes of the Tunjur and the pagan Daju there are is 
difficult to assess as it is over three centuries since the 
extinction of the former and more since the demise of the latter. 
Added to this is the almost total lack of any linguistic 
information about the Tunjur and possible errors in ascription of 
terms to the Daju, who have been neighbours of the Masalit for 
centuries. The 'Zaghawa' (Beri) have also been northern neighbours 
for many centuries and are mentioned by the Arab geographers Yaqut 
and al/fa'qubi as forming a 'great kingdom among the kingdoms of the 
Sudan. On their eastern boundary the kingdom of the Nubians who are 
above upper Egypt. ' (Yaqut). 'The first of the Sudanese kingdoms is 
that of the Zaghawa who settled at a place which is called Kanem.' 
(alVaqubi) (13). That the Zaghawa mentioned by Yaqut were the 
ancestors of the people who live north of the Masalit now is 
possible, but alYaqubi evidently means the Kanembu-Kanuri (who also 
speak languages of the Saharan group).

While it may be reasonable to assert that the Fur and Maba 
exerted influence on the Masalit and their vocabulary - and not 
vice versa, as the Masalit were very much on the periphery both 
physically and politically in relation to both states - the same 
could not be assumed for the other ethnic groups that surround and 
intermingle with the Masalit: mainly the Tama group and Zaghawa to 
the north and the Daju, Sinyar and Kajakse to the south (see the 
schematic plan below).

The question of their influence must remain an imponderable
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i n s o f a r  a s  n o n e  o f  t h e s e ,  o t h e r  t h a n  t h e  D a j u  i n  t h e  d i s t a n t  p a s t ,  

h a s  b e e n  i n  a n y  p o s i t i o n  w h e r e  t h e i r  p o w e r  a n d  p r e s t i g e  w o u l d  h a v e  

b e e n  p r e - e m i n e n t  w i t h  r e g a r d  t o  p o l i t i c a l  i n f l u e n c e  i n  D a r  M a s a l i t .  

T h a t  t h e  v a r i o u s  p e o p l e s  o f  t h e  r e g i o n  d o  m i x  i s  c l e a r  f r o m  t h e  

p o l y l i n g u a l i s m  o f  t h e  m a r k e t s  b y  d a y  a n d  t h e  m i x e d  n a t u r e  o f  d a n c e s  

b y  n i g h t .  S e v e r a l  o f  my M a s a l i t  i n f o r m a n t s  s t a t e d  t h a t  t h e y  h a d  

' a n c e s t o r s '  o r  r e l a t i v e s  b e l o n g i n g  t o  o n e  o r  o t h e r  o f  t h e  

n e i g h b o u r i n g  t r i b e s .  I n t e r m a r r i a g e ,  a s  f a r  a s  t h e  M a s a l i t  a r e  

c o n c e r n e d ,  a l t h o u g h  n o t  e n c o u r a g e d ,  i s  n o t  s u b j e c t  t o  a  s e r i o u s  

t a b o o .

A R A B S ZAGHAWA

M A R A R I T  T AM A G I M R

A R A B S

E RE NG A B E R T I

MABA
M I M IMASALIT

\
FUR

I R G I DK A J A K S E

S I N Y A RD A J U

B E I G OFONGOROKIBET MURO
F U L B EAIKI

DAGGAL M A S A L I TK ARA B I N G A

KREJG U L A

= p e o p l e s  s p e a k i n g  l a n g u a g e s  o f  t h e  M a b a  f a m i l y
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1.5.3 THE BROADER AREA

According to Hasan (1971:20), "...despite the proximity of Daar 
Fuur to the Nile, initially the region fell under the cultural 
impact of central Bilaad al Suudaan and the Magrib. Islamic 
influences were felt in Kanem, which wielded great influence all 
over the region, well before the 11th century." This, when taken in 
conjunction with Holt's statement (1970:332) that "Waday was the 
cultural watershed between the eastern and western parts of Bilaad 
al Suudaan." suggests that the area of Dar Fur, after initially 
being influenced by states to its west, turned to the east no later 
than the 17th century (overlooking any previous Funj or Christian 
Nubian influences prior to this). This is particularly pertinent to 
Dar Masalit, lying as it does between Wadai and Dar Fur; thus in 
searching for possible external influences on the Masalit one must 
look both east and west, and in so seeking bear in mind that "the 
mobility of men and ideas within the Islamic world, across the 
Sahara or within the Sudan, founded upon trade but stimulated by 
religious duties, is the most important geographical fact of 
African Islamic history." (Holt, 1970:345).

To the north lies Borkou and the Fezzan. The Fezzan has been a 
scene of Islamic activity since the first century A.H., with the 
arrival and installation of members of the jj^aarijii sect in the 
mid-eighth century A.D. (737-757), closely followed by its 
annexation by the 'orthodox' Arabs, forcing the kharijites further 
south (761) - the latter perhaps involved in the later foundation 
of the state of Kanem, mentioned above, on the banks of Lake Chad 
(850) and perhaps supplying that state's first Muslim king, Huns 
(1086). In the last century Fezzan also became an area of contest 
with the Egyptian conquest (1821), the return of the Turks (1835) 
and the foundation of the Sanussi 'state' later on, followed by the 
partition of the area between France and Italy, northern Tibesti 
remaining the subject of dispute between Chad and Libya today (14).

To the east lies the middle Nile, the site of the Funj and 
Sennar kingdoms and the earlier Christian Nubian states; to the 
north-east along the 40 days road lies Egypt. Communications along
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the pilgrim route with the former have been regular at least since 
Islam first took root in west and central Sudan. Documented 
relations with the latter are older, going back at least to the 
first Turkish military slave regime of the Tulunids at the end of 
the ninth century in Egypt when contingents of 'Zaghawa' formed an 
important part of the ranks of the Egyptian army (15). In more 
recent times there have been regular commercial links with Egypt 
and north Nilotic Sudan mediated by the Dunqulawi and Ja'ali 
Jellaba Arabs, who established mercantile colonies along the Sahel 
as far as Chad. These links survive today; though the mode of 
transport has changed from camel caravans to Bedford lorries, they 
are still in the hands of the Jellaba. With the Turkish invasion 
and occupation of the upper Nile valley after 1820, the high rates 
of taxation imposed by the occupiers and commercial monopolies 
operated by them, many riverine Sudanese migrated to the southern 
and western 'marches' beyond the control of Khartoum, bringing with 
them their political and religious ideas and religious brotherhoods 
(16) .

To the west lies lake Chad and beyond that the Niger, the sites 
of states where Arabic, despite its great religious and scholarly 
prestige, has never succeeded in becoming the undisputed commercial 
lingua franca that it has in east Sudan - a process that continues 
today with state support in the republics of Sudan and Chad (see 
below), contrasting with the modern promotion of Bambara in Mali 
and Hausa in Niger and Nigeria as national and literary languages. 
The Chad states, being physically closer, had more influence than 
the Niger riverine states, whose trade patterns were predicated 
largely on trans-Saharan commerce with Morocco and the north rather 
than dealing along the Sahelian 'corridor* as the Chad states did 
to a greater extent. The state of Kanem, from which Bornu later 
sprang, was the first historically documented entity of importance 
in the central Sudan; Kanem-Bornu was v£ritab]ement au moyen-ag& le 
1foyer civilisateur' of central Sudan as Mali, following Ghana's 
demise, was for West Sudan (17). Its rulers adopted Islam in the 
11th century and reached the peak of their power in the 16th 
century, their slow decline thereafter being accompanied by the
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rise of the Hausa city states, the latter much influenced 
politically by Bornu (also, but less so, by Songai) and pervaded by 
the Islamic prose 1ytization of the Fulbe, Kanuri and Berber 
scholars. Between Bornu and Waday the state of Bagirmi emerged at 
the end of the 16th century with its capital at Massenya, in
opposition to Bornu as Waday was to Dar Fur, and at about the same 
time that the Maba speaking rulers of Waday overthrew their 
predecessors, the Tunjur, who had also been overthrown shortly 
before in Dar Fur. The Bagirmi tended to look west for scholars - 
particularly the ubiquitous Fulbe, but also Hausa and refugee 
Kanuri (18). There has been a continual stream of migrants from the
West to the East along the Sahel by these groups (also some Songai
and others), prompted by politico-religious turbulence in West 
Africa, such as the devastating Moroccan invasion and occupation of 
Timbuktu and the Songai empire at the end of the sixteenth century.

It would appear that the east provided a more profound
linguistic influence than the west, with Sudanese Arabic and not 
the dialects of Arabic spoken by the nomadic Baqqara or Shuwa 
Arabs, becoming increasingly the lingua franca, and the descendant 
of this colloquial Arabic replacing the indigenous languages. This 
may be due in no small part to the migrations to the West in the 
nineteenth century of the riverine arabized Sudanese, as mentioned 
above. Such a situation has not obtained in West Sudan, where 
Arabic was limited to its liturgical uses but the languages of 
commerce remained Kanuri, Hausa, Bambara and Berber in addition to 
Arabic. This suggests that religious indoctrination, such as may be 
found everywhere in the Islamic world, in classical Arabic, the 
liturgical language of Islam, has only a limited effect in everyday 
language usage. In Sudan, as in the rest of the Islamic world, 
traditional Quran schools teach young children to recite the Quran 
by rote, even though they may not understand the meaning of what 
they recite; recitation is in itself meritorious. Therefore one 
would expect to find, in Masalit, or other languages of the region, 
in effect two vocabularies adopted from Arabic: a religious,
scholarly one from the classical language of the Mosque and Quran 
school, and a market/commercial one from the colloquial language of
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East Sudan, spoken by traders from the east. Whether or not this is 
the case will be shown below in Chapter Four. This is in marked 
contrast with, but complementary to, Wexler's findings and
contentions concerning Arabic lexemes in West African languages: 
that the classical language provided most of the adopted vocabulary 
and that colloquial Arabic has played a minor role in the
exportation of Arabic lexemes (19). It is interesting in this 
context to note that Abu Manga (1986) demonstrates clearly how 
classical Arabic has been the source of Arabic adoptives in West 
African Fulfulde, but that colloquial Sudanese Arabic has been the 
source of Arabic adoptives in the dialect of Fulfulde spoken in the 
Sudan. However, the Sahel does not present the conditions of a 
language laboratory and the continuous comings and goings
eastwards, westwards and northwards are all dynamic and sometimes 
conflicting factors; the only apparent constant is the steady
pressure of Islam from west, east and indeed north as well.

To the north of Dar Masalit and its immediate northern 
neighbours, the Zaghawa, Tama, Erenga and Miisiirii, lies the 
Sahara - like an ocean, traversible only by camel caravan up until 
this century. Caravans from Dar Fur to the north-east went to 
arabophone and 'coptophone' Egypt and the Nile valley; caravans 
from Wadai to the north (in the 19th century) went to Tripoli and 
Benghazi, along which route the Sanoussiya penetrated Wadai; 
caravans from Wadai to the north-west, or west-then-north, went to 
the Maghreb. These routes are indicated on the map (p.10) they 
passed through Berber and Tuareg controlled territory, both groups 
taking a lively interest in the trade (slaves, leather goods and 
exotica being the main exports), and formed conduits for 
communications between the Sudanese states and the Mediterranean 
littoral and even beyond. Bovill (1933:24) notes that in the 1530s 
Bornu had diplomatic relations with Spain. Tuareg influence was 
particularily keen in Wadai where the monarch maintained a Tuareg 
cavalry and camel corps (20).
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1.5.4 THE COLONIAL PERIOD AND THE INDEPENDENT SUDAN REPUBLIC

As far as the Masalit are concerned the 'colonial' period 
began with the influx of riverine Sudanese fleeing from the 
oppressive taxation of the Turco-Egyptian regime (1821-1885). 
Then, with the weakening of that regime, came the military 
domination of Dar Fur and Dar Masalit by Zubayr Pa§a (1874), a 
commander nominally subordinate to the Turco-Egyptian government. 
With the foundation of the Mahdist state (1881) Dar Masalit took 
its own short-lived independence, surviving Mahdist, Fur and 
French military assaults, giving in gracefully to a nominal 
British occupation in 1920, following the British conquest of Dar 
Fur, and being the first experiment by the British in 'native 
administration'. There was only a 'resident' installed in Geneina 
by the British administration in Khartoum to advise the Sultan in 
administrative matters, e.g. the introduction of monetary taxation 
which led to the debasement of traditional market barter values 
(see Kapteijns, Chapter 7).

The British presence in Sudan merely had a retarding effect on 
the spread of Arabic as the lingua franca and the retreat of the 
indigenous languages, insofar as arabophone traders from the Nile 
valley were subject to stringent restrictions in their access to 
the relatively less developed markets of the west and south (21); 
it also interfered with commercial links with western Sudan, by 
the setting up of the Chad-Sudan frontier (22). This effect was 
enhanced in Dar Masalit by the administration's maintenance of 
frontier posts between the Dar and the rest of the Sudan. 
Following Sudanese independence in 1956 all such restrictions on 
trade within the Sudan were lifted and Arabic has been 
increasingly encouraged as the sole medium of expression, at least 
in the north of the Sudan Republic, to the accelerating detriment 
of local languages like Masalit. As an example: in primary schools 
the pupils are punished for speaking their own languages 
(reminiscent of Welsh or Breton schools not so long ago). The idea 
that there might be an indigenous culture of value worth
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supporting is constantly disparaged both in schools and in the 
mosques, to the point that local languages are not conceived as 
'languages' at all, as has been mentioned above (p. 26), another
step in their psychological devaluation. Added to this is the 
greatly increased mobility of the male population - Masalit men 
migrating to the Nile in search of work and riverine Arabs being 
sent to Dar Masalit to administrative and educational posts: 
postings, I was assured by an Omdurmani civil servant in Geneina, 
they deem comparable to a spell in Siberia for a Russian.

The product of these changes has been a massive recent influx 
of Arabic words into Masalit, and the other local languages. My 
own data is without doubt greatly affected by this: most of my
informants were male high school students who were hoping to go on 
to university in Khartoum or Cairo and who held their mother 
tongue in low esteem (at least that is the information that I, as 
a foreign infidel, was given) (23).

1.5.5 MASALIT CULTURE AND NON-ISLAMIC PRACTICES

The Masalit enjoy a reputation for being, at the very least, 
unorthodox in their Islamic religious practices. This is denied 
strenuously by themselves, but borne out by the testimony of other
ethnic groups and, more pertinently, by the attempts of the
present Masalit Sultan's father to stamp out some of the more
obviously unislamic practices.

They are renowned and feared for their powers of metamorphosis 
and former practice of cannibalism. According to the traveller 
Tunisi (1845:355), ' tous les FOriens assurent que les MagSlyt et

les Tdmourkeh ont la puissance de se met amorphoser en diverses 
espdces d'animaux; que les MagSlyt peuvent se transformer en 
hy&nes, en chats et en chiens.' Arkell (MS, Box 5, f. 19:21)
writes, 'some Masalit and Gimr can let their spirits rise at night 
and go out and suck people's blood'. Nachtigal, in Sahara and 
Sudan, mentions their reputation for anthropophagy, as does Arkell
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(MS, Box 3, f. 12:22), ' The Masalit are cannibals, and so perhaps

of Zande origin. ..(?)'

The Masalit continue to share many unislamic beliefs and 
practices with their Fur, Maba and other neighbours (and probably 
other peoples farther afield):

kaqgi kamarko tene 'rainmaker' (lit. 'the one who holds the 
staff'); when he wants to summon or dismiss the rain he sits on 
the top of an ants' nest and blows into his (cow's) horn which is 
packed full of roots and magic items. Tubiana (1964) notes a 
rainmaker amongst the Zaghawa who performs similar practices. 
Lewis (MS, 600/6/33) gives kamarka as the name of the root-doctor 
in Masalit and Fur.

koma (1it.'stone/hi 11/mountain') and ijaba (< Ar: hijaab) are 
charms and amulets, and, by extension cures. The Shia in eastern 
Arabia have an analagous association of 'stone' and 'amulet', some 
carry a stone around with them which they place on the ground when 
praying and touch it with their foreheads.

1.5.6 THE ADVANCE OF ISLAM

Islamic practice in Dar Masalit
The presence of 'saints' in Islam has been taken up with zeal 

all over the Sudan, using as legitimation the Quranic quotation 
' Indeed the Friends of God neither fear nor sorrow' ^alaa Anna 

/awliyaa? altyahi laa gawfiin ' alaihim wa laa hum yahzanuun (Surat 
Yunus, v. 63J. The Masalit have taken it up too and under its guise 
have continued their older practices.

Saints possess innate baraka (Ms: barak, charisma, the blessing 
of God, God's favour) and by this 'miracles' karaama (Ms: karama)
are performed by God on their behalf. Living holy men also exist: 
Jaixs and faqiihs (CQS: faki, Ms: faki) who make protective
amulets (Ms: ijaba), make incantations (of the Quran) into leather
water-bottles (24) and write out certain sections of the Quran 
onto slates, l8ut» (Ms: lo) (25). In most markets in the Sudan
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fakis can be found selling books of Quranic exegesis, Hadith and 
amulets of their own manufacture. In many ways the faki has 
replaced the pagan kujur of eastern Sudan and assimilated the 
kujur's rdles and functions. (In Masalit kujur has come to mean 
the place of ritual practices rather than the holy person who 
performs them).

Amongst the Masalit of the five 'pillars' of Islam (Jahaada,
aprofession of faith; zak/at, alms; $al<la, prayer; $&um, fasting in

Ramadaan; hajj, pilgrimmage to Makka) only the first: the saying
of the jahaada, is performed by everyone. Prayer and fasting have
become more general in this century (the older generation quite
openly admit the laxity of the preceding generations). The various
interdictions and behavioural edicts of orthodox Islam (forbidding
the imbibing of intoxicants, promoting 'modest' female attire,
limiting the number of meats that may be eaten) have not been
adopted into Masalit life too rigidly: marissa (millet beer; is
still drunk by all - women and men, adults and children; the limit
of 'modest' attire for most women is a sleeveless dress, an east
Sudanese 6awb (similar to an Indian sari) by the more Islamized
town-dwel lers which is more of a status symbol than a piece of
cloth for concealing naked flesh, but for many women in the
countryside knee-length skirts remain their only covering; despite

ainterdictions, locusts, lizards and other tia^am (unclean) meats 
are still commonly eaten. The night-time dances also thrive, 
despite the disapproval of the orthodox.

Up until recently, the only education available has been at the
Quran school where the young boys learn the Quran by rote from a
master at his home. More advanced pupils will travel away from 
home to the place of a master of repute (and so are called
mukaajiriin (Ar: emigrants, those whose migrated with Muhammad
from Makka) -> Masalit: muhaj iri inta, Fu: muhaajirin, but, Mb:
hlr4&nik (< Quran), denoting the pupil who learns at home).

The arrival of Islam in Dar Masalit.
The fall in the 14th century of Christian Nubia which had also

hitherto blocked the advance of muslim traders and missionaries up
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the Nile and into the eastern Sudan, allowed an eastern 'pincer' 
of Islam to move west to meet in Wadai/Dar Fur a western 'pincer* 
coming in the opposite direction from the well-established muslim 
states of the west and central Sudan. The first move of this 
pincer was the conversion of the Fung rulers on the Nile in the 
sixteenth century AD. The Fung probably spoke a Nuba language but, 
after conversion to Islam, the upper classes used Arabic and 
encouraged faqiihs from Arabia to come and teach Islam.

After this the final conjunction of the 'pincers' occurred 
peacefully and rather quickly: the supplanting of the Tunjur
kingdom (which had encompassed the region of Wadai/Dar Fur) by 
Suleyman So lor), the first Fur ruler of the Keira dynasty at the 
beginning of the 17th century, in the east (Dar Fur) who adopted 
Islam and encouraged trade with the east but whose successors 
encouraged the immigration of Kanuri and Bagirmi settlers, and 
Abdalkariim, the first Maba ruler of the Abbasid dynasty of Wadai 
about twenty years after the accession of the Keira sultans, who 
also adopted Islam.

Lying between Wadai and Dar Fur and usually being tributary to 
one of them the Masalit could hardly avoid ultimately being 
influenced by Islam. Most contemporary sources in the Dar claim 
that they have been Muslim for two or three centuries. This may 
well be true though, as noted above, the Islam practised by the 
mass of people would probably have been very superficial. That 
this was the case is supported by the efforts of the Masalit 
Sultans at the turn of the century to suppress the 'traditional' 
rituals at the kujur and the reputed practice of cannibalism.

The big advance in terms of Islam was in the nineteenth century 
with the expansion of the influence of the sufi/dervish orders, 
the conquest in the west of pagan tribes by the Fulbe jihaad with 
its reverberations throughout the Sahel and Sudan, and the arrival 
of the 6migr6s from Turkish-occupied riverine Sudan. Mahdism was 
most important in the 'psychic assimilation' of Islam. It spread 
rapidly amongst the Masalit, led by the Sultan and his family; 
though Sultan Endoka later forsook Mahdism (1910) for the 
Tijaniyya order, all his brothers and faqiihs remained Mahdists.
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In 1921, after the British 'occupation' of Dar Masalit, a Masalit 
f a q i i h  in Nyala, south Dar Fur, announced himself to be the 
X a l i i f a  (one who follows/deputizes for) of God on earth and
proclaimed a j ih a a d  against the infidel British in the tradition 
of the j ih a a d s  of the West Sudan. It should be noted that the
direction in which 'Mahdism' (a messianic belief in the second 
coming of the mahdi) came was from the west, with the Fulbe, Hausa 
and Kanuri immigrants, along the pilgrim route from west Africa 
which had experienced the j ih a a d s  earlier in the century. Indeed 
the Mahdi of Aba Island himself drew inspiration from the
religious upheavals going on in West Africa that were largely 
instigated by the Fulbe.

1.5.7 CONCLUSION

In conclusion it may be noted that, up until the begining of 
the nineteenth cenury, the major foreign influences on Masalit
culture and language were those of its two powerful neighbours: 
the Maba and the Fur. Any Arabic influences up until then would 
most probably have been filtered through one or the other or both 
of them.

With the arrival of arabophone dmigr^s from the Nile and 
increasing islamization during the period of the Turkiyya, the 
horizons of the Masalit expanded beyond Dar Maba and Dar Fur to 
encompass the wider arabophone and muslim world to the East. 
Increasingly from this period on, contacts and links with the 
arabophone East have strengthened while those with the non- 
arabophone West have diminished. This trend was encouraged by the 
British occupation of Sudan and French occupation of Chad and has 
accelerated since the formation of the Sudan Republic in 1956.
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ENDNOTES

1 Although Dar Masalit is merely the western district of north 
Dar Fur province, according to the Khartoum administration, its 
extremely isolated position has allowed its ethno-political 
identity to survive (see J. Edgar, Africa Now, 2 & 6, 1983).
2 J.O Hunwick, The influence of Arabic in West Africa, 
Transactions of the historical society of Ghana, 7, 1964,pp.24-41.
3 J. Edgar, op.cit., 6, pp. 27-28.
4 R.S. O'Fahey & J. Spaulding, Kingdoms of the Sudan, 1974, p.3.
5 Col. Julien, Rapport Julien, MS, 1910, p.184, " Quant aux
Masai its, ils seraient n6s dans le sud du fameux massif qui a
donn6 naissance aux Foriens, non loin des Borgus.". . , "Les
Massalits ou Massalates originaires comme il a 6td dit de la
partie sud du massif montagneux forien, sont descendus dans les 
plaines alluvionnaires qui s'dtendent au sud de Dara...Vers 1445 
de l'fere chrdtienne, les Massalates ou Massalits 6taient groupes, 
et leur roi ou melek, dtait un des 20 rois musulmans soumis A
Soleiman ler Souloun, sultan du Dar For et chef de la dynastie
actuelle."
6 R.S. O'Fahey & J. Spaulding op.cit.
7 These are now the 'district' (Ar. min^aqa) borders, formerly
the sultanate borders.
8 Non-muslims are still referred to as "slaves" (Ar. 'abiid) by
the Muslims. The north/south aspect of the Chad civil war was
described to me by Masalit students and friends as a struggle 
between the Muslims and the slaves.
9 L. Kapteijns, op.cit., p.15, asserts that the impact of long 
distance trade on the Masalit was very limited; the "Masalit
participated in this trade only by raiding the caravans - often 
with considerable success." Also W.G. Browne, Travels in Africa, 
1798, pp.302-4. Lt.Col. Desteneuve, La Rdgion du Tchad, 1904: at
the turn of the 20th century Wadai's trade ". . . avec le monde
civilis6 est tout entier aux mains des Fezzanis, dont les
caravanes sont entidrement soumises au contrdle des Senoussiya.
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Les marchandises d'importation sont: le sucre, le thd, les
bougies, les allumettes, les v6tements et les tapis arabes. Les 
principales marchandises d'exportation sont les peaux tann6es, les 
plumes d'autriche et 1'ivoire...Le commerce local avec le Tchad 
comprend, comme importation: le fer, les dtoffes, le sel de Bilma,
les dattes, 1'indigo, l'oignon, etc. et comme exportation: le mil, 
les boeufs et les ch^vres. Nous ne par Ions que par m6moire du 
commerce des armes et des captifs, qui r&gne un peu partout."
10 Many Bagirmi were brought to Wara, the first capital of Wadai 
after a Wadai-Bagirmi war in the first half of the 19th century 
(as captives); J.L. Burckhardt (1819:487) states that, "others 
remained voluntarily at Borgo (Wadai), where they continue to earn 
a good livelihood by their art of giving the blue dye to 
cottons.." Some Bagirmi moved further east to Dar Masalit where 
there remains a small community today.
11 See K.S. Vikor, The Salt trade of Kawar, African Economic 
History,1982
12 The Masalit term for the Fulbe people is fellaata, adopted from 
the Kanuri term; it may include other western immigrants within 
its scope.

The Fulbe, along with the Mandinka, also brought Islam to the 
Hausa and other peoples in the Chad-Wadai region.
13 Saburi Birbaku and Muhammad alHajj in Islam in Tropical Africa,
I.M. Lewis, (1966:429).
14 G. Nicolas, Dynamisme de 1'Islam au Sud du Sahara, 1981, Paris.
15 M.A. Shaban, Islamic History, II, (1976:110-114).
16 R.S. O'Fahey and J. Spaulding, op.cit. p.185.
17 Y. Mahamet-Saleh, Les populations musulmanes du Tchad oriental 
et leur Evolution dans un Ouaddai statique, th6se de doctorat de 
36me cycle, Paris IV, 1983.
18 ibid. and P.M. Holt (1970:359) "Waday looked east I whereas 
Bagirmi looked west] teachers and traders came there from the Funj 
kingdom of Sennar, and pupils went to the Nile from Waday."
M.B. Moukhtar (1982) states, "Les Peuls en tant que v6hicules de 
1'Islam -'sous le puissant empire du Mali'- jouaient d6jA un 
certain r61e de conseillers et d'ambassadeurs au pr£s des rois."
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19 P Wexler (1980:527).
20 A sense of historical continuity was conveyed to me by a Maba 
informant commenting on the war in Chad that the 'wild northern 
tribes', by which he meant the Goran and Tuareg, had traditionally 
been the fiercest fighters and were fighting the war against the 
southern pagans for the muslims of the north.
21 There was a political motive involved here as well as the 
professed objective of protecting the vulnerable economies of the 
west and south; this was the interruption of the flow and 
communication of anti-government political propaganda - especially 
Mahdist - as the west witnessed many messianic-inspired uprisings 
led by faqihs (Islamic 'holy men') in the early years of the 
Condominium.
22 See J Works, Pilgrims in a Strange Land, Hausa Communities in 
Chad, 1976.
23 For a further discussion of this phenomenon in Wadai and Dar 
Fur, see P.Doornbos, Languages of Wadai and Dar Fur, in M.L.Bender 
(ed.) Nilo-Saharan Language Studies, 1983, pp. 43-79.
24 I witnessed a similar procedure by a Christian priest at the 
monastery of Debre Libanos, Ethiopia, where the priest recited 
verses of the Bible and at intervals blew into a glass bottle 
containing a little water, unstoppering and stoppering the bottle 
each time.
25 J.S. Trimmingham, Islam in the Sudan, 1949, pp. 81-89, 105 et 
passim.

This procedure is common throughout the Islamic world and is 
used as a prophylactic and a cure: for a severe case of sunstroke 
a Borgu faki resident in Geneina consulted his book of cures, 
found the appropriate Quranic verses etc. and wrote them out on a 
wooden, a brass and a silver-plated slate; the ink from these was 
washed carefully into a bowl, mixed with certain resins and 
frankincense and given to the patient to drink; this service cost 
£5 Sudanese in 1982 (it worked).
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2.0 THE STATE OF THE ARABIC LANGUAGE IN DAR MASALIT

Arabic Diglossia
Ferguson < 19591> notes that Arabic, like some other languages, 

exists all over the arabophone world in two forms: a
'high/1iterary/educated/ classical' form and a 'low/usually 
unwritten/colloquial' form, distinguished by the speakers 
themselves. It has been noted above that Masalit also falls into 
this category, having a 'heavy speech' kana lcre and a 'light
speech' kana walwala, the distinction being made by the Masalit 
themselves. Literacy, or its absence - which is the case for the 
Masalit language - appears to be irrelevant to the existence of a 
diglossia; the classical/colloquial Arabic distinction is 
primarily a spoken one, however the fact that the classical is the 
form that is traditionally written down no doubt reinforces its 
value in the eyes and ears of the speakers, the written word being 
a very potent symbol. Further social dialects of the language
could perhaps be distinguished on the grounds of age, gender,
familial status, but that goes beyond the scope of this work and 
there is little recorded data to support or disprove the existence 
of such divisions. Usage in Arabic not only differs as between the 
'high' and 'low* forms but also geographically between the 'lows' 
of different arabophone regions (e.g. 'he wants', classical:

A  Iyuriidu; Sudanese: (huw) dair; Egyptian: (huwu/^'aiz; Hijaazi:
yab-ya), i.e. there is no uniform 'low' form as there is a single 
standard 'high' form, but rather a number of geographical
dialects.

The 'high' form of Arabic (classical, f usha ) is what is
written (except in modern fiction), preached in mosques, used in 
political speeches, news broadcasts and education; the 'low' form 
is used in everyday familiar conversation, instructions to workers 
and some oral traditions. The 'high' form is perceived as more 
difficult (its grammatical rules have been analysed and fixed for 
over a thousand years) (1); the 'low' form is perceived as simple 
and it, since it has not until recently been fixed as a written 
form, has been evolving continuously. There are four areas of
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difference between the 'low' dialects and the 'high' form: 
phonology, morphology, syntax and lexical usage.

As for phonological differences, Ferguson writes about 
languages which feature diglossia: "The sound systems of thigh]
and Clow] constitute a single phonological structure of which the 
Clow] phonology is the basic system and the divergent features of 
thigh] phonology are either a subsystem or a parasystem."..." If 
'pure' thigh] items have phonemes not found in 'pure' Clow] items, 
Clow] phonemes frequently substitute for these in oral use of 
thigh] and regularly replace them in tatsamas." (Ferguson uses the 
term tatsama to mean phonemic equivalence, e.g. /0/ of classical 
Arabic is realized as /t/ in colloquial Syrian in lexemes which 
form part of the Syrian lexicon, but as /s/ in the spoken form of 
the classical language in Syria).

In Dar Masalit therefore, as in the rest of the arabophone 
world, there are two distinct varieties of Arabic to deal with: 
the classical language of the mosque, and the colloquial of Wadai- 
Dar Fur. Reference has been made above to Wexler's thesis that the 
classical language was the major source of lexical material 
adopted by West African languages (cf. Hiskett (1965) and 
Greenberg (1947) on Hausa); this, as will be demonstrated below, 
is not the case for Masalit or, one may reasonably expect, for 
other Wadai-Dar Fur languages/ Food vocabulary, for example, has 
been adopted from the colloquial, e.g. Ms: ababata < Wadai-Dar Fur 
Arabic: abuu batta 'maize', cf. Mb: abaat, Ta: ababati). To better 
demonstrate this, I have employed the spelling of classical Arabic 
in transliteration throughout, and give the colloquial form where 
phonological differences are relevant, since not only the 
colloquial of Wadai-Dar Fur, but that of the riverine Sudan and 
even Egypt and the Magreb may have been sources of lexemes (2).

In addition to these, and at a yet 'lower' socio-1inguistic 
level, there is the pidgin Arabic which may still be heard in 
remote markets. Muraz (1932) writing about the Arabic spoken in 
Chad calls this the patois arabe-tchadien or tourkou. Lethem 
(1920) writing about the state of Arabic spoken in Chad and North 
Nigeria, states the following:
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"The conquest of Bornu by Rabeh, coming from the Egyptian 
Sudan in 1892, while it Introduced a large number of Egyptian

words and phrases and extended the general use of Arabic, has

probably on the whole vulgarized the standard of Shuwa (Arabic).

Words and phrases from this origin are known as turuk, this being 
the term applied in Bornu to Rabeh's non-Arabic Sudanese troops, 
but Indicating further east in the Sudan the "Turk ic isims" of 
Egyptian Arabic.

"Another influence and one likely to have an Increasingly 
rapid effect on Bornu Arabic is that [owing] to the growing

facilities of communication with the eastern Sudan. Jellaba 
merchants from Kordofan and natives of Dar Fur and Wadal are 
already [a] common [sight1 in Bornu towns and are likely to become 
numerous. "
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2.1 PHONOLOGY OF ARABIC

As information on the colloquial Arabic spoken in the Dar 
Masalit area is scarce I give my own, supported by sources on the
colloquials of northern Nigeria or 'Shuwa' (CQN), of the Wadai-
Dar Fur region (CQW) and of riverine Sudan (CQS). CQW is the 
closest to the colloquial spoken in Dar Masalit, as, apart from 
some local lexical differences, the same dialect is spoken 
throughout the region. As mentioned on p. 18, CQN, CQW and CQS 
appear to be continuations of a common colloquial ancestor which 
spread westwards from the Nile with the nomad migrations. Kaye 
(1976:177) contends that the 'Sudanese' colloquial is a 
continuation of a colloquial spoken in Egypt; the phonology of 
present-day Sudanese does not appear to support this: 

e.g.: CL /j/ = CQE /g / but s CQS / j /;
CL /q/ = CQE /?/ but s CQS /g/.

CLASSICAL ARABIC TABLE OF PHONEMES

Consonants:
plosive b t d k q+ ?
(pharyngealized) q*
fricative f 0* b* s z j x Y* h* > h
(pharyngeal ized) ?•*' ^

affricate j
nasal m n
lateral 1 1 11
trill r
semivowel w y

* CQW does not possess these phonemes, CQS only lacks /0/, /&/ and 
/?/.

+ Cg] is the equivalent of /q/ in CQW.
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Consonant clusters:
Initial consonant clusters are excluded in classical Arabic. 
There is no phonological rule excluding any medial or final 

(2-)consonant clusters.

Vowels: (CL 'written' vowels given in bold, these are the vowel
phonemes, the others are allophones) 
t/ii u/uu
Ce] [3 ] [a] Col

a/aa Ca]

Diphthongs: ai, au

Notes:
1. /<̂ ,5 , t,0,a,^,Y,q,T»h/ do not occur phonemically in Masalit . "

a«<l, of these, only /?/ occurs in CQW.
2. standard Arabic orthography allows for only three short vowels 

/a,i,u/ and three long vowels /aa, ii,uu/; however the consonantal 
environment exerts an influence, the vowel values given are those 
pertaining to CQS.

WADAI-DAR FUR COLLOQUIAL ARABIC TABLE OF PHONEMES 

Consonants:
plosives Ip] b t d k g
fricatives f s z J Cel x h
affricates j
nasals m n
laterals 1 C 11
trills r
semivowels w y

Ip] and C c 3 are allophones of /b/ and /J7 respectively,
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Consonant clusters:
CQW has initial 'clusters' the second element of which is a 

semi-vowel (as do some other colloquials), e.g.: Jwayya 'a
little', nyakororiya 'kind of faqiih/holy man. Other than these
there are no initial C clusters in CL or CQW.

As stated above, there are no restrictions on medial or final
(2-)consonant clusters or geminates in CL. There is a tendency to 
break up these medial and final clusters in CQW and CQS with
epenthetic vowels. This forms an important piece of evidence in
favour of a colloquial source of adoptives in Masalit, as will be 
shown in Chapter Four (see 4.2.1.2.6).

Vowels:
i/ii u/uu

[e/eel Co/ool
a/aa

The few sources on CQS and CQW phonology do not always agree 
on the correspondences of CL phonemes in CQS and CQW, e.g.:

Crewe (1973) Trimmingham (1946) Abu Manga (1986) Kaye (1976)

CL COS COE COS COS COW COW
/1 / /1 / /1 / /1 / /1 /
/<*/ /d/ /^/ /d/ /d/
/e / /1, s/ /t, s/ /1, s/
/hi /d, z/ /z/ /$,z,d/
/$/ /s/ /<?/ /s/ /s/
/?/ /z/ / qi/ /z/ /z/
/j/ /j/ /g/ /d/ (?) /j,d/ /j/ /j/
/q/ /g/ /?/ /k/ f s» y/ /e /

/ y/ 'x' /V/ /x*s/
/h/ /h/ /h/ /h/

Abu Manga (1986:27) states that 'The Western Sudan dialect in 
Kcrdofan and Dar Fur... fails to realize the Arabic emphatic
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[pharyngeal] sounds.' However he states that the emphatics ARE 
present in Khartoumi Arabic, which I confirm.

The colloquial forms given throughout are in phonemic ortho
graphy and are independent of the classical except where otherwise 
stated.

As etyma are adopted in their phonetic form - i.e. what is 
heard is adopted (as mentioned above, p. 28), and as no detailed 
knowledge of the morphology of the source language by the speakers 
of the target language can be assumed, a detailed summary of 
Arabic morphology is irrelevant here. However it should be noted 
that the disimilarity between the morphologies of Arabic and 
Masalit is a factor which has discouraged the adoption of items 
into morphological categories other than that of nominals: Arabic 
morphology is non-concatenative and has the root structure 
constraints of a prosodic template, consonantal melody and vocalic 
melody; Masalit is concatenative (i.e. agglutinative) and does not 
have a template-melody system.

As mentioned on p.29, most adoptives from Arabic whose models 
are verbs pass into the category of nominal in Masalit and are 
used with an indigenous 'support verb*. The form of the Arabic 
verb used as a model is the ' non-inf lected' form of the masculine 
third person singular perfect, fa'al(a).
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2.2 PHONOLOGY OF MASALIT

MASALIT TABLE OF PHONEMES 

Consonants:
*ty k g (q) [?]

J c (x) h
j
fi 0 

ny nj og

y (q)

indigenous Masalit lexemes, 
/p, q, v, <4, ty/ occur very rarely indeed in my data, e.g. pirayo 
saddle, ndoq sucking noise made by infant at its mother's breast, 
gerivi stranger, Mui thing, tyom one (numeral).
2. /x/ and /z/ occur only in words of Arabic origin, i.e. are 
'extraneous' sounds.
3. The glottal stop is non-phonemic in Masalit and occurs 
systematically before lexemes which would otherwise be V initial.
4. In my data /p/, /ty/ and /m / appear initially only, /h/ appears 
initially and medially only, /q/ appears finally only. All other 
consonants occur in initial, medial and final positions.
5. /k,m,n,o,r/ are the Cs which occur in final position most 
frequently; /b,t,s, 1,f/ occur very rarely in final position in 
indigenous Masalit.
6. Nasal-initial C clusters are counted as single consonants as 
they are homorganic and may be classed as 'prenasalized' Cs. They 
are all voiced and occur initially and medially but not finally.

plosives (p) b t d
fricatives f (v) s (z)
af f ricates
nasals m n
prenasals mb nd
laterals 1
trills r
semivowels w

* ty = palatal voiceless stop

Notes:
1. /h/ and /f/ are rare in
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Consonant clusters:

INITIAL
Initial consonant clusters appear to be excluded.

MEDIAL
There does not appear to be any phonological rule excluding 

any medial (2-)consonant clusters.

Medial clusters the first element of which is a nasal and 
which contain a voiceless C as the second consonant are few and 
appear to be the result of the juxtapositioning of separate 
morphemes in most cases (cf. initial clusters). This appears to be 
a general trend amongst the Maba group languages.

FINAL
Final consonant clusters appear to be excluded.

Geminates:
Geminates are infrequent and examples recorded so far are 

restricted to /llf mm, rr, kk/; e.g. kulle 'blacksmith', summo 'to 
market', lirra 'heavy', sabakko 'race, competition'.

VoweIs:

i 1

e 1 3 1 * [ *3 * 
e ^

a

DIphthongs: 

ai, ao, au, î,

There are many examples of vowel length, though whether it is 
lexically significant remains to be demonstrated (I have found no

u
o

* given by Doornbos in his word-1ists of Masalit
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minimal pairs distinguished by vowel length alone).
There are two common assimilations of semi-vowels in inter- 

consonantal positions:
/C-wa-C/ -»->-* CC-oo-Cl and /C-wu-C/ ->-»-> CC-uu-Cl 

but /V-wa-C/ [V-wa-Cl and /V-wu-C/ CV-wu-Cl

Masalit (non-verbal) word schemes:
C final V final

C initial CVC (28) 16% 
CVCVC (83)
CVCVCVC (18)

CVCVCCVC (2) 
CVCVCCVCVC (2)

CVCCVC (19)

CV (40) 68% 
CVCV (256)
CVCVCV (136)
CVCVCVCV (17)

CVCVCCV (69)
CVCCV (95)

CVCCVCV (44)

V initial VCCVC (3) 3% 
VCVC (17)

VCV (40) 13% 
VCVCV (36)
VCVCCV (18)
VCCV (11)

The above data was taken from a sample of 1005 non-verbal 
lexemes in their singular forms; the numbers in parentheses are 
the total number of lexemes of each syllabic scheme (the less 
common schemes have not been included). Vowels may be long or 
short, but short vowels are more numerous.
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From the same sample It was found that half of the C final 
lexemes were of alien origin (mainly Arabic) and of the half that 
were (apparently) indigenous the Cs that occurred most frequently 
in final position were /o/ (23/92), /r/ (18/92), /n/ (16/92), /k/
(15/92), /m/ (12/92): i.e. the nasals, /r/ and /k/. Most of the
plural suffixes have final V, however, there are plural suffixes 
with final /r)/ (common), /s/ and /r/ (uncommon).

Syllabic units: CV (V) (C), e. g. sa 'water', ka») 'three', ndu
'body'; VC,e.g as 'four'; V(V), e.g. ii 'they'.

Compare the above with a similar analysis of word structure in 
the dialect of Maba spoken in Dar Masalit:

C f inal V f inal 
C initial 46% 37%
V initial 8% 9%

Examples of some common Masalit nominal word patterns:
(C = C/NC, R = r/1, D = t/d)
CVRDi: kurti 'water-well', ialdi 'boundary'
CVCVRDi: sugorti 'rope', madaldi 'water-course'
CVRgi: margi 'bull', gurgi 'monkey'
CVCV: kami 'horn', tifa 'hair', mbara 'two', konji 'bone'
CVCVCV: taraogi 'snake', kicimi 'charcoal'
CVCCVCV: gelmedi 'tongue', karkara 'pretence'
-CVla: (diminutive) anjela 'puppy', jakala 'kid'

Verbal patterns are much more restricted than those of nominals 
because of the complexity of Masalit verbal morphophonology (see 
below, 2.3.1). According to my data all verb bases have an initial 
V (long, short or a glide wa/wu) followed by C, CC, CVC, CVC— C.
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TONE
According to the evidence to date the languages of the Maba 

group would appear to have at least two tonemes. This seems to be 
true for Masalit (high tone, low tone and also a falling tone and 
downsteps are present). In Maba the situation appears to be more 
complex with several pitch levels, though whether all are 
significant in terms of tonemic distinction or not is not at 
present clear (3); the same holds true for Aiki (4).

From the small amount of data at hand it appears that tone 
plays a lexically and morphologically significant r61e:

- In the lexicon:
kw6y£ there is not kw6y£ ear,leaf
k£r£ bed k&r& girl
ndCi leprosy ndu body
iituk ten
utuk u tuk ten each utuk utuk twenty

- In nominal singular/plural distinction: in general singular
norainals are characterized by a final low tone, plurals by a final 
high:

house, hut tA rji pi. tA rji

ear, leaf kw6y£ pi. kw6y£

As I have tone marked in on only part of the data, it will not 
be marked in except where relevant to an argument and where 
adequate data is available.
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2.3 SUMMARY OF MASALIT MORPHOLOGY

As mentioned above (ps.20, 51) Masalit has two levels: kana
lcre and kana walwala ('heavy' and 'light' language), and at least 
three dialects of the light language. The dialect dealt with here 
is that of northern Dar Masalit. Essentials that are relevant to 
this study are given below; for fuller information see my 
forthcoming Masalit Grammar.

Masalit has no grammatical gender; it has a basic syntactic 
arrangement Subject-Object-Verb or Subject-Predicate, e.g. kima 
Jaya tanara = child tea brought; mar) karjgi jek biye-l-c = you man 
very bad-you-are. Qualifiers follow the item qualified, e.g. bere 
furrjgi = horse red.

Nominal and verbal morphological structures are agglutinative 
in character (by compound suffixation for the greater part - 
similar to Turkish).

2.3.1 VERBAL MORPHOLOGY

Every meaningful 'verbal unit' consists of three morphemes: an 
obligatory subject (optional object) prefix, a verb base, and 
tense/mood/voice suffixes.

All verbs contain at least two critical variant features by 
which they may be classified or categorized (5).

1) the 7 allomorphic prefixes signifying the second person 
singular (hereinafter '2S'), see 2.3, 1.1 below.

2) the alternation patterns of the two affix-bearing bases of 
each verb, see 2.3. 1.1 below.

Other criteria for categorization the employment of which has 
not yet been satisfactorily systematized are:
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3) the use of allomorphs -e  or - i  as the 'present simple' tense 
suffix, e.g.

m-oor-i we cry 
Dt-oyos-E we c 1 i mb 
m-uuk-E we become.

4) the use of allomorphs - t i  or - k i  as the 'general/broad 
future' tense suffix, e.g.

a -w a c u ij-k i I will tie
a - le r j - k i  I will leave
a -w a s i i j - t i  I will know
a - y o n - t i  I will climb

There is no correlation between 1) and 2), and the allomorphic 
distributions are not phonologically conditioned, at least 
according to any current (i.e. synchronic) rules. Nor does either
coincide with 3) or 4) to any significant extent. 3) and 4) may
have had a phonological basis from which they have drifted (or the
precise rules of which are not at present clear). 4) may have a
dialectal basis.

2.3.1.1 BASES AND PREFIXES

Each verb has two bases which have a set of suffixes specific 
to each base. The two bases may be identical (e.g wak~wak 
'become') or may be related according to one of a number of 
patterns (e.g. was~was-ir) 'know', where — Vij is added to the 
base which carries the present tense marker (henceforth referred 
to as 'base 1') to form the base that carries the simple past and 
future markers (henceforth 'base 2') (6), or they may be difficult 
to relate in phonological terms (e.g. iser~ikel 'see* (possibly 
suppletion), ig~an 'work'). The first two groups are the most 
common. The labelling 'base 1' and 'base 2' is for convenience and 
should not be construed as necessarily implying the 'primacy' of
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one form or the derivative nature of the other, which still remain 
to be demonstrated.

List of the most common base l~base 2 relationships:
BASE 1 BASE 2 examples gloss
--- --- N icokor~icokor-n cough
--- --- VN  ̂im~=> im-en bui Id
--- ----ftVN inir)~inir)-fien f orget
--- ----ler) inder~inder-ler) choose
--- C --- n * oyo-s~oyo-n c 1 imb
--- 1 --- isel-1~ isel precede
— VC --- ** wurc-ic~wurc cover

uul-ar~uul take
--- r --- 1 icoko-r~icoko-1 carpenter

* C here = /s,j,k,g/
** C here = /k,s,J,t,c,r/

Some of the base l~base 2 relationships that are difficult to 
explain in phonological terms:

BASE 1 BASE 2 gloss
ldor irofol hit
wacic wasol stand
iyaw iwi kill
icum arc(e) throw
ireir ideilar build
iser ikel see (7)
ig an do (base 2 an < ig-an perhaps)

In the analysis which I have adopted to permit the most 
orderly description, verb bases are quoted with an initial element 
which takes three forms: V-, VV- or wa-/wu~, which have various 
realizations according to the person (^i- is classed as V-). The 
base may surface unaltered according to the prefix, or may not 
surface at all - in all cases the base is hypothetical and cannot
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stand without affixes (and retain meaning) but is the most 
convenient form which can be used to systematize the observed 
differences in phonological structure from person to person (and 
in particular the first two persons). ' V- bases', ' VV- bases' and 
'wa/wu- bases' shall refer to verbs classed according to this 
criterion. VV tends to contract with persons other than IS.

For lexical purposes the initial V-, W-, wa-/wu- may be
eliminated: the 'lexical root' starts from the first C. I have
included the initial V etc. in annotation of verb bases as they 
are not at present predictable from the rest of the base.

The prefixes, which are phonologically related to the 
independent personal pronouns, are:

person IPP prefix
IS ama a, -
2S mao g, n, 1, r, d, j, D (where D represents deletion

of the initial V of the base and voicing of the
following C depending on the value of that C) (8)

3S tii t
IP mi i m
2P kii k
3P (w) ii w, V

'g- verbs', '1- verbs' etc. shall refer to verbs classed according 
to the criterion of their 2S prefix as this varies.
D- and g- are the most frequently occurring 2S prefixes.

IS a: /a/ replaces V- in V- and VV- bases (a + iselt -* aselt-£ 
'I precede'; a + iijej -» aijej-e 'I bite')
/a/ is prefixed in wa/wu- bases (a + wajij -» awajij-c 'I 
stab'), if the base is of the shape waCVC/wuCVC then V 
is deleted (a + wurus -» awurs-£ 'I wait')

IS »: /a/ in bases where V is the diphthong ^i (® + ^in -»
3im-i ' I build*)
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2S D: in V- and wa/wu- bases, V, wa, wu are dropped; when this 
creates a situation where there would be an initial C 
cluster that is not in the set of Masalit initial 
clusters (see above), then an anaptyctic V is interposed 
between the Cs (the V quality varying according to no 
obviously apparent rule: perhaps it is a survivor of a 
previous form of the base). (D + idir -» dir-e 'you 
meet', D + ark -* rok-e 'you find', D + wurc -» ruc-e 'you 
carve'). Where the initial C is /s/ or /c/ it is voiced 
as /j/ (D + iselt -* Jelt-e 'you precede', D +icokor -» 
jokor-e 'you carpenter') (9)

2S g, 1, n, d, r, j: these all are simply prefixed to V- and
VV- bases (there is a tendency for VV to shorten); with 
wa/wu bases: wa -» 0 (0 ), wu -> u(u)/o(o) (n + en -» nen-e 
' you have' , 1 + uutur -» luutur-e 1 you open' , g + was -» 
go(o)s-e 'you know')

3S t: >
IP m: > as 2S g, 1 etc
2P k: )
3P w, V: >

n.b. Verbs will be referred to below in the form of base l~base 
2,2S, or base l~base 2,2S,2S where the 2S prefix is not the same 
for both bases, e.g. was~wasii),g 'know', icokoi— icokol,D 
'carpenter', iser~ikel, D,j 'see1.
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Observations on the allomorphs of the 2S and their occurrence
with bases:
2S prefix initial VC of base remarks

g- Vd Vg Vk Vn Vs Vr VI Vc Vm 
Vj Vb Vf 
ik is 
waC  ̂ic -2 way correlation

D- wuC
Vd Vg Vk Vn Vs(-»j) Vc(->j) 
ik iy Vw Vm VI

-2 way correlation

j- ik ind iy

1- Vd Vk Vn Vs Vm Vt VI Vr
iy

n- Vn n- prefix occurs only 
with nasal initial 
bases, but there is 
no 2 way correlation

d- in 2 verbs only

r- Vd Vg Vk Vn

A possible explanation for the lack of clear correlations in 
the above observations is that there may have been a systematic 
correlation of 2S prefixes and bases (according to phonological or 
semantic criteria) but that D- and g- became dominant, drawing in 
bases from other classes. No clear correlation is apparent between 
verbs classed according to their base l~base 2 relationships and 
verbs classed according to their 2S prefixes (10).
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2.3. 1.2 SUFFIXES

As mentioned above there is a set of suffixes specific to 
each of the two verb bases (1 and 2), the most common suffixes 
being the 'present' -e/-i, suffixed to base 1, the 'past* -a and 
'future' -ti/-ki, suffixed to base 2 (11).

There are fourteen other suffixes which are all more or less 
to do with the 'present' tense^ may attach to base 1, and thirty 
suffixes which cover everything but the present, including some 
which would translate English future and past tenses, passive 
voice, subjunctive and optative moods, attach to base 2. This may 
be a real is/irrealis dichotomy. It remains to be investigated in 
depth.

It should be noted in passing that, as in any language, the 
precise shade of meaning in the usage of some verbal structures, 
especially those with more than one suffix, may not conform to 
what one would have have predicted from the sum of the meanings of 
the component morphemes (in this case suffixes) and have grown 
away from the former semantic area of their constituents just as 
in English 'to be going to (+ verb)' does not necessarily mean 
that there is physical movement involved although that is the 
basic sense of the verb 'go'.

e.g. was~wasii),g 'know' (all in 2S) 
base 1: g-oos-e you know

g-oos-e-nisE you sometimes know 
g-oos-iken if you know

base 2: g-oosirj! know! (imperative
g-oosirj-ti you will know
g-oosif)-a you knew
g-oosirj-juri you are known
g-oosii)_ni you will know (near future)
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2.3.1.3 NEGATIVE FORM OF VERBS

Negation is indicated by the presence of base suffixes 
(mainly in addition to tense/mood suffixes but occasionally 
replacing them). These suffixes may be divided into four classes 
according to their phonologial shape (-Gede, -dl(ye), -G(I), 
-Indl), where G = g/k, I = i/e, according to no clear phonological 
rule though /Q-k/ and /s-g/ are exclusive). There is no 
immediately apparent morphological or phonological correlation 
between the negative suffix 'classes' and the tense/mood suffixes 
to which they are added in specific and exclusive relationships 
(1 2).

e.g.
you knew goosii)-a -» goosirj-de you did not know
you know goos-e -» goos-inde you do not know
you will know goosii)-ti -» goosirj-diyc you wi 1 not know

2.3. 1.4 INTERROGATIVE FORM OF VERBS

Verbal interrogation is expressed by the addition of the 
suffix -urj (or -om) to the final suffix of the verb or its 
auxiliaries, -ur) is invariable and may be regarded as independent 
(similar to the Turkish particle ml) rather than a suffix 
morphologically integral to the verb.

It is simply added to suffixes with final -tei, -te, -i 
(except for the base 1 present tense) and to the auxiliary verbs 
ig~an,D,g 'do1 and ind~ind,n 'want' in all their forms. It 
replaces the final V of suffixes with final -a, -re, -ye, -se, -e, 
-e, -i (only in the base 1 present tense) (13).

e.g. you knew goosii)-a -» goosir)-ui) did you know?
you know goos-e -» goos-ur) do you know?
you will know goosin~ti -» goosirj-ti-uij wi 1 you know?
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2.3.1.5 NOMINALS DERIVED FROM VERBS

There are a number of participles which are impersonal, taking 
the prefix n- instead of a pronominal marker. They are formed from 
base 1 and base 2 and form a substantial section of the Masalit 
vocabulary. Although some are fixed by usage to specific meanings 
which do not correspond precisely to the semantic areas covered by 
the conjugable verbs, the process of formation appears to be 
productive now C14):

n-base 1-e/i n-oos-e the knower (who knows)
n-base 2-a n-oosir)-a the knower (who knew)
n-base 2-u n-oosir)-u knowingly, while knowing

(adverb)
n-base 2-jurn^ n-oosir)-j urn^ the 'known thing' (now)

There are also four 'relatives' which take the n- prefix and 
are followed by a conjugable pronominal suffix (P):

n-base 2-i-P n-oosir}-i-le you who will know
n-base 2-ta-P n-oosir)-ta-le you who want to know
n-base 2-jur-ni-P n-oosir)-jur-ni-le you who will be known
n-base 2-jur-na-P n-oosirj-jur-na-le you who want to be known

These suffixes are similar to the copula suffixes (see p.74):

IS 2S 3S IP 2P 3P
present -ye - le -r/ye -me -ke -we
past -yare - lare -rare -mare -kare -ware
f uture -vet i -leti -ret i -met i -ket i -wet i

n-oosirj-a, knower 
n-eselt-e, preceding 
n-enenir-i, stupid 
n-ikel-a, seer 
tikelni n-ar-a, visitor **

kiyeje n-iyar-i, shooting stars 
guri n-er-ek, guide * 
n-enir)-ek, thief * 
n-ar-a, comer
motorokta n-en-e, whip-holder
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nyori n-arcic-ck, spear thrower * n-urk-u(n) n-iy-e-gi, scout
(hiding-goer)

* the -k suffix seems not to have any morphological value in this 
context - though it is surely related to the Maba definitive 
suffix -k and Masalit -gu/-go. I have been unable to isolate any 
common morphophonological thread here: my informants insisted that 
one should say nyori narcicek and not *nyori narcice* ' the one who 
throws the spear' , and that one should say motorokta ncnc and not 
*motorokta nenck* ' the one who holds the whip'.
** t-ikel-ni n-ar-a ' the one who came to see/visit' (s/he-see- 
(subordinate marker) n-come-past)

The 3S person of the 'simple present' -e/-i or 'past' -a may 
also function as a nominal, though it is unclear whether the 
derivation of nominals in this way is as productive or free as 
with the n- group.

t-oos-e, experience (it knows) 
t-ooran-a, fear (it feared) 
ano t-am-i, liar (it picks lies) 
t-ijiir-i, conscious 
t-uqyen-a, birth (it was born) 
t-iy-a, death (it died) 
t-uy-a, murderer (it killed)
kaa jek t-^ib-i, burr (it catches people a lot)
gunyiti t-^ibin-a, malarial fever (it caught the abdomen)
nyori t-ogul-a, spear holder
t-omar)-i, suitable (it ripened)
t-omaQ-de, unsuitable
ndu t-en-c, leper (it has leprosy)
t-uk-a, amount (it became)
kaogi kamarko t-cn-£, rainmaker (the man (who) has the wand) 
bundukko t-en-c, rifleman (he has the rifle) 
kujo nyembo t-iy-£, meningitis (the head dies from heat) 
kur)yi t-iy-e, dysentry (the guts die)
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The number of abstract and 'agent' nominals produced by this 
process is large; pairs of opposites exist where the negative 
verbal suffix is used, e.g.: tomarj-i 'suitable', tomande
'unsui table'.

Derived nominals may also be formed with the 2S prefix and 
base 2 either with or without a suffix -a, also 2S and base 1 with 
suf f ix -a:

What is identified here as 2S may be a homophonous - but not 
synonymous - derivational morpheme identical with the 2S prefix; 
similarily below where the prefixes are identical with IP and 2P 
prefixes respectively. One possible interpretation of this is that 
it is the remnant of a class system.

2S-base 2 (participle)
1-ukan washing girfs cacirj Venus (untied waterbag)

2S-base 2-a 
g-ooran-a, fear
amin ase g-uul-a harvest day

2S-base 1-a (functions as a gerund) 
g-iy-a rubbing jari-a playing
jingc-a pulling rjooy-a love

n.b. In the examples given above where 2S is D (deletion of the 
initial vowel) no prefix is marked).

A small number of nominals are formed with prefix m- (whether 
or not this is the IP prefix is not at present clear) (15):

m-base 2-a m-base 2
m-ooser)-a the known thing m-isarin game
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2.3.1.6 COPULA

Predication of identity in the present tense is expressed using a 
copula with the following personal pronominal suffixes:

IS 2S 3S IP 2P 3P
-r/-t/-y -l/-y -r/-t/-y/-® -m -k -i

To these may be suffixed any of the following markers: 
present -e
past -ere
future -eti
negative (present) -iandc
conditional (present) -iken
conditional (non-present) -en 
interrogative -om/-uo

The independent pronouns may or may not be present.

e.g.s: (ama) saraf-t-e I am an accountant
(mar)) saraf-l-£ you are " "
(tii) saraf-t-£ s/he is "
(mi i) saraf ta-m-£ we are accountants
(kii) saraf ta-k-£ you are " "
(i i) saraf ta-i-£ they are " "
(mi i) saraf ta-m-£r£ we were accountants
(mar)) saraf-l-et i you S shall be an accountant
(ama) saraf-t-iande I am not an accountant
(man) saraf- 1-ur)? are you " " " ?

The IS and 3S suffixes are homophonous in most cases, their 
variation between C rl C 13 and C y] (and [ al for 3S) seems to be 
phonologically conditioned: 
nominals with final -C [ 13

" M " -i/o Ca] ('zero' suffix)
" " " -V (not 1/o) [ri,[y]
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There are exceptions however, so these cannot be taken as 
definitive 'rules', Crl and Cy] in particular varying according to 
no presently obvious rule. The 1/y alternation for 2S is also not 
clear at present, e.g.s:

(mar)) biyc-l-c you are bad
(mar)) lira-y-e you are heavy
(mar)) jur)a-y-e you are strong

(til) wasxan-t-e it/s/he is dirty 
(tii) tajir-t-s s/he is a trader 
(tii) ajib-t-£ it is a surprise

but (tii) kuri-t-e s/he is angry,

(tii) ganambo-o-£ how much is it?
(tii) wiciti-o-£ (it is) hunger 
(tii) r)guri-<a-£ where is it?

Copula may also be expressed in other than the present tense
by the verbs iy~ey#j 'be, dwell, stay' or wak~wa(k),g 'become'.
These are occasionally used to express predication in the present 
as wel1 (16). e.g.s:
(mar)) saraf jeyti you (S) shall be an accountant
(ama) tajir awaka I was a merchant
(tii) biys tooka s/he was bad

2.3.1.7 SUPPORT VERBS

The 'verbalization' of two categories of nominals takes place 
in Masalit: 1) of alien lexemes (which would otherwise present
much difficulty to assimilate into the Masalit verbal system -
most lexemes identified as alien are Arabic - verbal nouns, 3S
perfect verbs, nouns), and 2) of (apparently) indigenous nominals 
in 'idiomatic usage' - i.e. where the nominal-verb combination may

kala-r-£ it/s/he is good
biy£-r-£ it/s/he is bad
jo kar)gita-r-£ it is a

f ootprint
and rakab-r-e s/he is a rider
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have a semantic value not predictable from its constituents 
('predictable' here is of course subjective and is related to 
socio-cultural expectations).

The 'verbalization' process is not morphological - it is the 
simple juxtapositioning of the nominal lexeme and the verb: e.g. 
guru (<Ar. qara' ' read, rec i te') + ig~an,Dfg 'do, make' -» guru 
m-ig-e 'we read', or + indig~indigantn 'make do, make make* -» guru 
m-indig-£ 'we teach, make read'.

This is analogous to a device in Turkish using verbs such as 
et-f ol- and kil- (for Persian and Arabic adoptives).

The verb most commonly used to 'verbalize' nominals is 
ig~an,D,g 'do, make'. The nominals it verbalizes include:

guru read (Ar. qara?) sul lo pray (Ar. §Bllaa)
katab write (Ar. katab) dur i cook
jerbu try (Ar. jarrab) guro hunt (far from home)
fit turn (Ar. lafat) mar an hunt (near to home)
nakar deny (Ar. nakar) dunger bend down
xadam work (Ar. gadam) agur i blow (wind)
nyam be warm/warm oneself f aham understand (Ar. fahm)
deyo sacrifice (Ar. <Jahiya) urjyi def ecate
ndoq suck karkara pretend
fakar think (Ar. fakar) kulukulu mould (with clay)
at i J sneeze (Ar. ' a$J) wis cook (with oil)
mur i sweat

Other verbs that function as 'verbalizers' of nominals include: 

er~irnai),D 'say'
ia refuse (Ar. 'Styaa) salamko greet (Ar. salaam)
kurta snore injer spit

uular~uul,g 'take'
raha rest (Ar. raaha)
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2.3.2 NON-VERBAL MORPHOLOGY

Included In the 'non-verbal' group are:
- nominals (what may be translated into English as independent 

nouns (including nominals derived from verbs), adjectives, 
interrogative nominals, numbers, non-numerical quantity specifiers, 
pronouns).

- 'adverbs' (which describe and qualify actions and which are not 
included in the definition of nominals as set out below).

Nominal lexemes in Masalit may be defined as (i) those lexemes 
which have a singular/plural suffix pattern according to one of a 
certain set of patterns and (ii) those lexemes to which may be 
suffixed a certain set of suffixes - including possessives. This 
definition largely encompasses the equivalents of English nouns and 
adjectives; Masalit does not distinguish between these in 
morphological terms (both share the same set of singular/plural 
suffix patterns and nominal suffixes), qualifiers and nouns may only 
be defined relative to one another by their syntactic relationship.

2.3.2.1 PLURALITY/SINGULARITY

There is no grammatical gender distinction amongst Masalit 
nominals. The array of singular/plural suffix patterns presents what 
could be interpreted as the relic of a nominal 'class' system. 
However, when grouped according to these patterns, nominals display 
no other common morphological features.

The plurality/singularity of nominal lexemes is distinguished by 
the tonal and/or the morphological pattern of the word. About a 
quarter of all singular/plural suffix patterns are distinguishable 
according to the tonal pattern alone. These all appear to be 
indigenous Masalit words.

In general it seems that singular forms are marked with a final
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low tone and plurals with a final high (see above p. 62) (17). The
remainder may be classed according to their singular/plural suffix 
patterns . There appears to be no sure way to be able to predict 
which plural suffix is used with which singular suffix for any 
specific word, though some patterns are much more common than others.

SINGULAR suffixes PLURAL suffixes (18)
0 0  0

V V V
C r
CV di rV rV
CV ti ko (r))gi ta jc si* yu
CCV rdi ldi
VC it) (V) s
(C)CVC ldir) dur ter cor kar

V = i/e/3 * I = i/e

Notes:
(i) Over half of all plural-forming nominals have -a as their 

singular suffix. All other singular suffixes have a final vowel; 
plural suffixes have a final vowel or final -ij (frequent) or final 
-r,-s (infrequent).

(ii) -ta and -irj are the most common plural suffixes, commonly 
used with alien words, especially Arabic loans (possibly related to 
the common Arabic plural suffixes -aat and -iin or to the common Fur 
plural suffixes -ta and -(i))a, see section 4.3.1); e.g. dakakin-ta 
'shops' < Arabic dakaakiln, azuma-ii) 'parties' < Arabic ' uzuuma

(iii) the singular/plural suffix pattern is fixed for each 
nominal. Some semantically related nominals (e.g. the colours: 
furi)gi/furnl 'red', dur)gl/duni 'black') may share the same pattern, 
but most nominals grouped according to their singular/plural patterns 
appear to be semantically random mixtures at present.

(iv) -®, -V, -rV occur as both singular and plural suffixes.
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Singular/plural suffix combinations (the more common are given 
in bold) (19):

®/ta ®/iq a/jc ®/(V)s o/r 0 /sI ®/V
mama/-ta azuma/-ir) mama/-je asro/-s maji/-r da/-si kumbor/-i
mat. uncle party rabbit shade slave mother penis

0 /cor 0 /ldir) ®/yu
kudi/-cor mirsi/-ldir) amuntc/-yu 
noble name peace

d i / V  t l / V
siren-di/siren-i bur-ti/bur-i
cooking-place path

rV/kar rdi/dur Idi/rV ldi/0
ama-ra/ama-kar ku-rdi/ku-dur mada-ldi/mada-ri arce(ldi) 
lion nest wadi,garden pole

ko/ ta
mal-ko/mal-ta
chattels(wealth)

gi/0 gi/ter gi/V gi/sl g i/J e
anyirj(gi) sar-gi/sar-ter furr)-gi/furn-i mar-gi/mar-se mur)-gi/mur)-Je
fly back (anat.) red bull elephant

Ogi/0 
ka(ngi) 
man/people

V/0 V/V
bar jar) (i) kur-o/kur-c
shoe gum-arabic bush

Of a sample of 209 singular/plural pairs:
1) 18% were phonologically identical and were distinguished by tone 

differences alone.
2) 52% had sing, suffix - 0.

3) 14% of all plurals were formed with suffix -ta.
4) 13% of all plurals were formed with suffix -V.
5) 9% had plural suffix -0 .
6) 12% of all sing, were formed with suffix - < N ) G V  (-ko, -gi, -t)gi)*
7) Most obviously alien words conform to the sing/pl patterns: ®/tay 

#/iq, 0/je , ko/ta.
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There are also some odd singular/plural patterns which do not fit 
into the above schema:

Supplet ions:
- jawi/gucl ewe (joci is the collective word for sheep of both 

sexes, it has no singular form).
- imo/miarim queen, powerful woman.

- warnuq/waraniq officer (adoptive, the form of this plural recalls 
to mind an Arabic 'broken' plural and was certainly adopted along 
with the singular).

- wajara/wajirken splinter.

- jakala/jekel young goat.
- celta/arcel melon,pumpkin.

The plurals of certain nominals derived from verbs are formed by 
prefix alteration: e.g. alo taye/alo wayc 'traveller', durl time/duri 
imc 'potter', these are in fact 3S/3P verbal pronominal prefixes and 
their behaviour in this respect (singularity/plurality) follows the 
morphology of verbs as they may be analyzed as verbs, but taken 
within the syntactic context of a sentence where they function as 
nominal subject/object their grammatical rdle is redefined and they 
function as do nominals insofar as they may take nominal suffixes - 
i.e. they are nomino-verbals: e.g.:

ano t-am-i s/he (tells) lies
ano-tami t-ar-a the liar came
ano-wami w-ar-a the liars came
kujo ano-tami-tai) a-dor-e I hit the head of the liar

When a quantitative specifier (which follows the nominal 
qualified) is used the plural forms are used, e.g.:

burl kaq three roads amakar baka some lions
anyiq bakena a few flies marsc kwoy every bull
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2.3.2.2 NOMINAL SUFFIXES
Nominal suffixes define the absolute and relative status of 

nominals and their relations to other nominals. The 'order of 
attachment' of nominal suffixes is fixed in a hierarchy as is 
illustrated in the table below.

NOMINAL SUFFIX HIERARCHY (20) 
PERSONAL/DE- DIRECTIONAL/LOCATIONAL
MONSTRATIVE/ 'BASIC' 'DETAILED'
POSSESSIVE

0

M

(a) mb£ 
my
- (a)nA - (m)bo..............
your wl th, by, from
- (a)tA (r)) -m616............... _
1 ts, his, hers from (directIon)
-(i)mini -m.................. _
our a t
-(i)k ini - (r)) mo
your to (direct Ion, mot ion;
- (w)ini -miluk..............
their (base for suffixes)

-muluka
-(1) Is from (origin,motion)
that's - lo
-Ci)gl from (origln, source)
this's - (k)o

accusative

-oro
across
-wo
about, concerning

mur) j £ * | 
near
yutar)*
opposite
kud£* dlnd6*
in (side/to) far from

iluk*
after

s61*
out(side)

GENITIVES

- (a) ta (r)) 
pi. -(i)ni

duruko
against , jealous of
ksds
except, wi thout
dundur
behind
d61
above
uji
in front of
j ic ir
under, below
nor)
like, as (comparative)
tana
about, during
kero
to the left of
kodorkonjo
to the right of

* These detail particles must be preceded by the case suffixes 
indicated, the others may follow any case or possessives directly,
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-oro and -wo may be suffixed directly to the nominal; -duruko, -kede, 
-dundur, -d61, -uji, -jlclr, -nor) and -tar)a may not be suffixed 
directly to the nominal, if no other suffix intervenes the 'genitive* 
suffix will precede them.

e.g. tar)i-mini-miluk-sol outside our house
koma-gi-dundur behind this mountain
bahar-lo from the river

2.3.2.3 NOMINALS DERIVED FROM NOMINALS

There are certain groups of nominals which may be categorized 
according to a combination of common semantic principles and affixes 
which are phonologically similar, though the precise and original
morphological values of which are not always readily identifiable.

Pref ixes:
nyer- (diminutive)

nyer-ko small boy
nyer-mi small box

(cf. monyorko 'small', as in kiycje monyorko 'Pleiades/smal1 stars')

NVgV- (part of the human body) 
naga-ram f inger
flege-damu tongue (synonymous with gelmedi, cf. Maba delmik)
flege-gemi chin (cf. Maba kam-ur and Aiki gAm-sl 'beard')

Suf f ixes:
-rjgi (pl.-ni) 

du-rjgi 
f ur-rjgi 
ra-ogi 
ko-ijgi
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cf. also of the same pattern: 
uru-ijgi smoke
sala-rjgi clean

-(C)-Vla (diminutive)
ar-mb-ala lamb (< ari 'ram')
anj-ela puppy (< inje 'dog')
ber-t-ala colt (< bcre 'horse')
da-h-ala calf (< de 'cow')
ja-k-ala young goat (cf. si (pl.tic6) 'female goat')
nyant-ela small axe

(compare with the Maba diminutive suffix -kalak (Trenga, 1947:46)

-urj/-en (pertaining to the clan of, belonging to the land of)
f ukuny-uo the Fukufl folk (clan)
nyern-er) the Nyernc folk (clan)
mister-ei) the Misters folk (clan and village in Dar Masaii t)

-kandu/-kandl (abstrac t)
kamba-s-kandu manliness
muco-kandu woman1iness
kuru-kandu bi tterness

-kwc (abstract (?))
amaij-kws happiness (< Ar. amaan 'safety')
hu-kwe a1mos t
je-kwe few, certainly
tiilo-kwe each (< Kanuri tilo)
nara-kws each (< nara 'comer, the one who came')

-lar)a (ordinal)
as-laija f ourth
i t i-laija ixth

Conglomerate nominals
A 'conglomerate' nominal is formed by the combination of at least
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two morphologically independent lexemes, it functions as a morpho- 
syntactic nominal unit, covering a more specific semantic area than 
its constituents.

Nominal-nominal conglomerates
kujo-Jur)a stubborn
(head-strong, cf. Ar. raasr qaFfrii 'head-strong')

Nominal-verb conglomerates 
nyori-togula 
(spear-it holds) 
bundukko-tens 
(gun-he has) 
kaa-jek-toibi 
(people-many-it catches) 
kokori-kimin-ta-mbo 
(hen-children-hers-wi th)

2.3.2.4 ADVERBS

I use 'adverb' here to signify particles which describe the 
action of a verb in a sentence. Adverbs always immediately precede 
the verbs they qualify. They may be formed from verbs themselves or 
have a non-verbal origin.

Formed from verbs:

-go/-ko (pi. -gono/-kono), suffixed to the past tense suffix e.g.s: 
osona-gono waye they go with their heads bent
goosii)a-go (you) knowingly

—u/—o, suffixed to the non-personal 'participle' form (prefix n-): 
noosit)-u while knowing
nark-o while finding

spear-holder 

r i fleman

burr

Milky Way (the hen with her chicks)
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Formed from nominals:

-kena/-gena suffixed to adoptive lexemes:
asir-kena/asir-gena quickly (Ar. asra*)
axir-kena late (Ar. aj(iir)
gudur-ken(a) possibly (Ar. qudr)

-ko/-go suffixed to indigenous or adoptive lexemes: 
nyerem-ko in the evening
du-go alone, by oneself (< ndu 'body')
fujur-go in the morning (Ar, fajr)
(fujur-go goosirja = you knew in the morning (finished))

-loka suffixed to adoptives:
fujur-loka in the morning (Ar. fajr)
(fujur-loka goosir)jenisc = you knew in the morning (habitual))

-de suffixed to indigenous or adoptives: 
celcelo-de quick-ly
malembu-de slow-ly
ale-de early
tiils-de alone (< Kanuri tilo)(-> tele 'once')
konui)-de shameful-ly
inko-ds often (followed by present 'simple' only)

Of diverse lexical origin:

kamiyela perhaps (with far future only, < Ar. kamaa yalit ?)
laazim necessary (with far future only, <Ar. laazim).
tototo each other (implies reciprocity; with any tense, <

tii16 tii16 11i16 ?). 
du self (Implies reflexivity; with any tense < ndu

'body').
sanei) possible, able (with far future only, <

asan~asanarj, D 'be able') (= gudurken).
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ENDNOTES

1 Ferguson (19591) states, "if a non-speaker of Arabic asks an 
educated Arab for help in learning to speak Arabic the Arab will 
normally try to teach him H forms, insisting that these are the only 
ones to use." I found this myself while trying to learn to speak 
Sudanese Arabic from the Sudanese: eliciting the 'low' form was 
usually met with discouragement, even though the 'high' form was 
useless for buying daily necessities in the market.
2 Ferguson (19592) has suggested that the various colloquial dialects 
of Arabic form a koine: "most modern [Arabic! dialects, especially 
those outside Arabia...are continuations of a relatively homogeneous 
koin£ - a koin£ which differed in many significant respects from 
Classical Arabic but was used side by side with the Classical 
language during the early centuries of the Muslim era. Classical 
Arabic (now become Modern Standard Arabic) was based on a standard 
poetic language not necessarily identical with any one dialect, but 
in oral use by poets and orators of many dialects and known to us 
fairly directly from the remnants of pre-Islamic poetry and from the 
Qur'an."

Not all authorities accept this - some point out the plausibility 
of the different dialects developing in parallel.
3 Jean-Pierre Caprile, p.c.
4 Pierre Nougayrol, p.c.
5 Similar classifications may be made in Maba as well as an 
additional one of variant past tense suffixes (Trenga, 1947).
6 The base 1-base 2 distinction in Masalit corresponds to the 
perfect-imperfect in Aiki and, in many cases, to the ' base-inf in i te' 
in Maba (the 'infinite* form -'verbindende Form' according to Lukas - 
is marked by -Vn suffix). However, the relationship between the two 
forms in those languages appears to be considerably simpler than in 
Masaii t.

The Masalit base 1-base 2 relationships (other t h a n  Vn) bear
some very striking resemblances to Lukas' Wurzelerweiternde Affixe 
(1952): e.g. Masalit 'bite', Maba iis,g 'bite' and Maba
iisiSjg 'bite many*. In Maba these are two semantically distinct
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verbs to both of which may be suffixed all verbal tense/mood/aspect 
markers. In Masalit this is one verb with one semantic area, each 
base taking mutually exclusive sets of suffixes.
7 The iser-'ikel base 1-base 2 alternance in Masalit finds a curious 
echo in the Kanuri verb 'see': suri(n) (imp. aspect), kurQ (seeing) 
(Hutchison).
8 The same diversity of 2S prefixes is present in Maba, Aiki and 
Kibet: Maba has (D, d-,g-,1-,n-,z-); Aiki has (D,g-,j-); Kibet has 
(D,g-,j-,d-).
9 In Maba and Aiki voicing applies to other initial Cs: in Maba t-»d, 
k-ig, s-»z; in Aiki t-»d, s-*j.
10 There are similar morphological 'classes' which cut across each 
other in Maba: the 2S prefixes and the past tense suffixes (-a/-o/ 
-ri) (Trenga).
11 Compare with Maba 'present tense' suffixes (-i,-e), past, and
future (-tet (Trenga), '-te (Lukas))
12 Davies gives -de, -nde, -d as negative marker suffixes.

In Maba Trenga gives -andi, -tan, -an as negative marker suffixes.
13 In Maba Trenga writes that intonation is adequate to render the 
interrogative but adds that a final suffix -a has an interrogative 
effect as well. Both Trenga and Lukas give examples of an 
interrogative particle -gin.
14 Trenga gives many examples of an analogous derivation in Maba:
nieik 'traveller', nitek 'cultivator', nosoik 'deserter'.
15 The formation of some derived nominals in 'Afro-Asiatic' languages 
employs m-/n- prefixes (Arabic mV-, Tamahaq (a)m-/(a)n-, Hausa m-) as 
do Bantu languages (Lingala mo-).
16 Davies gives a similar present tense copula (-el, -1-ei,
-r-el/t-ei, -m-ei, -k-ei, -ei).

In Maba Trenga gives a predicative verb i,l,g which is not
copulative and conjugates as other verbs, also mentioning that ind,g 
'exist, stay' may be used to express predication.
17 In both Masalit and Maba the material of Lukas, Doornbos and
Stevenson concurs in the final syllable singular-low/plural-high 
alternation, particularily where there is no other means of 
differentiating between the forms (i.e. by suffixes).
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18 In Maba Trenga gives -k as the most common singular suffix 
(apparently cognate of the Masalit -«, e.g. Maba: d£k (Lukas), 
Masalit d£ 'cow'). Otherwise Maba appears to be structurally 
similar.
19 In addition to the singular/plural suffix patterns listed 
Stevenson also gives a/iny: kim-A/kim-iny 'child'; Doornbos also
gives di/»: k6rf61-di/k6rf61 'tree bark', tti/r: Aby6-ttI/£by6-r
'cloud', ngl/m: k6d6-rjgi/k6d6-m 'egg', also an apparently unique
form: j-lclr/d-icir 'down'.
20 Davies gives the following nominal suffixes: -u/-o (accusative), 
-m(o) (dative, 'to), -ta/-tui)ga (pi.-ni/-nlijga) (genitives), -mbo 
(with), -muluk (from), -im (on, at), -im kudei (inside), -imuluk 
solei (outside), -tuijg uyoom (in front of), -nung (like, similar to), 
-(n)ung (all of, pertaining to), -luk (from).

Arkell gives -wo (accusative), -m (locative), -mbo (with, by),
-molo (from), -ta/-tui) (genitive).

Trenga states that there are no case inflections in Maba but goes 
on to give the following suffixes: -go (accusative), -na/-r)g
(genitive), -i)er (from), -gin (to), -nuun (at).
Lukas gives these last three and also -kan (with) and -ka (and).
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3.0 METHODOLOGY

In the process of comparison of two languages in a search for 
adoptives from one to the other there are two variables that need 
to be taken into account:
(i) the shapes of the words,
(ii) the meanings of the words.

For the purposes of simplicity of presentation of phonological 
data, I have chosen to take the second area as a comparative 
constant, while at the same time keeping a check on the 
alternative array of the first, as lexemes may change in 
travelling from one language to another either in their shape or 
their meaning or both. In the Analysis (Chapter 4), sections 4.1 
to 4.4 deal with word-shape equivalences and sections 4.5 and 4.6 
deal with semantics.

3. 1 IDENTIFICATION OF ADOPTIVES

The majority of lexemes adopted from Arabic were identified in 
the following ways:

1) by the informants themselves, all of whom were arabophone. In 
most of these cases the phonological differences between Arabic 
and Masalit are not great, e.g. Ms: jama-to 'people' < Ar: jamaa'a 
'gathering', Ms: sawa < Ar: sawaa? 'equal, same'. There are other 
cases where the resemblance is not so obvious, e.g. Ms: erirj-gi < 
Ar: 'arab. Some non-verbal and all verbal adoptives were left
unidentified as having Arabic etyma by informants.

2) by myself, using three criteria, two of which had to be 
fulfilled in order for the lexeme to be considered as a putative 
adoptive; namely that the Arabic etymon and putative Masalit 
adoptive should:

(i) be 'lookalikes',
(ii) show sound correspondences which are part of regular sets 

of Arabic/Masalit phonological correspondences or
(iii) have the same, similar or related semantic field.
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'Lookalikes' could be fortuitous and unrelated, genuine adoptives 
from Arabic or cognates within the Maba group, having derived from 
an ancestral adoptive in proto-Maba, e.g. (the example quoted 
above in 1.2) 'horse' fits this category for Maba and Masalit 
languages: Ar: faras > Mb: bere-k, Ms: bere.
3) secondary criteria were:

(i) by 'elimination': by sifting data from the languages 
genetically related to Masalit - Maba, Aiki and Kibet, for clues 
as to which lexemes in Masalit have cognates in those languages 
(i.e. are continuations of single proto-lexemes) and which have 
not (one reason for which may be the adoption of loan lexemes), 
e. g. :
'fish' Ms: kunyb Mb: kufio Ak: kuflui) Kb: kufiai)
'bone' Ms: k6nji Mb: kanji-k Ak: jing^-r Kb: njeke-di
'body' Ms: ndO Mb: nduu Ak: ndu-k Kb: ndu-k
in all of these examples it is clear that all of the languages 

have forms which are continuations of a proto-Maba source item; 
'road* Ms: burti Mb: 11 f) a— k Ak: fi3nsWEye Kb:

?< FI: burtol ?< Sn: legue
the Aiki and Kibet forms may be the continuations of the proto- 

Maba form in this case;
'wadi* Ms: madaldi Mb: bita-k Ak: t&-k Kb: ta

?< Fu: madil
the Maba, Aiki and Kibet forms may be the continuations of the 

proto-Maba form in this case;
'good' Ms: kala Mb: namara-k Ak: jdr Kb: s£m

?< Ar: halaal ?< Ar: samiih
the Maba or Aiki forms may be the continuations of proto-Maba in 

this case.
(see Appendix A for a fuller comparative list of Maba group 
cognates).

(ii) the presence of anomalous or extraneous phonological 
features, e.g.:
Ms: muwazaf 'official' < Ar: muwazzaf (CQW) muwa^af (CL), /z/ is 

extraneous in Masalit, occurring only in Arabic adoptives; also 
If/ is very rare in final position in indigenous lexemes.
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Ms: xarifu ‘rainy season/autumn' < Ar: (CQW,CL), /x/ is
extraneous in Masalit, occurring only in Arabic adoptives.

(iii) the presence of certain morphological markers:
singular/plural suffixes -ko, -ta and -if), copula suffixes and 
other markers of less clear value. The distribution of these 
strongly suggests that all nominals with singular/plural suffix 
patterns are adoptives, while indigenous nominals have 
singular/plural distinguished by tone differences alone.

3.2 DELIMITATION OF SEARCH FOR INTERMEDIARIES OF ADOPTIVES

The principles by which I have attempted to limit the number 
of languages in the search have been linguistic, historical and 
geographical - linguistic in so far as all the Maba-group 
languages are included; historical in so far as the known 
population movements, political influences and trading routes have 
been taken into account (hence the inclusion of the commercial
languages of West-Central Africa: e.g. Hausa, Kanuri, Fulfulde and 
of North and East Africa - e.g. Berber); geographical in so far as 
the languages surrounding Dar Masalit have been included (e.g. 
Fur, Zaghawa, Tama). A large number of rather peripheral languages 
(e.g. Beja, Banda) are included in the source-key list above as,
in occasional cases, they appeared to have a relevance, but they 
have not been systematically treated. Where it emerged early on in 
the research that there was clearly no linguistic evidence for a 
particular language having intermediary status I have not
continued to take account of it; this has been the case with 
Berber, Tama and Zaghawa).

3.3 PROCESSING OF DATA

The first step in the analysis of data, after card-indexing 
trilingually (English/Masalit/Arabic), was to build up a list of 
phonological equivalences between putative Arabic source items and
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their Masalit equivalents. Not all of these source items had the 
same meaning as their Masalit equivalents (i.e. some semantic 
shift had occurred during or after adoption into Masalit), Thus 
the search had to be two-pronged:
(i) for Arabic lexemes having the same meaning as the equivalent 

Masalit lexemes, e.g. 'moustache' Ms: Jenab < Ar: Janab;
(ii) for 'lookalikes' of Masalit lexemes in the Arabic lexicon 

which do not have meanings identical to those of their putative 
Arabic source, e.g. Ms: gihawantc 'lazy (person)' < Ar: qahwa
'coffee' (n.b. the medial /h/ in the Masalit term immediately
indicates an alien origin).

As the assimilation patterns are not completely regular, this 
list was then divided into two sections - those changes that were 
frequent, e.g. f -> f, Ar: fijul -» Ms: fijil 'turnip', and those
that were not, e.g. f -» b, Ar: faras -> Ms: bere 'horse'. These
variants, listed in the sound substitution table in 4.1 below, may 
have been due to:

(i) the process of assimilation being incomplete,
(ii) words being adopted by different routes,
(iii) the phonological environments within which the changes 

occurred being different.
(iv) the existence of free variants at the time of adoption 

(which may not be so now),
(v) the adoption of lexemes from different kinds of Arabic.

By reference to the other languages mentioned above, where 
the Arabic/Masalit correspondences were not simple, a picture of 
putative intermediaries was built up. These were more difficult to 
detect as a much smaller body of words formed the data base, and 
for a phonological change to be granted the status of a 'rule' 
there should be no less than three attestations of that change in 
similar phonetic environments (after Guthrie's rule, 1967:18).

Lists of Maba/Masalit cognates and putative Hausa/Masa1it, 
Fur/ Masalit, Fulfulde/Masalit and Kanuri/Masaiit equivalents 
were also drawn up, both of ultimate Arabic and non-Arabic origin.
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Those of non-Arabic origin were included in an effort to identify 
regular phonological equivalences between the various languages 
and Masalit to help clarify explanations of irregularities of 
phonological correspondences between Arabic and Masalit. These 
languages and others were searched for possible intermediaries for 
adoptives from Arabic in Masalit; other languages were also
searched but not as systematically, for the reasons given above.

From these tables, patterns of phonological assimilation of 
Arabic adoptives in Masalit were formulated, and where the data 
showed variations hypotheses to explain the variations were made - 
sometimes involving adoption via an intermediary language. These 
are set out in sections 4.2 and 4.3, giving representative 
examples of each phonological equivalence with numerical 
references to other examples listed in the short lexicon in
Appendix E - to give an idea of the relative frequency of
equivalences where there are variations.

Also, by comparisons of the material in the tables of
singular/plural suffixes (p.78), predicative copulas (p.74), and 
adverbs (p.84) with suffixed material given below (summarized 
insection 4.1), it was possible to identify adoptives which have 
phonological differences only and those with both phonological 
differences and additional Masalit morphological suffixes.

Quantitative statistics were drawn up for:
(i) the percentage formed by Arabic adoptives of the total 

Masalit lexicon and in selected basic word-lists;
(ii) semantic zones.

They were used, in the light of information given in the 
Introduction and Background, to speculate on the comparative 
importance of cultural, economic and political aspects of the 
adoption of Arabic lexemes into Masalit.
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4.0 ANALYSIS OF ARABIC-MASALIT EQUIVALENCES

Following the principles set out above, I made a rough division 
of the data into lexemes assumed to have been adopted directly and
those adopted indirectly from Arabic, which is the basis for section 
4.3. The corpus of data is given in Appendix E. Direct adoptives are 
characterized by the maintenance of word-shape apart from the change 
of non-Masai it to Masalit sounds according to regular equivalences 
and the addition of one of a number of Masalit suffixes. Assumed
indirect adoptives are characterized by irregular sound substitutions 
and phonological changes that cannot be explained in the light of
synchronic Arabic and Masalit phonology (outlined above, 2.1 and
2.2), but which may be so by adoption via intermediary languages or 
possibly by diachronic phonological changes. Direct adoptives are far 
the larger group and as there have been native Arabic speakers of
considerable economic and social significance (other than the nomadic 
Baggara) in Dar Masalit for over one hundred and fifty years this 
should not be surprising. Indirect adoptives are fewer and appear to 
be more irregular, as they have passed through more than one
phonological system. Further, as there are so few examples, it is 
difficult to isolate any individual language as an intermediary as 
has been done for Bidyo adoptives from Arabic via Daju (Alio, 1985).

To summarize, from the point of view of the different sound
changes that occur three categories may be distinguished:

1) No changes, i.e. the sound is indigenous or an 'extraneous'
imported phoneme in Masalit.

2) Regular changes, i.e. that may be explained on the grounds of 
Masalit and Arabic phonology.

3) Irregular changes, i.e. either not explicable by direct adoption 
from the Arabic etyma or explicable by different Masalit solutions 
to the same phonological problem or by intermediate phonological 
systems.
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4.1 SUMMARY TABLE OF ARABIC-MASALIT EQUIVALENCES

Below is the list of observed phonological maintenance and changes 
and morphemic additions for both direct and indirect adoptives based 
on a corpus of lexical data (given in Appendix E). Where there is 
more than one sound in Masalit corresponding to a CL. Arabic sound 
these are given separated by / (and are often the same as CQ. Arabic 
variant sounds). Where there is a variant sound that occurs in only a 
few uncommon examples it is given in parentheses following the common 
variant(s), e.g. for Arabic /b/, (F m) in the Masalit column 
indicates that /ra/ is an uncommon equivalence of Arabic /b/ in final 
position in Masalit; many indirect adoptives are in these groups.

I,M,F = word-initial,-medial,-final respectively.

Phonological corres Dondences in Arabic and Masal i t
(using Classical Arabic as the reference - to demonstrate whethe
Masalit has adopted from the c 1 assical or colloquial language)

Consonan ts:
CL.Arabic CQ.Arabic Masaii t

I M F

bilabial b b b b b (I w) (M f) (F m/n/a)
m m (b) m m m (b)* ♦= CQ.Arabic

labio-dental f f f f f (I b/p)(M b)

dental/ t t t t t
alveolar \ t t t (d)* ♦only one example

d d d d d (IMF t)
d d d d d
n n n n n
1 1 1 1 1 (? M r) (F 0 )
r r r r r (M 1)
b d*/z - z - ♦no examples
0 t / s* t d - ♦no examples
2 s s s s (IF a)
? s s s s
2 z z z z (IM s)(I j)
? z/d z/d/s z/d — (I nj)

palatal/ J J J J J (M j)
p.-alveolar j j <k) j j j (F g)
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CL.Arabic CQ.Arabic Masaii t 
I M F

velar k k k k k

uvular q g <Ja) g g k (IM k)(F j a) *
X X x/h/k x/h/k X (ja)* *= CQ Arabic
Y g/x x/g/k a k (few examples)

pharyngeal h h h h a (IM a)(IM k)1 a/? 7 a a (IM h)

glottal h h h h/a a (I a)
7 7 7 a a

semi-vowels w w w w w (I m)
y y y y y

There are examples of simplification of the following medial
geminates: bb tt dd ss zz 11 rr yy; there is only one example of
medial geminate maintenance: 11. No final geminates are maintained.

Vowels:
CL.Arabic CQ.Arabic Masal i t

I M F

Front i i i i i (M a/e/o/u)(F o)

e - e -
Centra 1 a a a a/e a/o (M i/u/ei)

o - 0 -
Back u u — u/o (M i/e)

There are many examples of contraction of the following long vowels: 
aa, ii, oo, uu; there are a very few examples of maintenance of 
medial ii and aa.

There are three other phenomena in addition to the correspondences 
and contractions listed above:
Epithesis: addition of -o, -a, -i in Masalit (not in CQW)
Epenthesis: insertion of a, e, i, u (in CQW as well as Masalit)
Diphthong simplification: only for aw -* o
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Morphemic additions (these are all suffixes and are apparently 
idiosyncrat ic):

singular suffixes: -ko (-go), -gi, -ti, -kV-di, -ldi
plural suffixes: -ta
adverbial suffixes: -ken(a), -loka
copula suffixes: ~te, -re, -iye
undetermined: -to, -kwe, -anu, -ma, -k

General patterns
1) Taking classical Arabic as the source reference, the following 
larger Arabic/Masal1t phonological patterns are discernible:
(i) the pharyngealized series of consonants are lost and merge with 

their plain counterparts.
(ii) Arabic uvular consonants are lost and merge with their velar 

counterparts.
(iii) Arabic pharyngeal consonants are lost and merge with their 

glottal counterparts or are deleted.
(iv) Ar /a/ -> Ms /a, e/ and Ar /u/ -* Ms /u,o/

2) Taking colloquial Arabic as the source reference no larger 
Arabic/Masalit phonological patterns were discernible, i.e. the 
patterns set out in 1) occur between CL and CQW as well as between CL 
and Masalit, strongly implying that CQW is the source of Arabic 
adoptives in Masalit.
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4.2 EXAMPLES OF ARABIC-MASALIT EQUIVALENCES

Below are set out examples illustrating maintenance or change 
from Arabic to Masalit as summarized in 4.1. Following each group
there is a brief commentary as to whether the changes that occur may
have been between classical Arabic or the colloquial and Masalit. 
Where the etymology seems clear this is indicated. Equivalents in
other languages may also be given where a putative indirect route is 
involved and a forward reference made (to Fur 4.3.1, Kanuri 4.3.2, 
Fulfulde 4.3.3, Hausa 4.3.4, Maba 4.3.5).

As listing complete sets of examples for each change or 
maintenance would be tedious I give representative examples 
illustrating equivalences, followed by lists of the numbers of 
further items that may be found in Appendix E. Where no list of 
numbers is given, the examples set out are the only ones available.

I, M and F refer to initial, medial and final position
respec t ively.

4.2.1 PHONOLOGICAL CHANGES AND MAINTENANCE

4.2. 1.1 CONSONANTS

4.2. 1.1.1 BILABIAL
CL.Arabic CQ.Arabic Masalit

b-»b

I sweet-potato bembe bembe sweet-potato
7, 92, 149, 212, 277, 406, 422, 492, 566 et al.

M drum dabal dabala dancing p l a c e

18, 48, 77, 133, 134, 148, 214, 224, 265, 267, 280, 304 e t  al.
F moustache Janab Jenab Jenab moustache

ne a r  qa ra b  g a ra b  g a ra b  near

37, 96, 99, 175, 215, 239, 349, 350, 547, 582, 591 e t  a l .

b-*f waterbag qirba girba girfs waterbag (Ha 4.3.4)
karfa-to "
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CL.Arabic CQ.Arabic Masalit 
bam Arab ' arab arab aram-ta Arab-s <cf. Tama armai))

ban Arab 'arab arab erin-gi Arab (cf. Goran aruQ)

baw lightning barq barag walak lightning (Ha 4.3.4)

baa crow yuraab guraab agura crow (Mb 4.3.5)
chameleon alhirba alhirba lera chameleon (Mb 4.3.5)
bed - - angariib kara bed (Mb 4.3.5)

It appears clear that, as /b/ is common to both Masalit and 
Arabic, it is maintained in direct adoptives. The other instances 
appear to be all indirect and are discussed further in the section on 
indirect adoptives.

CL.Arabic CQ.Arabic Masalit
mam
I wealth maal maal mal-ko wealth, animals

23, 55, 109, 110, 123, 239, 384, 435, 460, 470, 475, 482 et al.
M number nimra nimara nimara number

16, 60, 133, 199, 213, 227, 251, 388, 418, 455, 490, 535 et al.
F necessary laazim laazim laazim necessary 

192, 308, 371, 395, 559, 774 et al.

mab mirror miraaya biraaya biicys mirror

As for /b/, with one exception /m/ is maintained in all instances;
as the mab change has already occurred between CL and CQW in that
exception it is reasonable to suppose that it was adopted by Masalit 
from CQW.
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4.2. 1.1.2 LAB IO-DENTAL
CL.Arabic CQ.Arabic Masalit

f->f

I turnip fij'l fijil fijil turnip
understanding faahim faahim fohimte clever
68, 95, 162, 245, 479, 574, 575, 661, 704, 936, 974, 975, 990

M key mi f taah mi f taah muf ta key
2, 59, 116, 143, 189, :374, 399, 428, 475, 535, 791, 921

F c lean na£ i i f nazi i f nadi i f c lean
5, 41, 173, 305, 403, ■450, 621, 630, 780, 798, 862

f-*b peasant f allaah f a 1laah bala peasant (Ha 4.3.4)
horse f aras f aras bsre horse (see 4.4)
mat f iraaJ bir i { baj i mat (FI 4.3.2 Kn 4

f-»p saddle cushion firaaya f iraaya pirayo saddle cushion
autumn Xar i i f Xariif kar 1 p autumn (Yahya)

As for /b/ and /m/, /if is maintained in most instances.
there is change to /b/ it appears that the examples are indirect. The
change to /p/ is less clear, there is no complementary distribution
according to this data: these are the only examples. There may be 
dialectal variation involved as k3rip is given in Yahya's data for
'autumn', whereas my own data has xarifu and that of Arkell has
harlfo.

4.2.1.1.3 DENTAL/ALVEOLAR
CL. Arabic CQ. Arabic Masalit

t-> t
1 tobacco taabaa taabaa taba tobacco

170, 393, 405, 450, 558, 569, 596 et al.
M maize - - abuu batta ababata maize

2, 175, 239, 405, 419, 422, 475, 482 et al.
F time waqt wag it wakit time

18, 374, 406, 881
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CL.Arabic CQ.Arabic Masalit

I divorce ^Qlaaq tulaag tulak divorce
814, 917

M r e d  pepper  j a t ^ a  J a t t a  J e to  r e d  pepper

53, 110, 240, 832, 899, 1010
$->d

simple basil\ basiit basida simple

d->d
I cock di i d i  i(C dikko cock

16, 61, 104, 105, 197, 215, 216, 224, 225, 234, 256, 261 et al 
M hunting ?ayd\ sayda seidagi (wild) animal

8, 24, 77, 123, 218, 277, 312, 378, 443, 542, 569 et al.
F slave 'abd abid abid slave

292, 293, 443, 464, 634, 851

d-»t stupid
lake
enclosure

bali id 
rahad

ba1i id
rahad
darduur

bal i t
re t
tartar-ko

stupid
lake
enclosure

d-»d
I guest <̂ .aif daif deif

96, 514, 589, 747
muscles 'a<^alaat adalaat adalat
64, 481

a
illness marcjl mar(a)d mar ad
279

guest

musele

i1lness

CL pharyngealized /\! and /$/ merge with their plain counterparts in 
both CQW and Masalit, /t/ is maintained in all cases and /d/ in most 
cases. The three cases where /d/-»/t/ do not appear to be 
phonologically conditioned (e.g. by the presence of non-back vowels), 
I have been unable to find intermediaries to explain them. Similarly 
for /£/-»/d/, a unique case.
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CL.Arabic CQ.Arabic Masalit
run
I

M

F

1-»1
I

M

F

l-»r

la®

rar
I

M

F

r-»l

breath naf£ nefes nefes breath
37, 173, 237, 259, 266, 477, 563, 627 et al. 
hat - - burneita burneita hat
53, 55, 105, 123, 143, 256, 265, 323, 357 et al.
1 i me 1i i muun 1i i muun 1i i mon 1 i me
22, 188, 189, 225, 234, 240, 242, 265, 418, 432, 434 et al.

saddle-Adt libd,. libda libda saddle
138, 155, 188, 229, 490, 519, 733, 815
cupboard duulaab duulaab dolab cupboard
39, 205, 229, 244, 261, 297, 368, 385, 395, 450 et al. 
gravy kawaal kawaal kawal gravy
12, 23, 68, 214, 224, 245, 303, 413, 445 et al.

shade ^ill dull asro shade (?Mb 4.3.5)
( o r  < ' a § r  a f t e r n o o n )

lawful halaal halaal kala good (FI 4.3.2,
Mb 4.3.5)

20 piastres - - riyaal riyal twenty
489, 559, 615, 714, 736, 797, 823, 845, 849, 979
number nimra nimara nimara number
2, 5, 33, 34, 41, 59, 60, 92, 96, 110, 133, 134, 148 et al.
zero ^ifr sifir sifir zero
7, 50, 64, 83, 139, 170, 174, 212, 213, 227, 237, 256 et al.

lightning bar q barag walak lightning (Ha 
4. 3. 4)
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The dental nasal /n/ Is maintained in all cases. In most cases /II 
and /r/ are maintained. The /1 /-> /«/ example is unique and may be 
explained by a Fulfulde or a Maba intermediary. The /l/-*/r/ example 
is more tentative - possibly via Maba, or possibly an equivalent of 
Banda kuzro  'shade* (and so not an Arabic adoptive at all). Of the 
/r/-»/1 / examples one may be explained by a Hausa intermediary, two 
are dubious.

l->t garlic
CL.Arabic CQ.Arabic Masalit 
8uum tuum tom gar lie

8->d
ice, snow 8al j telij telij ice, snow
many kaSiir katiir kadur/kodir many

&-»z permission i&n izin izinko
seed h3Sr bizer bizera

permiss ion 
seed

sa<
I hammer sindaal sindaal sindala small hammer

65, 280, 395, 456, 549, 595, 685, 698, 748, 757, 760 et al. 
school madrasa madrasa madrasa school
154, 242, 252, 293, 357, 597, 609, 625, 636, 720, 763 et al 
copper nahaas nahaas nahas drum
116 149

s-xa horse
six

f aras 
si t ta

f aras 
s i t ta

bsrc
iti

horse (see 4.4) 
six (Mb 4.3.5)

?-»s
I

M

morning,dawn ^atyah sabaah saba
5, 24, 105, 308, 464, 663, 706, 901 
warning na^iiha nasiiha nuso
7, 245, 349, 445, 449, 648, 804
no examples

east

warning
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The few CL examples with /8/ and /&/ show maintenance of the CQW /t/ 
and /d/ reflexes In Masalit except for CQW /t/-)Masalit /d/ in inter
vocalic position (similar to the exceptional /\/-*fdf above). Perhaps 
this voicing is due to being in intervocalic position; however, this 
is not a regular process and there are counter examples (see above, 
t-»t). CL pharyngealized /$/ merges with its plain counterpart in all 
cases and /s/ is maintained in most cases. The two examples of 
deletion of /s/ may be explained by the presence of Maba 
intermediaries.

CL.Arabic CQ.Arabic Masaii t
z->z

T
I adultery zinaa? 

369, 551, 791, 1006
z inaa? z ina adultery

M bachelor a' zab azaabi i azabi bachelor
bot tle (zujaaja) gazaaza gazaza bot t le
butcher ja^aar jezaar jezar-ti 
100, 139, 379, 547, 592, 660, 711, 912, 914

butcher

F cache-sexe -  - kanf uuz kunf uz cache-sexe

z-»s
I cult i vat ion z iraa'a z iraa asur-t i farm (Mb 4.3.5)
M wi nner f aa? iz f aa? iz f ais-ts winner

inact ive ’ ajz ajez aj es-ta lazy
marr iage (zawaaj) j awaaz j ise marr iage
sandy plain '' - gooz kass country, bush

(Ha 4. 3.4)

z-»J noser ing zumaam zumaam j umam-ko noser ing
I stockade, zari iba zar i i ba jerbc family (?)

?-»d
I noon ^uhr zuhur duhur-ko noon (prayer)

noon £uhr zuhur dur^ noon (time)
M view,mirror mandara mandara mandara mirror

c lean na^ i i f nadi i f nadi i f c lean
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'4^2 clear

M official
noon

CL.Arabic CQ.Arabic Masalit
?afki\ir zaSkir zahir-te clear
^uhr zuhur zuhur-ko noon (prayer)
muwa^af muwazzaf muwazaf official

-̂*s back (anat.) ^ahr dahr sar-gi-ko back (Fu 4.3.1)

?-*nj shadow
shadow ?ill

zill
dull CQN asro
dull CQN anjilo

shadow(Mb 4.3.5)
shadow(Mb 4.3.5)

The phoneme /z/ is extraneous in Masalit and only occurs in lexemes 
of Arabic origin. Initially and medially it appears to be maintained 
(the exception 'cultivation', may be explained by a Maba 
intermediary).
The other exceptions - where initial / z/->/j/ are perhaps older 
adopt ives, adopted when /z / was not one of the Masalit set of 
phonemes (and / j /  would have been the nearest similar voiced sound). 
There is an interesting analogy with the voicing of /s/ initial verb 
bases, where / s / - » / j /  when rendered initial by the deletion of the 
initial vowel of the base; e.g. (see p. 67)

m -ise rc  'we see' Jer£  'you S see* t - i s e r e  's/he sees'
Perhaps this is an indication of the existence of a proto-phoneme /s/ 
with realizations [j] initial, [si non-initial, and later [z] - this 
is no longer the case in Masalit, b u t  it could explain the /z/->/j/ 
equivalents: i.e. Arabic initial /z/ w o u l d  have been heard as initial
/ s /  and realized as C j ], which form b e c a m e  fixed in the lexicon.
There is only one example of maintenance where /z/ is final in 
Arabic, the other examples all show devoicing and the addition of an 
epithetic - e  or a - t a / - t e  suffix - perhaps indicating a trend to 
intolerance of final /z/.
C L  pharyngealized /?/ merges with its plain counterpart /z/ and also 
/d/ in CQW. These are maintained in Masalit with three exceptions 
('back, shadow, shadow') explicable b y  Fur and Maba intermediaries 
and two other exceptions one of which appears to exhibit a z/d free 
variation: zuhurko /duhurko  'noon (prayer)', and the other, dur^ may
be derived from duhurko. there are few other examples of Arabic 
fricatives corresponding to Masalit plosives (see 4.2.1.1.6, Uvular).
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4.2.1.1.4 PALATO-ALVEOLAR AND PALATAL
CL.Arabic CQ.Arabic Masalit

J -* J
I moustache j a n a b  Janab Jenab moustache

53, 189, 213, 240, 475, 568, 621, 670, 731, 847, 920 
M l u n g s  -  -  a m f a j f a j  a m f e j f e j  l ung s

37, 709, 980
F tweezers m|CnqaJ mungaj mungaj  tweezers

81, 289, 535, 567, 832

mat f i r a a j  b i r i j  b a j i  mat

j->J

I smallpox jadari jadari jsdcri-kodi smallpox
441, 570, 678, 725, 983, 1009 

M wheel 'ajala ajala ajela wheel
18, 22, 163, 265, 398, 405, 444, 545, 558, 574, 628 et al.

F ice, snow 8al j telij telij ice, snow

j ^  bracelet dumluj dumluj dimlig official (Fu 4.3.1)

/ J /  is maintained in all examples with two exceptions which exhibit 
/ J / - > / j /  correspondence; 'mat' may be explained by a Fulfulde or 
Kanuri intermediary, 'instinct' is dubious (it is included in the 
list as my informants noted it as of 'Arabic origin').
With one exception / j /  is maintained in all examples. The exception 
may be explained by a Fur intermediary.
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4.2.1.1.5 VELAR
CL. Arabic CQ. Arabic Masalit

k-*k
I gravy - - kaawal kawal gravy

12, 99, 143, 154, 175, 342, 444, 455, 543, 545, 609 et al.
M but laakin laakin lakin but

225, 237, 239, 261, 388, 698, 709, 741, 785, 790 et al.
F snake (sp. ) - - abuu juuluk abujuluk snake (sp. )

92, 1041

/k/ is maintained in all cases.

4.2.1.1.6 UVULAR

q-»s
I ugly qabiiti gablih gebii

81, 100, 104, 312, 481, 547, 567, 591, 691,
M shield dar/qa darga darga

83, 189, 256, 259, 369, 512, 634, 669, 704,

q-*k
acceptance qabuul gabuul kabul-to cup (cf. CQN:
hospi tali ty kabeeto 'gourd*)

sandy plain - gooz kase country (Ha 4.3.4)
tree-bark qir f a girfa k«rf d-ldi bark
waterbag qirba girba karf a-to waterbag (Ha 4.3.4)
def ini te qa$'i i gat? i i kate * must*
cold (adj.) qirra girra ker i-ma cold (Mb 4.3.5)
t ime waqt wagi t wak i t t ime
official maqduum magduum makdum official
legist f aqi ih f agi ih f ak i islamic holy man
orange burtuqaan bur tugaan bor tokan orange
divorce f̂tlaaq tulaag tulak divorce
105, 110, 184, 205, 516, 549, 575, 589, 726

ugliness 
705, 730 et al.
shield 

786, 814 et al.
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CL.Arabic CQ.Arabic Masalit
q-*ja plum CQE albarquuq ambarguuja amborkuja quince
X->ja chicken firaax faruuja feruja chicken

(cf. Mb: ferx)

The equivalents of Arabic /q/ in Masalit are /k/ and /g/. Judging by 
the frequencies of occurence there appears to be a complementary 
distribution pattern with /g/ in initial and medial position, /k/ in 
final position. There are, however, a number of examples of /k/ in 
initial and medial positions. This situation is reminiscent of the 
j-z/s situation discussed in 4.2.1.1.3 and might be part of a larger 
trend of 'initial voicing'. However, it does not appear to be clear 
and there are many exceptions with conflicting correspondences, e.g. 
CQW gat?ii -> Ms kate 'must', but CQW gabiih -» Ms gebi 'ugly'.
The CL /q/-) CQW /ja/ -> Ms /ja/ equivalences show unequivocally the 
source to be colloquial rather than classical. It is interesting to 
note on the other hand that the Maba equivalent appears to have 
classical as its source.

X->h
I autumn xai-lif xar^ f  harlfo autumn (Arkell)

prostitute xaJa^a hajala prostitute
creation xa  ̂ 9 Xa^aS halak creation
better Xa*r Xa*r hor-ti good (cf. Mb:

xerte 'bet ter')
M miser baxiil baxlil behil-te miser (Arkell)

X->x
I autumn 

bet ter
X a r  i i f 
X a i r

378, 449, 1052, 1055
dirty 
pi 1 low 
497, 604 
brain 
paper

wasxaan
mixaddA

muxX
fa^X

X a r i i f  x a r i f u
X a i r  x o r - t i

wasxaan wasxan-te 
maxadda maxada

muxX mux
farax farax

autumn (Edgar) 
good

dirty 
pi 1 low

brain
paper
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CL.Arabic CQ.Arabic Masalit

I autumn xar^ f  k3rip autumn (Yahya)
(cf. Ak: k6rlp)

aunt (mat.) Xaala Xaala kala aunt (mat.)
hermi tage Xalwa Xalwa kalawa(na) religious wake
bead \ ' Xadur kodir bead
incense pot miflkarfl mu^abar mukabar incense pot
my brother aX“ axuui i lkwi f rlend
smoke du^aan du^aan dokonta herbs

The equivalents of Arabic /\! in Masalit are /h/, /x/ and /k/ in
fairly even proportion in initial and medial positions. There are 
only two examples for final position and both of these are Masalit 
/x/. /x/, like /z/, is extraneous in Masalit and occurs only in words 
of Arabic origin, /h/ occurs in indigenous lexemes but is uncommon 
and occurs mainly in initial and never in final position. /k/ is a 
common phoneme in all positions. It seems clear that, unlike in the 
case of /q/, there is no complementary distribution here, rather a
possible free variation in some cases, e.g. xorti/horti 'good' were 
quoted to me as free variants and the three variant forms of 
'autumn', harifo/xarifu/k3rip support this. It should however be 
noted that the three are from three different sources - Arkell, 
Yahya and one of my own informants, whereas 'good' was from the same 
informant. There appears to be no phonological conditioning 
determining the selection of /x/, /h/ or /k/. There is another
example of a free variation between a plosive and a fricative,
zuhurko/duhurko ' noon-prayer' (see 4.2. 1.1.3), however, that is the 
exception and not the rule. Apparently for the equivalents of Arabic 
1 there is a free variation. This might be explained by the 
recentness of the acquisition of /x/ as a phoneme in Masalit (perhaps 
it was formerly an allophone both of /h/ and of /k/). See 5.3.2
(p.177) for further discussion of this phenomenon in the context of
phonological assimilation.
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CL.Arabic CQ.Arabic Masalit
Y~*x

I negligence yafal xa^a  ̂ xafal confounding (Davies)
extortion ya$b xasat> xasab force

Y-»S
I dust yubaar gubaar gubarta dust

west Yarb garb garbi west
210, 350, 399

Y~>k
I
F

sheath Y'i^aa  ̂ gilaaf kalfi sheath
maturity buluuY buluug balak suitable, ripe

Y~>a 
M work IUY 1 Juul Jul work

/Y/» the voiced counterpart of / x /» has a range of four equivalents 
in Masalit. The most plausible explanation for this is that as CL lyl 
either merges with lyl into CQW lyl or is equivalent to CQW /g/, or 
intervocalic /o/, that CQW was the source of Arabic adoptives. CQW 
/g/, as has been shown above, has equivalents /g/ and /k/ in Masalit.
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4.2. 1.1.7 PHARYNGEAL
CL.Arabic CQ.Arabic Masalit

twenty 'ijriin ?ijriin ijrln
gruel 'ajiina ?ajlina ajiina
7, 33, 34, 48, 77, 148, 218, 305, 374, 427, 
cure da waa1 da waa dawa
spoon mt^laqa ma?alaga maalaga
8, 265^ 307, 456, 855, - ,917
mint na'na' na?na? nana
week usbuu1 usbuu? subo

twenty 
gruel 

432, 443 et al. 
cure 
spoon

mint
week

'ah basket 
angry

'umra ?umra humura
za'jaan za?jaan zahjante

basket
angry (Arkell)

The deletion of /'/ is regular in any position in the word. /'/ is 
not a Masalit phoneme and has no close equivalent apart from glottal 
fricative /h/ and prevocalic initial glottal stop, which is a phone 
but not a phoneme in Masalit. As all initial vowels in Masalit are 
preceded by glottal stop (which is hence not marked), one could say 
that the replacement of /'V/ by /?V/ is simply the predictable 
condition of vowels made initial by the deletion of /'/, rather than 
any inherent equivalence of the Arabic phoneme /'/ and the Masalit 
phone /?/. This point is supported by the absence of the glottal stop 
in the place of deleted /'/ in medial and final positions, humura 

'basket' however is problematic; Arkell however gives umur or omra 

instead of humura. Perhaps the latter is an intermediary step (in a 
hypothetical scheme ' umra-»humura-»umura) with initial /h/ being 
deleted. However this must be considered unlikely as there is only 
one other instance of initial /h/ deletion (which is itself subject 
to contradictory attestations, see below p.114 'amulet'). The 
replacement of /'/ by /h/ in z a 'ja a n  (Masalit: z a h ja n te )  'angry*
presents a problem similar to that posed by ' umra-»humura; it appears 
to go against the system as medial /h/ is rare in indigenous Masalit 
lexemes, either as an intervocalic consonant or in a cluster. 
However, like humura, it might represent an intermediate form; such a
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hypothesis is supported by the attestation of the form z a j 'anger' < 
Ar: z a ' j  by Doornbos.
The deletion of /'/ in medial position is accompanied by a 
contraction of V lengths (except in b a 'ad u  -» baadu 'afterwards') - in 
itself a characteristic of Masalit equivalents of Arabic lexemes (see 
below section 4.2.1.2.4).

CL.Arabic
h->®
I amulet hijaab
M lake,pool rahad

sacrifice (jlahiya
F morning ^abaah

wind riih

CQ.Arabic Masalit

hi jaab
rahad
dahiya
sabaah
riih

i Jaba 
re t
ds io/deyo
saba
ri

amulet
pool
sacr i f ice 
east
north (Fu 4.3.1)

104, 199, 479, 482, 665, 747, 815, 845, 984, 1016

h->h
I amulets hijaabaat hijaabaat

enclosure hawj hooj
134, 251, 292, 293, 356, 388, 680, 

M river,sea bahr bahar
nomads ruhaal ruhaal
260, 419, 685, 716

hijabat 
ho j ko

amulet (Doornbos) 
enclosure

930, 994, 1003, 1007, 1010
bahar 
ruha 1

river
nomad

twk lawful halaal halaal kala good (FI 4.3.2)
cf rabid jahmaan jakumun rabid

Pharyngeal CL /h/ merges with glottal /h/ in CQW (see below). There 
appears to be a complementary distribution of the equivalents of CL 
/h/ - with initial and medial CL /h/ equivalent to Masalit /h/ and 
final CL /h/ deleted in Masalit. The final deletion is without 
exception, but there are two examples of medial deletion and 'amulet' 
appears to have two discrete forms (derived from the Arabic singular 
and plural). Of the irregular /h/->/k/ equivalences, 'lawful' may be 
explained by a Fulfulde intermediary, however, I have been unable to 
find any intermediary for 'rabid'.
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4.2. 1.1.8 GLOTTAL
CL.Arabic 

h->h
I now hafcihi ssaa'a haasaa

826, 916, 1022, 1023 
M noon zuhr

family ahl
174, 192, 502, 990

CQ.Arabic Masalit

hasa

zuhur 
ahi 1

duhurko 
ahi1-ta

now

noon prayer 
f amily

h-»0
I barbarian hamajii
M noon *uhr

back anat. zahr
circumcision ^ahaara

F pound (f) j inaih

hamaaji i 
zuhur 
dahr 
tahaara

j ineih

maj i 
dur=>

slave (FI 4.3.2) 
noon-1 ime

sar-gi(-ko) back (Fu 4.3.1)
taar

j ine

c ircumc is ion 
(Doornbos) 

pound (£)

? 0
M winner faa?iz fa?iiz fais-te winner

16, 81, 443, 477, 589, 720 
F adultery zinaa? zinaa? zina adultery

95, 514, 704, 730, 757, 812, 999, 1053

The distribution of Masalit equivalents of Arabic /h/ is similar to 
that of CL /h/ (not surprising, as mentioned above CL /h/ merges with 
/h/ in CQW). The deletions of initial and medial /h/ may be explained 
by intermediaries for 'slave' and 'back'.
The consistent deletion of glottal stop in medial and final positions 
is expected since, as mentioned above, [?] is non-phonemic and 
restricted to being initial and prevocalic.
The three equivalents of ^uhr 'noon': dur^ 'middle of the day,
daytime* and zuhurko /duhurko  'midday, midday prayer' appear to have 
been derived separately, possibly along the following lines:

(i) ^uhr -»<-»duhr-»-*dur-»)-» dur^ (cf. Ta: d lr r o  'day')
( i i )  ^uhr -»(-*duhr-*-»duhur-»)-» duhurko +*

(iii) ^uhr -»(-»zuhr-*-»zuhur-»)-» zuhurko +* * free variants
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The order of changes cannot strictly be verified in a synchronic 
study. However, it does seem reasonable to place the £-»d change first 
as it is common to both (i) and (ii) and /^/ is not in the phoneme 
inventory of Masalit. In (ii) Vh-»VhV seems a reasonable second step 
as the CVhVC pattern is attested elsewhere (b ah ar, ru h a l)  and this 
avoids the creation of a C cluster /hrk/. In (i) Vhr-»Vr also seems a 
reasonable possible second step as the CVh(V)C-»CVC pattern is 
attested elsewhere (rah ad -»re t, £ a h a a ra -* ta a r). A similar process might 
have been passed through by the word for 'back (anat.)':

^ahr -»(-»zahr-*-»sahr-»-»sar-»)-» s a r -g i  -» s a r -g i - k o  +

+ -k o  and " g 1 are nominal singular suffixes.
It is worth noting that the Maba cognate for 'back' is d e r ir j, also 

apparently of the same Arabic origin, but by some different process 
(e.g. ^ahr -»<-*dahr-»dar-*)-> d e r io ;  - i n  being a separate suffix in Maba 
of uncertain meaning).

It is interesting to compare similar processes in Fulfulde of the 
Sudan (Abu Manga, 1986):
CL.Arabic CQ.Arabic Fulfulde
^uhriyyah ^uhriyyah duuriyya late afternoon time/activity
^ahriyyah <^ahriyyah daariyya back of seat in the cab of a lorry

4.2. 1.1.9 SEMI-VOWELS
CL.Arabic CQ.Arabic Masalit

w->w
I wide waasi' waasi wasi wide

242, 635, 650, 946, 1038, 1053 
M gravy - - kawaal kawal gravy

216, 502, 551, 630, 757, 943, 970, 1022, 1023 
F or aw aw aw or

wem south waa^a waata mota/muuta south

the w e l l -  [.iuwatja m o w t a * * B a S 8 a r a  f o r m
trodden path
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CL.Arabic CQ.Arabic Masalit
y->y
I day yawm yi^m iyoom future

day yawm y&mm u yomko one day
M world dunya dunya dinya world

148, 464, 564, 747, 750, 826, 851, 920, 979

Apart from one exception, the integration of /w/ and /y/ is 
straightforward. One point of interest is that although the CQW 
equivalent of CL waa£a 'south' is waata, Masalit has adopted the 
Baggara Arabic form mowta, referred to by Asher (1984:87) as the name 
of the annual migration to the south of the nomadic Baggara Arabs.

4.2.1.1.10 SIMPLIFICATION OF GEMINATES 
Simplification (degemination) of the following geminates has 
occurred:

CL.Arabic CQ.Arabic Masalit
bb race s £  baaq s ibaag sabak-ko race (competitii

millet beer - - qum zibb gumz i b millet beer
tt inspector muf att i J muf at t i J muf at i J inspec tor

ma ize - - abuu batta ababata maize
red pepper Ja^a }at ta Jeto red pepper
six sitta sitta iti six

dd 1 imi t hadd hadd hadi enough

zz official muwa^af muwazzaf muwazaf of f ic ial
11 peasant f allaah f a 1lah bala peasant

all kul 1 kul1(i) kuli all
rr f ree(dom) hurr hurr hurto free (person)

1 and barr barr buro cultivable land
accountant ^arraaf sarraaf saraf accountant

yy hunter ^ayyaad sayyaad sayad-te hunter
smooth hayyin hayyin hay in smooth
south sayy id say id south

but,: village hi 1 la hi 1 la hi 1 le vi1lage
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As with long vowels there appears to be a tendency for geminate 
liquids: /rr/ and /ll/ to simplify. However not all lexemes of Arabic 
origin are thus reduced (e.g. h i 1 la-»hi 1 l e ) . Also as there are 
indigenous Masalit words with geminate /ll/ /rr/ /mm/ and /kk/ (e.g. 
k u lle  'blacksmith, l i r r a  'heavy', see p.59), it could be a reflection 
of the phonological systems of intermediary languages (though such a 
hypothesis needs further evidence).

4.2.1.1.11 METATHESIS

Only three putative Arabic->Masal i t metatheses were found and two of 
these are rather dubious:

CL.Arabic CQ.Arabic Masalit 
name is In isim sami namesake

mirsi name
for t h e  sake o f  min Ja? n min Ja?an Janim because *

week usbuu '  usbuu? subo week

* An alternative etymology of Janim could be the Arabic Ja? ;n + 

Masalit locative suffix -Vm.

Trenga (1947:35) notes the following metatheses of Arabic words in 
Maba used by bilingual Maba-speakers (i.e. the metatheses may occur 
in the colloquial Arabic itself and not be a function of any adoptive 
process):
I give Trenga's transcription of the Arabic, sometimes CQE or CQS.
Arabic
Badi
je&5aab
jefiba
dejaaja
rehek
mi rhak
nec^ej

$eha

Maba
diit (breast) 
jebbaad (hook) 
jebda (stage) 
jedaada (chicken) 
herek (grind, verb) 
mihrak (grinding stone) 
nejeqi (ripen, verb) 
he^a (awaken, verb)
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4.2.1.2 VOWELS

Vowel change and maintenance between Arabic and Masalit
equivalents is somewhat less regular than consonant change and
maintenance. One aspect of vowel change is the addition of epenthetic
and epithetic vowels. Most epenthetic vowels that occur in adoptives 
from Arabic in Masalit are already present in CQW Arabic - the strong 
implication of this being that Masalit has adopted from CQW Arabic. 
There is no such correlation for epithetic vowels however, the values 
of which appear not to be governed by any presently discernible 
phonological rules; there is a possibility that they are morphemic
and have some semantic effect - as, like the suffixes listed under 
Morphemic Additions (4.2.2) they form a fairly small corpus which is 
apparently idiosyncratic.

The general pattern is one of maintenance of CQW phones in
Masalit; however, there are numerous exceptions, many of which do not 
appear to be phonologically conditioned.

There are three vowel phonemes in both CL and CQW Arabic: /i/ /a/ 
/u/. In CQW there are five vowel phones: til Cel Cal to! Cul.

In Masalit, according to my data, there are eight vowel phones: 
til [el Cel I al 111 [=>] [ol [ ul . Of these [=>] and C ii occur
infrequently and may be allophones of / o/ and /a/. According to 
Arkell's and Davies' data there are only five phones: [i3 Cel Cal Col 
[ ul . According to Doornbos' and Yahya's data there are ten phones: 
[ 3 ] and Ol in addition to the eight l i s t e d  for my data. Except where 
otherwise stated, Masalit data given i s  that collected by myself.

There are strictly no initial vowels in Masalit as all words that 
would otherwise be V initial have a preceding glottal stop. As this
is non-phonemic it is unmarked and is disregarded for the purposes of
position classification.
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4.2. 1.2. 1 FRONT
CL.Arabic CQ.Arabic Masalit

i-> i
I family ' irf ?irif irif family

77, 297, 419
M arrow nijaab nijaab niJabko arrow

6 , 18, 41, 65, 99, 138, 149, 174, 175, 184 et al.

i->a dark daaktn daakin dukana dark

iee definite qa^'ii gat?ii kate must
tree bark qirfa girfa kerfeldi tree bark
cold qirra girra kerima cold (Mb 4.3.5)

CL.Arabic CQ.Arabic Masalit
i->o dungbeetle - - abunji?raan abunjoran dung-beetle 

health 'afii ?afii afo/afi health

w u  key mi ftah miftaah mufta key
many ka0iir katiir kadur many
cultivation ziraa'a ziraa?a asurti farm, field (Mb 4.3.5)
coin sikka suksuk suksukta cowrie shells

e-»e bending - - dunger dunger bending
M 2, 199, 422, 432, 441

In most cases / i / is maintained in Masalit, in all cases Cel is 
maintained. Some irregularities are explicable by Maba intermediaries 
('cold, farm’) or by the CQW equivalent ('cowries'). There are some 
examples of likely phonologically conditioned equivalences; e.g. in 
'dungbeetle' /i/-*/o/ may have been conditioned by the back influence 
of the adjacent glottal stop, similarly for 'must' / i/-*/e/. The other 
irregular equivalences show no clear phonological pattern.
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4.2.1.2.2 CENTRAL
CL.Arabic CQ.Arabic Masalit

a-) a
I yellow a§far asfar asfar yellow

7, 33, 48, 265, 279, 303, 427, 432 et al.
M fate qadar gadar gadar fate

5, 8, 22, 24, 33, 41, 50, 92, 100, 173 et al.
F lamp lamba lamba lamba lamp

39, 53, 60, 100, 104, 134, 148, 162, 456, 460 et al.

a-»e
I shawl araaqiyya araagiya

Arab 'arab ?arab
red pepper Ja$£a J a t t a

moustache Janab enab

e r a g i

e r i o g i

J e to

Jenab

dress
Arab
red pepper 
moustache

53, 59, 116, 123, 139, 229, 234, 252, 350, 475 et al.
irr igat ion 
mirror

zaqa

m i ra a y a

zaga
biraaya

zage

bircyc
garden

m i r r o r

a-* i

M c o f f e e  qahwa gahawa

homosexual  Xa§ * *  x a s ^

n o s e r i n g  Jan f  Jena f

F s i x  s i t t a  s i t t a

g ih a w a n tc  la z y  

x i s t a  homosexual

J i n i f k o  n o s e r i n g  

i  t i  s i x  (Mb 4.3.5)

a->o

M bead Xa^ur Xadur kodir bead
understanding f aahim f aahim f ohimte consc ious
smoke duxaan duxaan dokonta herbs
£4*, 1>0, l^rT £50 '.J* K

F red pepper IaH a Jatta Jeto red pepper
soup Jurba Jurba J urbo soup
intent ion ni i?a ni i?a nio intent ion
598, 706, 747, 750, 797, 855

» v ? i
(cf. epithetic vowel /o/ in Epithesis, below)
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CL.Arabic CQ.Arabic Masalit
a-̂ u

cache-sexe - - kanf uuz kunf uz cache-sexe
dark daak in daak in dukana dark
warning na^i iha nasi iha nuso warning
land barr barr buro cultivable land
impotent talaf talaf tul f o homosexual (man)
read qara? gara? guru reading

cof f ee-pot -  — kaf eter i i ke i f eter i ablution vessel

In most examples initial /a/ is maintained. The two exceptions, 
/a/-)/e/, 'shawl, Arab', both have /r/ following. Perhaps this is the 
determining condition as there are no examples of Initial /a/->/a/ 
with /r/ following. However, it is dubious.
The largest number of examples of equivalents of Arabic medial /a/ 
exhibit maintenance or fronting to /e/ (the fronting occurs in CQW 
also). However, there are many examples of /a/->/o/, also of /a/->/u/ 
and /a/-»/i/. There are no conclusive patterns here - all have 
examples of similar environments, e.g. preceding velar. Perhaps the 
epithetic -o has had a regressive assimilative effect in some cases 
of /a/-)/u/, e.g. buro 'cultivable land' < barr. /a/-»/si/ is curious 
and keifeteri 'ablution vessel' is a unique example; it has an 
equivalent in Aiki, kapteera, their ultimate etymon being French 
caf 6t iere.
Final /a/ appears to be more restricted in its equivalents. In most 
examples it is maintained. The /a/->/o/ examples may in fact be 
deletion of /a/ with /o/ epithesis (see 4.2. 1.2.5), they do not 
appear to be phonologically conditioned. The /a/-*/i/ example, 'six' 
may be explained by a Maba intermediary. The two /a/->/e/ examples may 
perhaps be explained by the influence of the CQ Arabic of northern 
Sudan (around Dunqula) where final /a/ is systematically realized as 
Cel; there is a community of Dunqulaawil merchants in Geneina and 
some of the larger villages of Dar Masalit.
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4.2. 1.2.3 BACK
CL.Arabic CQ.Arabic Masalit 

c h o  shoe - - zoriifa zorifa shoe

u->u poor people fuqura? fugura? fugura poor man
M 12, 60, 83, 96, 109, 154, 265, 378, 388, 393, 444 et al.

cho smoke duxaan duxaan dokonta herbs
bustard hubaara hobaara hobara bustard
215, 342, 371, 434, 519, 628, 653

CL.Arabic CQ.Arabic Masalit
u-»i cheese jubna jibna jibna cheese

64, 68, 638

u-»e light $du? duu? de-kadi light (of day)
u->ei Saudi su'uudii suwudii suweidi Saudi

Most examples of Arabic /u/ are maintained or opened to /of in 
Masalit (the opening occurs in CQW also). The /u/-*/i/ example may be 
explained by the shape of the CQW form. The /u/->/e/ and /u/->/ei/ 
examples are more problematic, 'light' might be explained by the 
regressive effect of the morphemic suffix -kadi.

4.2.1.2.4 SHORTENING
CL.Arabic CQ.Arabic Masalit

ii-»i
M fig t i in t i in t ini fig

saddle sar. ,j sariij serij saddle
123, 398, 399, 460, 566, 823, 893, 903 

F early - - badrii bedri early
2, 154, 427, 479, 481, 628, 760, 822, 930, 943
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CL.Arabic CQ.Arabic Masalit
aa-*a
M property maal

but laakin
dust Yu^aar
5, 18, 22, 23, 37, 

F adultery zinaa?
280, 297

maal malko cattle, wealth
laakin lakin but
gubaar gubarta dust
39, 48, 77, 81, 100, 134, 139 et al,
zinaa? zina adultery

oo-»o basket dooma doma basket

uu-*u box
market

^ttnduuq sanduug 
suuq suug

sandukko box 
suk market

Vowel length is maintained in the following examples:

aa:

i i

necklace - - tagaag
afterwards ba' da ba? da
lime liimuun liimuun
official 'aqiid ?agiid
173, 374, 984

tagaaga necklace 
baadu afterwards
1 i i mon 1 i me 
agiid official

There appears to be a general tendency for long vowels to be replaced 
by short vowels passing from Arabic to Masalit, long vowels being 
much more frequent in Arabic than in indigenous Masalit words. 
However this does not seem to be so regular a tendency for long /ii/ 
as other vowels. Whether or not this is related to stress is unclear 
at present.

4.2.1.2.5 EPITHESIS (in Masalit)
CL.Arabic CQ.Arabic Masalit 

■i west yarb garb garbi west
al 1 kul1 kul1 kuli all
188, 292, 323, 350, 780, 836
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CL.Arabic CQ.Arabic Masaii t
a seed bd&r bizer bizera seed

drum - - dabal dabala danc ing-place
hammer sindaal s indaal sindala small hammer
s i mp1e basi i£ basi i t basIda s i mp1e

o land barr barr buro cultivable land
autumn Xar i i f Xar i i f har i f o rainy season/autumn
paper waraq warag warago let ter/paper
184, 450, 617, 775

u try jarrab j arrab j erbu trying

There appears to be no overall phonological pattern to explain the 
quality of the epithetic vowels suffixed to adoptives. It Is possible 
that they may have had some morphemic value at the time of adoption 
(which is lost now).
-i The most common epithetic vowel. In the case of garbi 'west' the
etymon may have been yarbli 'western'.
-a In the case of 'hammer' there is a good semantic reason to 
explain the epithesis by analogy with the Masalit diminutive suffix 
-(C)Vla (see p.83), as sindala means 'small hammer' in Masalit. The 

same reasoning cannot be applied to dabala (if it were, it would mean 
'small drum* in Masalit).
-o No phonological rules appear to condition its quality: preceding
Vs may be /i/ /a/ or /u/.

The deletion of the final /a/ of baraka 'blessing' leaves a final
/ k/, the most common final C in indigenous Masalit word phonology. 
This is the sole example of such a deletion, and constitutes a 
reversal of the more common V epithesis.

-a blessing baraka baraka barak blessing (cf. Swahili)
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4.2.1.2.6 EPENTHESIS <in CQ.Arabic)
CL. Arabic CQ. Arabic Masalit

i- slave ' abd ?abid abid s lave
f amily, ' irf ? ir i f ir if f ami 1;
zero ^ifr sif ir sif ir zero
303, 679, 721, 832, 881, 946

e- seed bi&r bizer bizera seed
breath naf s nef es nef es breatl
help ' awn ?awen a wen help
inact ive '̂ ajiz ajez aj esta lazy

a- mercy rahm raham raham mercy
onion ba^l basal basal onion
sea,r iver bahr bahar bahar r i ver
237, 245, 349, 470, 627, 661, 990

af ternoon ' a$r ?asur asur af ternoon
pat ience $abr sabur sabur pat ience
date 0amr tamur tamurta dates (fruit)
noon ^uhr zuhur zuhurko noon
60, 96, 664, 691, 705

CL Arabic final consonant clusters are broken up by epenthetic vowels 
in CQW, and the quality of such vowels maintained in Masalit - 
evidence that those lexemes came from the colloquial and not the 
classical language. CQW maintains the medial consonant clusters of 
classical lexemes but some of these, even though they may belong to 
the Masalit set of medial consonant clusters, have been broken up by 
epenthetic vowels in their Masalit equivalents, e.g. CL: xidma  ̂ CQW: 
Xidima > Ms: xldlme, where there is no reason why the CL consonant 
cluster should not be maintained in Masalit. However, cf. CL/CQW 
turba 'grave' which passes without any change into Ms: turba. The
explanation for this appears to be clearly once again that CQW has 
been the source of Arabic adoptives into Masalit.
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4.2. 1.2.7 DIPHTHONG SIMPLIFICATION 
There is one diphthong simplification from Arabic to Masalit: aw > o:

CL.Arabic CQ.Arabic Masalit 
God mawla mawla mola God f

day yawm yawm yomko (one) day
season mawsim mawsim mosim season

(/CwaC/-*/CooC/ is a common assimilation in Masalit verbal morphology, 
see pp. 60, 67).

Note also the apparently free variants: w arago/orogo 'letter* and
warnui)/ornurj 'official'.
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4.2.2 MORPHEMIC ADDITIONS

Adoptives from Arabic in Masalit, in addition to phonetic 
adaptation, may have Masalit affixes added to them. These 'additions' 
are suffixes and occur with indigenous Masalit lexemes as well (with 
one exception) - as singular, plural, adverbial, copula and abstract 
markers. The Masalit suffixes do not relate to grammatical gender in 
Arabic and are not (as far as a synchronic analysis may ascertain) 
remnants of a nominal class system, such as that of Fulfulde. Whereas 
phonological correspondences are generally regular - or at least have 
explicable irregularities, the occurrence or non-occurrence of these 
suffixes does not appear to be systematic with regard to phonetic or 
semantic facts; i.e. it is idiosyncratic.

In this section, as the alteration of the phonetic structure of 
lexemes is not under examination but rather the addition of Masalit 
morphemic elements, I give only one Arabic etymon: classical except
where otherwise stated.

4.2.2. 1 SINGULAR SUFFIXES (see 2.3.2 . 1 )
Arabic Masaii t

-ko peace salaam salamko greet ing
permission i&n izinko permission
race sv/,baaq sabakko race (competition)
maj esty jalaal jelelko wake (40 days after death)
23, 37, 50, 234, 256, 288, 445, 616, 621, 622, 646, 798, 899,
970

-go morning f ujur f uj urgo morning (time) (Doornbos)

"81 back (anat) zahr sargi(ko) back (anat)
hunt ing $ayda se idagi wild animal

-ti butcher jazz^r jezarti butcher
smel 1 r i itia r iyetl smel 1
bet ter Xair horti/xorti good
cult ivat ion z iraa'a asurti farm, field (cf. Mb asur)



Arabic Masalit
-kV-di smallpox jadari jederiko-di smallpox

light <̂ uu deka-di daylight (cf. Mb: dalka)

-ldi tree-bark qirfa k6rf61di tree-bark (Doornbos)

This is the most numerous group of suffixes added to Arabic lexemes 
and their function appears to be one of assimilation of Arabic 
lexemes to Masalit nominal word patterns, e.g. ?ahr -» sargi, 
az-ziraa'a -» asurti: -Vrgi/Vrti are common final shapes (see above
p.61).

-ko is a very frequent final singulative morpheme which sometimes, 
but not always, includes a definitive implication, cf. the Maba
singulative/definitive suffix added to some adopted Arabic lexemes, 
e.g. Ar: hi 11a > Mb: hille-k 'village', Ar: ja^ar > Mb: jezaar-ek
'butcher', Ar: dalaal > Mb: delaal-ek 'guide'. I include -go here as 
this is the only instance of its occurrence, it is from Doornbos'
data and may reflect a dialectal variation. There does not appear to
be a phonologically conditioned complementary distribution of -ko/-go 
suffixes (cf. fujurgo 'morning', nyerko 'baby').

may also be related to -ko, or may be a distinct suffix.
-ti may be derived from the predicative copula suffix -te (see 

below p.131) though it is no longer consciously recognized as such 
(by my informants). In two of the examples it has formed part of the 
very common final shape -rti (cf. surti 'plate', durti 'cooking 
place', turti 'cliff') which allows them to assimilate to a group of 
lexemes which are markedly 'Masalit*. asurti 'farm/field' may not be 
a direct adoption but may have been imported via a cognate in Maba, 
asur/^sur.

-kVdi. This appears to be the amalgamation of two distinct 
suffixes: -kV and -di. As there are only two examples it is hard to 
detect a common semantic or other thread. An analogy could be drawn 
with sargiko (an alternative of sargi) where two suffixes have been 
added to the original Arabic root ^ahr-»sar.
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4.2.2.2 PLURAL SUFFIX (see 2. 3.2. 1)
Arabic Masaii t

-ta sing./-pi. suf fix
money (col) qirj (pi quruuj) guruj/-ta money (col) +
emigrant, muthaaj ir muhaj iriin/--ta Quran-school
ref ugee (pi muhaajirlin) pupi 1

neighbour j aar1i j iran/-ta neighbour, the people
(pi jiiraan) around

shop dukkaan dakak in/-ta shop (brick or tin
(pi dakaakiin) built, not straw

shack or stalls)
pagan kaaf ir kuf ur/-ta pagan

(pi kufura)
coin, die sikka suksuk/-ta cowrie shell
news Xabr (pi aybaar) axbera/-ta, news

ahbera/-ta
68, 213, 267, 303, 434, 435, 443, 953

(the following examples have nc> Masalit singular form)

baggage muuna mointa baggage
corn qamh gemei ta corn (Arkell)
f ast ing ^iyaara siyamta fasting (Doornbos)
Arabs (col) ' arab aramta Arabs (cf. Ta: armaij)
449, 503, 790

As might have been anticipated, the Masalit, in incorporating Arabic 
plural nouns, have sometimes metanalyzed the Arabic and, in most 
cases, added the Masalit plural suffix -ta. This suffix could itself 
be an adoptive item: from the common Arabic plural suffix -aat, as it 
is frequently associated with lexemes of Arabic origin (see the 
section on Metanalysis, 4.2.3).
+ Arabic qirj itself is an Arabized singular of Turkish kuru§ (pi. 
kurujylar), which is in turn, ultimately, an adoption from German 
groschen (the final -en being metanalyzed as the Turkish possessive 
suf f ix -in).
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4.2.2.3 ADVERBIAL SUFFIXES (see 2.3.2.4) 
Arabic Masalit

-ken(a) +
capacity/ qudra gudurken(a) possibly
capabi1i ty

quick/fast sarii'/asra' asirken(a) quickly
late a^iir axirkena late

-loka
morning fajr fujurloka in the morning (habitually)

(cf. fujurgo, 4.2.2.1 above)

I include this suffix to compare the (only) examples of alien words 
to which it is suffixed. Ms: asir, 'quick', exists independently in
Masalit alongside the indigenous synonym celcelo; however no such 
form as *gudur* is attested now in Masalit - while, paradoxically I 
have been unable to find any Masalit word which would provide its 
semantic equivalent (the closest, in usage, being dura 'force' §). 
There is an indigenous synonym for axirkena namely, warai) 'late'.

+ as in gindi-ken, 'yesterday (adverb)') gende-gu 'yesterday (nom)'
§ possibly from the verb idor~irofol,D 'to hit, force', or an 
equivalent of the Fur word duru 'force'.

4.2.2.4 SUFFIXES IDENTICAL WITH THE 3S COPULA (see above 2.3.1.6)
Arabic Masalit

- te
miser ba^iil behilte
straight,just '̂ adi 1 adilte
dirty was^aan wasxante
coffee qahwa gihawante
clerk, writer kaatib katibte
22, 174, 189, 192, 293, 399, 464, 664,

miser 
straight 
dirty 
lazy 
c 1 erk 
1044
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cf. the Maba suffix -te added to adoptives from Arabic, e.g. Ar: 
faahim > Mb: fahem-te 'clever', Ar: 'ajiib > Mb: ajeb-te 'wonderful', 
Ar: kariim > Mb: kerek-te 'generous'.

-re
r ider 
widow

Arabic

rakaab 
'azaaba

Masai it

rakabre
azabare

rider
widow

-(i)yc
earth ard ardiye earth, ground
limit hadd hadiye enough
218, 914

This is one of the most common alien-word suffixes in Masalit - 
perhaps by virtue of its original semantic function (as a copula). 
The lexemes with -te and -re suffixed all form qualifiers and active 
participles, lexemes with -iye suffixed include abstracts as well.
-te -re -ye are allomorphs of the 3S/1S present suffix (see above 
p.74).

4.2.2.5 SUFFIXES OF UNDETERMINED MORPHEMIC AND SEMANTIC VALUE 
-to (of undetermined semantic value, perhaps related to to 'only, 

s ingle').
Arabic Masalit

-to
free, noble hurr hurto free person
welcome qabuul kabulto cup
group Jamaa'a jamato people

-to presents an enigma - neither belonging to a singular/plural 
suffix pair (neither example forms a singular or plural) nor being 
productive, i.e. it does not otherwise exist in Masalit (as far as my 
data shows). Its semantic field is unclear from these examples. One 
might speculate that it may be (i) an allomorph of suffixes -ti or
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-t£ (above), (ii) an independent but rare suffix, perhaps with a 
specific semantic value to do with humans and their status, (iii) the 
suffix -o added to the Arabic word with its final /t/ pronounced: in
Arabic the feminine singular suffix /-ah/ (written c , taa marbuu^a) 
is realized as /-at/ when not in final position in a phrase or 
clause; so the phrase "the freedom of the group of emigrants" would 
be realized as tiurriyat jamaa'at al-muhaajiriIn. However, as can 
be seen from the list of examples given above for the suffix -o, this 
would not be a rule. In any case, as there are only two examples one 
dare not draw hard and fast conclusions.

It is uncertain whether Ms: karfato 'skin water-bag', should be
included in this category, ascribing its origin to Arabic qirba 
'waterskin', from which there is another more certain Masalit 
adoptive, girfe 'waterskin (smaller than the karfato)' and also the 
Hausa equivalents: kurfa, 'grande botte fabriqud en filali souple'

(Frost), and gufata/agoofata 'basket' (Skinner); also the putative 
Bagirmi equivalent, garapa 'large leather bag for grain'. A possible 
alternative etymon for karfato is the CQW kefawa, 'sac de chargement 
pour les chameaux' (Carbou). In the absence of more supporting 
evidence I prefer not to place karfato in this category.

Other suffixes:
Arabic Masalit

-kwe safety, peace amaan amankwe happiness (abstract ?)

cf. indigenous narakwe 'each', hukwe 'again', jekwc 'very', and 
tiilokwe 'each' < Kanuri til6 'one'; presumably this suffixation is 
simply by chance as there is no obvious semantic connection between 
these examples and 'happiness'.

-anu summer sayf seifanu summer
-ma cold qirra kerima cold (cf. Maba kera)
-k weather hawaa? hawuk weather

There are no indigenous lexemes in my data with these suffixes and 
their semantic value is unclear - as the Masalit adoptives all have 
the same meanings as their Arabic etyma.
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4.2.3 METANALYSIS

Metanalysis occurs when the adopting language reanalyzes
adoptive material according to its own morphophonolog leal rules.

Most examples given here have been referred to above in the
context of other changes.

1- In many cases the Arabic form adopted is the plural which
becomes the Masalit singular form to which in turn the Masalit
plural suffix is added to form a plural:

Arabic Masalit
Sg PI Sg PI

migrant muhaaj ir muhaaj ir i in muhajiriin muhajiriinta (pupi
amulet hijaab hij aabaat hijabat hijabatta (Doornbo

pagan kaaf ir kuffaar kuf ur kufurta (Doornbos)
poor man f aqi ir f uqura? f ugura f ugurata
shop dukkaan dakaak i in dakak in dakak inta
ne ighbour jaar j i i raan j Iran j i ranta
money qirj quruuJ guruj guruj ta
nomad raahi1 ruhfcal ruhal - -

The process is not common - in the data available there are 
only these examples. The same process has occurred with adoptives 
from other languages, e.g. Fulfulde burtol pi. burti 'cattle
track' has been adopted into Masalit as burti pi. burl 'path' 
(with a reflex in Hausa which clearly has been adopted from the 
Fulfulde singular: burt&lii). In contrast there has been no such
metanalysis in the adoption of some Fur lexemes (see below 4.3.1), 
e.g. Fu: d^rmi pi. k^rmi > Ms: durmi pi. durmir) 'nose' (but it is 
possible that these are cognates).

2- Metanalysis of the Arabic definite article al-. By comparison 
with some of the other languages which have adopted lexemes from
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Arabic (Bambara, Hausa, Kanuri, Tamajaq, Turkish, Spanish) Masalit 
has only a few examples of this. However, the other changes to the 
few examples that there are also suggest that this group was not 
adopted directly from Arabic, hence the metanalysis is not 
Masalit, e.g.

Arabic Masalit
quince ambarguuja (CQ) amborkuja quince
lungs am-fa{fa{ (CQ) amfejfej lungs
cultivation az-ziraa'a asurti farm (Mb 4.3.5)
shadow a^-^ill anjilo shadow (Mb 4.3.5)

It is possible that at least a part of this metanalysis took 
place in the proto-Maba language as Maba and Aiki have close 
cognates to the Masalit forms.

3- There has been a metanalysis of Arabic sindaal 'hammer' as the 
diminutive of a 'root' *sind* giving Masalit sindala 'small 
hammer' (though *sind* is not attested independently as 'hammer'). 
-C-ala is a Masalit nominal suffix carrying a 'diminutive' sense 
(see 2.3.2.3) - cf. bertala 'colt', < bere 'horse'.
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4.2.4 PUTATIVE ADOPTIVES IN THE MASALIT VERBAL SYSTEM
There are only three putative adoptives from Arabic which have 

been integrated into the Masalit verbal system. Two have cognates 
in other Maba group languages which suggests that the items may 
have been adopted by the proto-language. They are tentative and it 
is possible that they are mere coincidental lookalikes and that 
there are no Arabic adoptives in the Maslit verbal system at all.

'sacrifice' Ms: idib~idiban,D 
Mb: d&b&a ir,z 
Ak: d&b& iir,z 
Ar: &abaha

In this case the Maba and Aiki forms are probably cognates, or 
they have followed very similar processes of adoption, as both use 
cognate 'support' verbs with the adoptive lexeme categorized as a 
nominal. The Masalit form however, is categorized as a verb, with 
the most common 2S allomorph, D (deletion, see p.67).

'divorce' Ms: 0 fasal ig~an,D,g
® abas~abas iq , D (fasir), divorce n. )

Mb: Abb&an,D
Ar: fa^al (split vb. )

In this case there are two Masalit synonyms, one which is clearly 
of Arabic origin, a 'support' verb with the adoptive lexeme which 
is categorized as a nominal, and one which is more dubious and 
which has a Maba cognate. This may be a case of double adoption 
(or the more dubious form could just be a chance lookalike).

'pound vb.' Ms: iduk~idun,D
Mb: uddur)g,D 'beat,flog'
Ak: d=>ok,D 
Ar: daqqa

In this case there is clearly a set of Maba group cognates; 
whether the proto-item was adopted from Arabic or whether it is 
simply a coincidental look-alike is impossible to determine 
without further evidence.
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4.2.5 PUTATIVE ADOPTIVES IN MASALIT NOMINAL MORPHOLOGY

My comments on adoptives into the nominal suffix sets of 
Masalit are considerably more tentative than those on lexical
adoptions, the latter being merely the naming or re-naming of an 
item, the former involving a systematic adoption of an alien 
morpheme.

The only putative morphemic adoptives that I have identified 
are the plural suffixes: -ta < Ar: -aat (cf. Fu: -ta), -(i)i) <
Ar: -iin (cf. Fu: -(i))a). There is no way to disprove the
possibility that the similarity of these suffixes is simply 
coincidental. However, -ta, -irj are frequently used plural 
suffixes for adoptive Arabic and -ta for adoptive non-Arabic 
lexemes and, as mentioned above (p.77) that all lexemes having a 
simple and regular singular/plural tonal distinction (final low 
singular-final high plural) are indigenous, it is possible that 
all singular/plural pairs distinguished by morphemic suffixes are 
adoptives by origin. This requires much further investigation, 
involving as it does adoptives from languages other than Arabic, 
-ta is productive in that it occurs as the plural suffix of 
nominals that are not adoptives of Arabic origin. I have found no
examples with -if) occuring as such.

e.g. sing. pi. Arabic etymon
'party' azuma azuma-in 'ttzuuma
'difficult' gasi gasi-r) qaasii (Davies)

'pat. aunt' kala kala-ta xaa â
'money' guruj guruj-ta quruuj (sg. qirj)
'book' kitab kitab-ta kitaab
'finger' nagaram nagaram-ta - -
'mat. uncle' mama mama-ta - -

It is interesting to note also a unique (according to my data) 
example of adoption of both the singular and plural Arabic forms 
of a lexeme: warnurj/waranii) 'official' (see p. 80).
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4.3 PUTATIVE INDIRECT ADOPTIVES

On comparing lists of Masalit words with those of languages other 
than Arabic or those of the Maba group, few regular patterns are 
easily identifiable amongst the equivalents of both ultimate Arabic 
and non-Arabic origin. The overall picture is very complex as may be 
seen from the observations below.

Whereas there can be little doubt as to the ultimate origin of
Masalit equivalents of Arabic etyma, i.e. Arabic, the etyma of
lexemes of non-Arabic origin which are shared by Masalit with other 
languages with which Masalit has been in contact - such as Fur, 
Hausa, Kanuri, Fulfulde (see immediately below), or the ultimate 
etymology of lexemes with cognates in the other Maba-group languages 
(see below 4.3.5) is more difficult to determine. Beyond that there 
are the problems of determining etymologies for 'wandering' words, 
variant forms of which are widespread across vast geographical areas 
and amongst differing language families (see below 4.4). Tables of
the phonemes of Fur, Fulfulde, Kanuri, Hausa and Maba are given as
references in Appendix G.

There is insufficient evidence to suggest that there have been 
any more than occasional adoptions of Arabic lexemes via intermediate 
languages, unlike the intermediate position of Daju between Bidyo and 
Arabic as mentioned above. However, as Moravcsik states (1978:111), 
'Phenomena that are in need of explanations are those that are 
counter to one's expectations,' the occurrence of lexemes of Arabic 
origin that display phonological changes not belonging to the major 
patterns set out in the summary table in 4.1 merit deeper 
investigation. Some may be due to adoption via intermediate languages 
(see 4.3.1-4.3.5) or to borrowing at different points in time - there 
is some evidence that at least a few Arabic adoptives in Masalit 
entered via proto-Maba (see 4.3.5), i.e. before Masalit and Maba 
became separate languages (not less than two to three hundred years 
ago).
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4.3.1 PUTATIVE ADOPTIVES VIA FUR

As mentioned in the historical introduction (1.5.2) the Fur 
sultanate exercized political influence over the Masalit over a
period of about three hundred years, up until the 1920s, Fur 
influence on the Masalit language is evident from numerous adoptives 
from Fur in the Masalit lexicon. These fall into two categories:
'politico-cultural' and 'basic'. If the hypothesis that there is a 
Nilo-Saharan phylum is correct, the 'basic' items may in fact be 
cognates rather than adoptives. This remains to be proven, though a 
putative genetic link between Fur and the Maba group languages is 
supported further by the existence of a personal prefix allomorphy in 
the Fur verbal system similar to that exhibited by the 2S prefix in 
all the Maba group languages (see above 2.3.1.1), but in Fur it is 
the 3S prefix which exhibits allomorphy.

It is clear from the list below that Fur and Masalit share a 
number of lexemes, some very basic vocabulary, e.g. 'hut', 'stone',
which also lends support to the existence of a genetic link.

'Politico-cultural' items
Fur Masalit

noble baasii basenga noble/notable
pl.baasiinga pi. basengata 

noble abbo abo member of sultan's
pi. abbooa pi. abo-i r)/aboj e clan 

official daalii dala govt official/toe
pi. dala-je (cf. Ka: dala 'Fur') 

rainmaker kamarga kamarko rainmaker's wand
horn kamne kami horn
wand dumbari ddmbdri locust-magician

pi. dumbaria pi. dAmb&riA 
hoe turi turi-yu hoe
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'Basic' items 
Fur

stone diito 
stone taru 
garden madil 
hut tor)
ram ur1
shut urisi

Masai i t 
ditera 
di tera 
madal-di 
tar) i 
ari

stone/pebble <cf. Ak: deta) 
stone (?)
garden, wadi (cf. Bj: malaal )
hut
ram

wursvwursur), D shut (cf. Mb: ils,D)

There is no evidence for Fur having been a regular intermediary 
for Arabic etyma; there appear to have been only occasional and 
rather uncertain adoptions by this route.

Putative adoptives from Arabic via Fur are:

nose

back
land

Arabic
muyurr
(CQW)

*ahr
barr

bracelet dumluj

Fur
d-^rmi 
pi. k-^rmi 
s^r 
baaru

dimlong

Masaii t 
durmi
pi. durmi-t) 
sargi(ko) 
buro

nose

back (anat.) 
cultivable land (cf. 
Mb: bar; Bj: burr) 
tax-collector,

wind

dimlig
pi. damaalij pi. dimlonga pi. dimligta tribe inspector 
riih ri ri north

cf. 'bracelet', Mb: demlik, Sr: dember, Ak: sember, CQE: dumlug (CL
/j/ is equivalent to /g/ in CQE as shown on p.54); Tunisi (1845) 
notes that copper bracelets are used as money amongst the Tama and 
other peoples of the area, hence a possible semantic connexion 
between Arabic 'bracelet' and Fur and Masalit 'tax-collector'.

There are not enough examples to allow generalizations about Fur- 
Masalit phonological correspondences. However, there are examples, 
'hut' and ' locust-magic ian' , which have a Fur back vowel (u/o) and 
Masalit central open vowel (a) coorespondence which supports the 
pathway of 'back'. This is also supported by the initial /s/ in Fur - 
this could explain the initial Is! in Masalit, which otherwise would
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be anomalous (< CL.Arabic :jahr, CQW.Arabic dahr).
A Fur intermediary dimlong for 'tax-collector', reasonable in the 

light of history, also may be a more likely explanation of the 
irregularity of Arabic /j/ corresponding to Masalit /g/ than a CQE 
etymon.

The example of 'nose' is considerably more tentative: the Masalit 
form durml is clearly an equivalent of the Fur singular form d^rmi. 
The Fur plural form k=>rmi* may have adopted and metanalyzed a meta
thesis of the CQW form muxurr - or perhaps the CL form xartuu&i< There 
are other possible equivalents in the region, Mb: xarsuma, Mm: hur, 
Sr: hur. Arabic I -» Fur /k/ may be observed in other adoptives as 
/\/ does not exist in Fur; e.g. 'maternal aunt': Fu: kaala < Ar:
Xaala.

* This is one of a number of Fur nominal singular/plural patterns; 
Fur plurals are distinguished from singulars by the addition of
suffixes, alteration of prefixes or both of these: e.g. abbo/abbo-r)ga 
'noble', d-iwi1/k-iwi1-ta 'thigh', d-^rte/k-^rte 'cooking-pot'.

A semantic argument may be used to support the putative adoption 
via Fur of the Masalit term for 'north', ri, which might as well have 
been adopted directly from Arabic riih 'wind' as it fits quite neatly 
into the phonological criteria set out in 4.1 (deletion of /h/, 
contraction of /i i /). However, it seems more likely, on semantic
grounds, to have been adopted from the Fur ri 'north', itself from
the name of the northern province of Dar Fur: dar ar-riih 'land of
the wind', as the association of 'north' and 'wind' is clearly a
local one (but cf. also Hausa &r6ewda 'north').

As referred to above (p.137), there is a resemblence between Fur 
plural suffixes -ta and -ga and Masalit plural suffixes -ta and -ii). 
Although there is one example, 'member of sultan's clan', Ms: abo pi. 
abo-if) < Fu: abbo pi. abbo-r)a it is far from clear whether the 
suffixes are equivalents; cf. also ' locust-magician', where the Fur 
and Masalit plural suffixes are the same, -a.
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4.3.2 PUTATIVE ADOPTIVES VIA FULFULDE

Whereas the Fur have been on intimate political and socio-economic 
terms with the Masalit for centuries, the Fulbe are present in only 
small numbers in Dar Masalit as merchants and cattle herders. The 
Fulbe also have a reputation for piety and many are preachers and 
teachers (see the Maba fable of the pious origin of the Fulbe in 
Lukas, 1953:55-57). They maintain communication with other Fulbe both 
to the east and west. They are referred to as 'Fallaata' by the 
indigenous peoples, which term may refer to all West Africans, Hausa 
and Kanuri included.

As with Fur, there are not enough examples to allow any 
generalizations about Fulfulde-Masalit phonological correspondences. 
However, putative Fulfulde intermediaries do explain some 
irregularities in the Arabic-Masalit correspondence tables:

Arabic Fulf ulde Masaii t
barbar ian hamaj11 mac i i-do maj i s lave

pi. majir
lawf ul halaal ha la 1 kala good
mat CQ bir i J baj o 1 baj i mat (see Kn: b3ji)

pi. baji pi. baji
cow-path CQN turbo burtol bur t i path, road (cf. Ha:

pi. burti pi. buri burtAlii, cow-path;
Mu: bbddl)

teacher muu?adab moodibbo miidibabi spellcaster (cf. Mb:
miidobbi; Ha: 
maduubi i 'seer')

The deletion of the initial /ha/ of hamajiI 'barbarian' to give 
Masalit maj i 'slave' might be explained by a Fulfulde intermediary 
macii-do. There is a d/r alternation in some Fulfulde class suffixes, 
whether this may be the case for macii-do in the dialect of Fulfulde 
spoken in Dar Masalit is not known at present; Abu Manga (1986) does 
not list this amongst his examples for Sudanese Fulfulde. An 
alternative etymology could be via Maba maju-k 'female slave' from
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Arabic maajuus 'idolator'.
There appears to be a possible metanalysis of Fulfulde plural 

forms as Masalit singular forms - as in 'good', 'mat' and 'path'; 
although final /l/ is possible in Masalit it is rare, e.g. -dol 
'above'. Thus a Fulfulde intermediary would explain the irregularity 
of final /l/ deletion in Arabic-Masa1it correspondences.

The transformation of Fulfulde /h/ to Masalit /k/ seems unlikely 
in kala 'good': by analogy with the treatment of Arabic /h/ one would 
expect deletion or maintenance. However, in Adamawa Fulfulde itself
there is a regular singular/plural alternation pattern of initial h/k 
(e.g. hamfurde/kamfurde 'duiker', halagaare/kalagaaje 'ring' < Ar: 
halaqa) which may explain the initial /k/ in Masalit - especially in 
view of the fact that in both other examples it is the Fulfulde 
plural form that Masalit has adopted.

The pathway for 'mat* is more tentative: a metathesis from CQ.
Arabic birij to Fulfulde bajol f ol lowed by the metanalysis of the 
Fulfulde plural baji by Masalit.

More likely is the pathway for 'spellcaster' from Arabic
'teacher' via Fulfulde and Maba. The only oddity is that geminate 
/bb/ in Maba was not just simplified in Masalit. There are no other 
examples of this in my data.

'Path' appears to be a straightforward example of metanalysis of
Fulfulde by Masalit. It is unclear whether CQN turbo is itself an 
metathesized adoptive from Fulfulde or vice versa, or derived from 
CL.Arabic darb 'road'.
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4.3.3 PUTATIVE ADOPTIVES VIA KANURI

There are a number of Kanuri immigrants settled in Dar Masalit 
working mainly as merchants in the towns, some also working as 
teachers.

As with Fur and Fulfulde there are not enough examples to allow 
generalizations about Kanuri-Masalit correspondences, and although 
Masalit has some nominal and verbal lexemes which have Kanuri 
equivalents, it appears that very few Arabic words have entered 
Masalit via Kanuri - I have only been able to find Kanuri equivalents 
of items given in the Fulfulde list above:

Arabic Fulfulde Kanuri Masalit
mat CQ birij bajol bdji baji mat

CL firaaj pi. baji
lawful halaal halal Qgela kala good

Both of these examples may present possible alternative routes 
for the adoption of the Arabic forms via Fulfulde and Kanuri.

Bagirmi i)ela 'good' provides a possible further intermediary 
between qgela and kala, though there is no other evidence for 
denasalization of adoptives from Bagirmi in Masalit.

'Mat' appears to be a possible adoption from either Kanuri or 
Fulfulde, but certainly an adoption from the west as there is a 
spread of this item in the Chad area (cf. Budduma booj1), whereas the 
Tama to the north and the Midob to the east of the Masalit have the 
equivalent birj < CQS birlj.

In addition to the lexemes that might have been adopted from 
Arabic via Kanuri there are a number of putative cognates of Kanuri 
in Masalit - I use the term 'cognate' here as both Kanuri and Masalit 
have been assigned to the postulated Nilo-Saharan genetic phylum. The 
Kanuri-Masalit link is supported by the evidence given below. Their 
suggested position in the wider Nilo-Saharan phylum is beyond the 
scope of this study.
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Kanur i Masaii t
one 1116 ti 116 one
man kambe kamba man (cf. Mb: kamba-k)
hand kara-di koro hand, arm (cf. Mb: kara)
big kurA guri old (cf. Mb: kula-k)
fly vb. f Ar fir ig~an,D, 8 fly vb. (cf. Mb: ber ir,D)
give nj 6 inj"iny,g give (cf. Mb: unj.g)
see sur i (n)•'•kuru 

(impf.-gerund)
iser"ikel,D, j see

Since few. if any, Arabic lexemes have been adopted by Masalit 
via Kanuri (according to existing data and phonological facts), one 
might expect that correspondingly few non-Arabic equivalents would be 
present. Therefore the only explanation why there should be basic 
items resembling each other in the two languages - especially verbs, 
is that they have not been adopted at all but are cognates derived 
from common ancestral forms. This is supported by the presence of 
Maba cognates. Alternatively they might have been adopted before 
there was any appreciable Arabic influence on Kanuri over more than 
five hundred years ago, or via Fulfulde - but there is no evidence 
for that, for most non-Arabic items there is no Fulfulde equivalent.
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4.3.4 PUTATIVE ADOPTIVES VIA HAUSA

The Hausa, like the Fulbe and Kanuri live as an immigrant 
community in Dar Masalit and are present in small numbers making a 
living largely as merchants, maintaining links with other Hausa 
communities to the east and west. There are a few rather tentative 
adoptives from Arabic via Hausa, but no patterns have emerged (like 
the metanalysis of Fulfulde plural forms).

Arabic Hausa Masalit
sandy plain CL quuz kasaa kase

CQ gooz
waterbag qirba kurfa karfa-to

(cf. girfe
lightning barq walkiya walak

cultivation zira'aa sAwraa asurti
(disused farm)

country (cf. Ak: k&s£)

waterbag
waterbag)
lightning (cf. Mb: wolda/ 
muo1dak) 
farm/field (cf. Mb: asur)

Hausa intermediaries might help to explain the Arabic-Masalit 
initial /q/—/k/ correspondence (most initial Arabic /q/ correspond to 
/g/ in Masalit, e.g. girfe 'waterbag'). A Hausa intermediary might 
also explain the unique Arabic-Masalit /b/-/w/ correspondence. 
However, walak is perhaps more likely to be an adoptive from Hausa, 
as such a direct Arabic-Hausa /b/-/w/ correspondence in initial 
position has not been observed elsewhere (but note that there is such 
a correspondence in syllable final position, e.g. Hausa: ?&llur&a
(< Talliwra) < Arabic: Talibra, 'needle' (Greenberg, 1947:92)).
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There are also items which are equivalents of the same Arabic 
source lexeme but which have clearly been adopted independently; 
e.g. :

Arabic Hausa Masalit
game * CQ daala d£r& dala game
news al-^abar lAabaarli axberata news

pi. al-a^baar
slate al-luuh alloo lo slate (cf. Mb: loho)

It is clear in 'news' and 'slate' that different processes of 
adoption have applied in Hausa and in Masalit: Hausa has
systematically metanalyzed the Arabic definite article as a part of 
the lexeme, Masalit has not.

* A kind of chequers played in the sand by two players. There are 36 
squares (6x6), 12 white pebbles for one player and 12 black ones for
the other. The game commences with two pebbles of each placed in the 
centre:

then the players take it in turns to put 
down their pebbles in empty squares (one 
per square), the object being to form rows 
of 3 by moving the pebbles around the board 
- each time a row is formed one of the 
pebbles of the opponent may be removed from 
play and so on until one of the players no longer has enough pebbles 
to continue playing (Davies, 1926:139).
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There are also a very few Items of non-Arabic origin which may 
have been adopted by Masalit from Hausa.

Hausa Masaii t
desire guri Ogura desire/need
cucumber goj i gonjo cucumber
be sure tabb&taa tebet certainly (cf. Ar: £ab'aan)
sour s' ami j uma sour (see section 4.4)

Hausa tabb&taa may be a cognate of Arabic ^ab'aan (if one accepts 
the premise of an ' Af ro-asiatic phylum') and would appear to have a 
more certain cognate in Tamajaq etbet. Indeed it is not impossible 
that the Masalit form was adopted from the Tamajaq rather than the 
Hausa etymon (which is feasible as the sultans of Wadai kept a Tuareg 
camel corps and there are a few adoptives from Tamajaq in Maba, e.g. 
Mb: k£l££ 'race' < Tm: kel 'people'). Another possible adoptive from 
or via Hausa or Tamajaq is 'peasant', which would explain the 
irregular Arabic-Masalit /f/-/b/ correspondence.

Arabic Hausa Tamajaq Masalit
fallaah bara be 11a bala

(client) (vassal)
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4.3.5 PUTATIVE ADOPTIVES VIA MABA

As illustrated by the table set out on p. 19, Masalit is a
member of the Maba group of languages, which includes Maba to the
West of Masalit and Aiki and Kibet to its South. That these
languages are descended from a common ancestor is shown by:
(i) a corpus of of lexical cognates (over half of the list of 107 

items in Appendix A (Maba group equivalents) have cognates in all 
four languages; cf. also fundamental colours in Appendix C).

(ii) similar morphological elements in similar morphological 
structures, e.g the distinctive feature of allomorphy exhibited by 
the 2S personal prefix (see above pp. 66-7 and Trenga (1947:89)).

Where there is an equivalent of an Arabic etymon in Masalit 
and in Maba, Aiki or Kibet there are the possibilities that:
(i) it was adopted by Masalit from Maba, or vice versa though the 

latter is less likely in view of the historical circumstance that 
Dar Masalit was tributary to Wadai on and off for three centuries. 
It is much less likely that Masalit should adopt any items from 
Aiki or Kibet as, unlike Maba, these are non-prestigious languages 
spoken by fewer people who have not been in intimate political and 
cultural contact with the Masalit (as the Maba have been) *.
(ii) it was adopted by Masalit and by Maba (and the others) 

independently of each other (i.e. after proto-Maba had split into 
the present languages), either directly from Arabic or via another 
intermediary language, e.g.
CL: ^ahr, CQW: dahr 'back (anatomical)' > Mb: derii)

> Ms: sargi (cf. Fu: s^r)

* Caprile, in Barreteau (1978), estimates the Maba population to 
be about 335,000; Nougayrol (198$) estimates the Aiki to number 
about 20,000 and the Kibet about 4,000. Although these are only 
estimates, they give an idea of the relative order of populat ions. 
Neither source makes it clear whether their figures refer to 
speakers of the language or members of the tribe.
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(ill) it was adopted by proto-Maba and so the Masai it and Maba 
forms are truly cognates as well as equivalents of the Arabic, 
e.g. Ar: az-ziraa'a 'the cultivation' > proto-Mb: *asur* > Mb:
^sur, Ms: asurti, Ak: s^r^.

In (i) and (ii) the Masai it and Maba items would not be 
cognates as they would not be continuations of a single item in 
the proto-Maba lexicon, though ultimately derived from the same 
Arabic etymon.

For those items that may fall into one of the above categories 
a relative chronology of adoption may be established - i.e. those 
originally adopted by proto-Maba being older, not less than two to 
three hundred years old, the age of the oldest word-lists and 
information, and those adopted independently or via Maba by 
Masai it being more recent (160 years or less).

Examples of Maba group languages' sharing the same adoptive Arabic 
lexemes:

Arabic Maba Masaii t Aiki Kibet
wor Id dunyaa dunya dinya dunia - -
trousers sarwaal serwal sirwalko sdrw&l - -
year sana sana ssne sans - -
pound vb. daqqa uddung,D iduk~idun, D d ^ k ,D

These examples illustrate the di f f iculty of categorization of
adoption. All may fit into any of the three possible categories, 
there is no no evidence favouring any one. These examples are 
drawn from the short list of Maba group equivalents given in 
Appendix A.
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Examples where different Arabic source items have been adopted by 
different languages:

Arabic Maba Masai it
sky samaa? samaa sama
" sahab (cloud) - - - -

good halaal - - kala
samiih - - - -

hunter ^ayyaad - - sayadte
" " qaanis - - - -

Aiki

s£ap

s a m

Kibet
s&mA
sahap

ganis ganis
These examples illustrate the adoption of different source items 
by different languages for the same meanings - underlining the 
difficulty of categorization.

Examples where Arabic lexemes might have come via proto-Maba into 
Masaii t:

Arabic Maba Masalit Aiki Kibet
shadow az-?ill onjulo-k* anjilo anjie - -

- - asro (?) - -
farming az-ziraa'a =>sur asurti (s^r^) - -

CQW: zar 0^
six sitta sittaa-1 iti issei I s s a - 1  §

crow al-yuraab agura-k agura - - (cf. Fu: kur=>)

*  - ( V ) k  is an extremely common suffix with a definitive value in 
Maba corresponding to -© in Masalit, e.g. Mb: a y a -k ,  Ms: aye

'moon'
§ -1 is a suffix found in other Maba and Kibet numerals
corresponding regularily to -» in their Masalit and Aiki cognates 
(cf. 'three, four' in Appendix A); the Mb Ms /1/ - Ak Kb /s/ 
correspondence is also regular (cf. 'four, rain, know' in Appendix 
A).

One feature that sets these examples apart from the others is 
the occurence of an initial a -  in three of them. One possible 
explanation of this phenomenon could be the metanalysis in proto-
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Maba of the Arabic definite prefix / a l - /  (which might indicate a 
classical etymon rather than a colloquial one - this would fit 
into the rough time scale given above). As the great majority of 
Arabic words have been adopted without / a l - /  it may be assumed 
that this category (i.e. classical) is marginal to the mainstream 
of influx. As mentioned above (p.26) Wexler and others contend 
that most Arabic adoptives in West African languages are from 
classical Arabic; this is borne out by the quantity of examples 
with metanalyzed / a l - /  in Hausa etc.. e.g.
Ar: a l - x a i r  'well' -» Ha: & lh e e r l i  'kindness' (cf. CQW: xa ^r  "* Ms: 

h o r t i  'good');
Ar: a l-q a m ih  'corn' -> Km: elgame (cf. CQW: gamih -> Ms: g e m e ita ) .

In ' shadow' and 'cultivation' the /l/ of a l -  is phonetically 
assimilated in Arabic to the following C - it is a phonological
rule of Arabic that the /l/ of the definite article be assimilated
to the following consonant if it is one of the 'sun' consonants:
dentals, alveolars and palatal-alveolars: /1,1,r,n , d , t ,\,z,5 ,
s,$,&,0,J7. Thus the Arabic -) proto-Maba process entailed 
simplification of the geminates thus produced:

55 -» nj/s; zz -) s; yy -* g

For 'cultivation' and 'shadow' the processes hypothesized in 
the Arabic -> proto-Maba adoption are:

(i) simplification (cf. p.117) and devoicing of Arabic geminate 
z z/55 -» s: 'cultivation' a z - z i r a a ' a  -» * asur

'shadow' 85- 5 ! 11 -* *  a s i l

* asur appears more likely to be an equivalent of CQW: za r  than
CL: z i r a a ' a  (cf. also Ha: saura  'disused farm'). C|

(ii) addition of Masalit suffix - t i  to proto-Maba form,
t asur -» a s u r t i .
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(iii) the splitting of ’shadow' into two items with distinct 
meanings (as ro  is the shadow of a human, a n j i l o  the shadow of 
anything else):

1) in one of these a /l/ -» frl substitution occurred,
*  a s i l  -» *  a s i r  

(Ms /r/: Mb /l/ is a regular correspondence pattern:
Masalit Maba 

wind a g u r i  a u l i - k

heart k u r i  k u l i - k )

2 ) in the other of these prenasalization occurred,
f  as i 1 -» *  ans i 1 

and, as mentioned above (pp.58-59), prenasalized voiceless 
consonants are excluded in Masalit so,

* ans i 1 -» *  an j  i 1 

(This exclusion is illustrated by the voicing of /s/ that 
accompanies metathesis in 'fingernail':

Ms: k in j im i  Ak: siogimi)
3) in both equivalents epithetic - o  was suffixed

Alternatively, asro  could be an equivalent of Banda kuzro ,  

though Aiki A n j l6 ,  which one could expect to present some kind of 
intermediate form given its geographical position, does not 
support this hypothesis. A n jiA  is in fact a cognate of Ms: a n j i l o ,  

Mb: o n ju lo k  - there is a regular correspondence pattern to support 
this:

Maba Masalit Kibet Aiki 
1 1  1 y/©

'tongue' dilmi-k (gelmedi) Ad313m Adi(y)1m
(cf. also a wide spread of putative equivalents in surrounding 
languages, e.g. Bm: n j  i 1 i , Wa: c i lk o o ,  Bg: d i l ,  Ka: n d j i l i ,  Yu:
j i l i ,  Bk: l i l i ) .
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For 'crow' the processes hypothesized are:
(i) deletion of medial III (before fyl).
(ii) deletion of final bilabial plosive.

(i) is not attested elsewhere and there is no assimilation of 
III to lyl in Arabic (but the y -» g change Arabic -» Masalit is 
attested in initial position (p.1 1 2)).

Bilabial plosive deletion occurs in only two other tentative 
examples, leading one to suppose that perhaps these were processes 
in the adoption of words into proto-Maba but no longer function in 
Masalit. Non-initial Ibl deletion is also observed in 'chameleon' 
(Ar: al-hirba > Ms: lera, cf. Mb: hirbe) though this is a rather
dubious example. A more convincing case is 'bed (a wooden frame 
with a lattice of leather strips)' Ms: kara from CQW: angariib
(cf. Mb: angareb) (there is a phonologically feasible adoption via 
Kb: agera or Ak: g^^r^, but this is historically unlikely).

n. b. anqar i ib is a 
origin: angare-b (b
indefinite suffix), 
xpa0PaToq .

:olloquial Sudanese wo 
is the Beja masculine 
possibly ultimately

rd apparently of Beja 
accusat i ve/nominat i ve 
deriving from Greek:
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4.3.6 PUTATIVE ADOPTIVES VIA OTHER LANGUAGES

There are two adoptive items which exhibit irregularities
which may be explained by putative Tama and Goran intermediaries. 
These are the lexemes meaning 'Arab'. The Masalit singular and 
collective/plural of this word appear to have come via different 
intermediar ies.

The Masalit collective a ra m -ta  'Arabs' appears to have a 
putative equivalent in Tama arma-rj 'Arabs'. This is feasible as
the nomadic Arabs (the Baggara), who were the first Arabs to
appear in Dar Masalit arrived from the North and East (the Tama 
and their close relations the Erenga, Gimr and Miisiirii are the 
neighbours of the Masalit in those directions). Masalit shares a 
few other putative equivalents with languages of the Tama group 
(though, as information on this group is even more scanty than on 
the Maba group, I have been unable to do a thorough study of
these). e.g.

Masaii t Tama
moon aye ayi-t (cf. Erenga ai)
f ire wasu uu (cf. Miisiirii oos

fat (noun) nyomor ny ima
grass tar i tiri
camel dir i dor (cf. Erenga dur)

millet kornyar) kar ii)
two mbara war i

The Masalit singular form e r i i j - g i  'Arab' appears to have a 
putative equivalent in Goran arur) 'Arab'. Information on Goran 
being yet more scanty than that on Tama, this must remain 
tentative. However, a Goran intermediary does explain the unique 
Ar /b/ -> Ms /n/ correspondence, as the Tama intermediary explains 
the unique Ar /b/ -» Ms /m/ correspondence.
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4.4 LEXEMES WHICH ARE PART OF WIDER AREAL SPREADS

There are a number of words in Masalit which have putative 
equivalents in a large spread of languages in the region of Wadai- 
Dar Fur and further afield (i.e. are 'Shared Areal (vocabulary) 
Items' of obscure etyma). Although these words look as if they can 
ultimately be traced to a single source item (in this case 
Arabic), the pathways that they have followed are not often very 
clear. For some examples of 'S.A.I.'s with non-Arabic putative 
sources see Appendix F.

In an effort to clarify putative pathways, lexical equivalents 
are set out in the following way:
1) Masalit lexeme
2) Maba-group cognates or equivalents (Maba, Aiki, Kibet)
3) Equivalents of geographically adjacent languages (e.g. Tama)
4) Equivalents of geographically distant languages (e.g. Hausa)
5) Putative source item (Arabic)

HORSE:
1) berc ('colt', b e r - t - a l a ) .

2) Mb: b e re -k ;  Ak: f i l a ;  Kb: f i a .

3) Bt: burto ; Md: p o r rn y i ;  Ta: f i r a t ;  Dj : murte; Fu: murta;

Ka: mutta; Zg: h i r r t e .

4) Bn: b e rta ;  Kn: f § r ;  So: b a r i .

5) Ar: f a r a s  (cf. Br: b e r i ) .

It appears that most of the Dar Fur/Wadai languages (and all of 
the Maba-group languages) have cognates or equivalents of here. 
There appear to be two possible ultimate sources: Arabic or Berber 
(as the horse was first introduced by the hami to-semi tes into
North Africa). Final Arabic voiceless alveolar fricative /s/ may 
be equivalent to the stop /t/ in the languages adjacent to
Masalit; however, it remains to be demonstrated that Arabic, and 
not Berber is the ultimate source.
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COTTON:
1) a n g n y i r r i / a n y i r r i  (Arkell).
2) Ak: nylrwo.

3) Fu: n y i r i  (cotton cloth); Dj : n i r i e ;  By: »)irya.

4) Bm: n 'e r e ;  Bu: n g e r iy a  (cotton cloth); Ha: angurya (cotton 
seeds).

5) Ar: a l -q u u r  (new cotton) (cf. Mk: k 6 o r i ) .

Although clearly unrelated to the Arabic lexeme qu£n 'cotton', it 
appears likely that Masalit and languages adjacent to it adopted 
their equivalents for 'cotton' from the West, from Bagirmi or 
Hausa (perhaps indicating that the cultivation of cotton spread 
from Chad east to Wadai/Dar Fur). The ultimate source of the Hausa 
equivalent may be Arabic (the definite article of which Hausa has 
metanalyzed) which also, by a separate pathway, appears to be the 
source of the Mandirika form k b o r i .

CAMEL:
1) d i r i  (pi. d i r i - j c ) .

2) Mb: ta r im b o -k ;  Ak: yegoma.

3) Zg: d i;  Er: dur; Bt: d e r i ;  Ta: dor.

4) Tm: t - a l e m - t .

5) Ar: jam al (cf. Br: t a lg h e m ts ) .

There are four putative equivalents of d i r i  in the languages 
adjacent to Masalit, hjowever, these form a distinct group apart 
from the mass of Sahelian equivalents (e.g. Fu: kamal; Bd: kamala; 

Dj: kam A ll i;  Gu: k im laaka; Bm: liiguma; Ha: ra aku m il;  Kn: kargimmo;

FI: ngelooba) and the rest of the Maba-group. This disparity could 
be explained by the adoption of the Maba word by Masalit, the loss 
of the final - k  (a regular process, see above, 4.3.5) and also the 
loss of final -mbo (which could have been metanalyzed as the -mbo 

directional suffix, 'from, by' in Masalit (see p.81)). This must 
remain strictly hypothetical as it is the only example I have 
found of metanalysis and deletion of final -mbo in Masalit. If
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this derivation is correct then clearly Masalit has been the 
intermediary for the introduction of this equivalent to Erenga, 
Tama, Berti and (less certainly) Zaghawa. Maba tarim bok could have 
been adopted from Tamajaq ta le m t into Maba (the royal mounted 
guard of the Wadai sultan was largely Tuareg (see p. 40)). The 
ultimate etymology is probably Afro-asiatic (Br : ta lghem ts; Ar:
jam a l,  CQEAr: gamal; Cp: gamol) as the animal was originally
introduced by Copts or Berbers (ironically the Arabic word jam al  

appears to be of Semitic origin but not derived from an originally 
Arabic root).

n.b. Aiki yegoma seems to have its origin not with the other Maba- 
group languages but with the Banda equivalent yagama. This is very 
plausible as the Banda are a powerful people to the south of the 
Aiki (there are very few camels in Aiki-land: it is mosquito- and
tsetse-ridden and few camels, horses or donkeys survive).

BLACKSMITH/POTTER:
1) k u l le  (pi. k u l l e - j c ) .  (cf. k u lu k u lu  ig ~ a n ,D ,g ,  'to mould').
2) Mb: k u la -k ;  Ak: mAigi (pi. m A ig i - t )  .

3) (see n.b. below)
4) Ha: lieerAa ('to forge'); FI: k i l a - j o ;  Km: k u r i  (the blacks 

around Lake Chad, cf. CQW: k i r d i  'slave').
5) Ar: kuur 'forge', k i i r  'bellows'. +

There appear to be no equivalents of the Masalit form in adjacent 
languages other than the Maba cognate (though this could simply be 
due to the lack of information). It appears, as with 'cotton', 
that the word (and technology?) has come from the West - Hausa or
Fulfulde, and might have an ultimate etymological origin in an
Afro-Asiatic radical * k i r .

+ Blacksmiths are referred to as n a a f ix  a l - k i i r  'blower of the 
bellows' in the canonical Arabic h a d i th  literature (see Wensinck, 
I haddaad, VI n afax , VI n a f i i ) .
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n.b. There is, however, a spread of putative equivalents for the 
Aiki form amongst the adjacent languages (Ta: m iat; Dj: m i i r ;  Fu: 
m ii r ;  Bt: m ir; Zg: mei) which might have an ultimate source in
the Hausa 'active participle' m afteerii (blacksmith).

HOUSE:
1) t a n i  (straw-built hut).
2) Mb: ta r ) ;  Kb: t 6 r jg 6 ;  Ak: t6 r )  (village).
3) Fu: ton; Zg: danga.

4) Ha: (Jaakli;  Sn: da

5) CQW: dangaaya CQN: danga (mud tower)
There is a clear set of Maba-group cognates for the Masalit form, 
the Zaghawa and Fur (see p. 139-40) equivalents are the only ones 
amongst the adjacent languages. The Hausa and Sango forms are less 
likely. Colloquial Arabic may provide an etymon in dangaaya (also 
adopted more certainly into Maba: dangaya 'mud tower'). Masalit
huts are traditionally built with straw, whereas Maba huts are 
built with mud (resembling more closely the architecture further 
West); the Arabic form could have been twice borrowed into Maba, 
giving two distinct lexemes dangaya and tai), the latter adopted by 
Masalit and Aiki (alternatively, and more likely, the borrowing
from Arabic could have been made by proto-Maba, and thence into
the present-day languages).

BITTER/SOUR:
1) juma.

2) Mb: kAmA-k; Ak: kAyAm.*

3) -

4) Kn: com; Ha: s 'a a m i i .

5) Ar: haamu<^/jamad (cf. Bj: ham i).

The Mas|l i t form has certain cognates in the other Maba-group
languages (see the note below). The other putative equivalents are 
less certain. There is a second Aiki word for 'bitter', cimoa,

which is used in describing 'bitter' manioc and, by extension some
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other vegetables. However, the etymology of this Is certain, from 
French s ix  mois (as the 'bitter' manioc grows to fruitition in six 
months)!

* There are other instances of Masalit palatal and alveolar 
fricatives /j,s,c/ corresponding to Maba, Aiki and Kibet velar 
plosive /k/, though they have not yet been systematized; e.g, 

Masalit Maba Aiki Kibet 
charcoal kicimi kikimi-k - -  - -
name mirsi - - miki milki
(see above pp. 67 and 107 for other notes on the /s/-/j/ 
relationship in Masalit)
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4.5 SEMANTIC DISCREPANCIES

When studying the semantic aspects of lexical adoption it 
must be borne in mind that the hearers and speakers of the 
adopting language may not always be bilingual (although that is 
now increasingly the case for the Masalit), and so may not 
understand the 'underlying' morphological structures in the 
source language adoptives, but understand them principally on the 
'surface' lexical plane - hence the phenomenon of metanalysis 
described above (see 4.2.3). This morphological reanalysis may 
result in the narrowing of the meaning of that lexeme especially 
if, in the source language, its meanings are various. 
Alternatively the range of an adoptive lexeme may widen as it is 
extended to cover meanings other than those of the etymon in the 
source language, or the range may remain the same or shift 
altogether. Finally, the range may be shared by synonyms, one 
indigenous, one adoptive; how stable this situation is may vary 
from pair to pair and it is a moot point how synonymous synonyms 
may be. In the Masalit examples in 4.5.5 below I have given pairs 
which I was told by my informants "have the same meaning" ("? in d  

a l - k e l  im ete in  ma?Jna w ah id a") .  This may be deceptive as may be 
illustrated by the example given above (p.23) of three synonyms 
meaning 'thank you' in Turkish: m ersi, te^ekk lir  ederim  and sagol  

which have different social implications concerning the speaker 
and hearer.

Of Arabic adoptives in Masalit an overwhelming majority 
(278/345) maintained their original meaning while about twelve 
percent (42/345) exhibited shifts in meaning and half that number 
(20/346) exhibited meaning contraction. Only six examples 
exhibited an extension of meaning. None of these categories is 
coterminous with any semantic grouping, though most of the 
maintenance examples are straightforward names of objects and 
ideas, e.g. 'onion, gruel, gunpowder, circumcision'. The 
processes of shift, contraction and extension appear to be 
idiosyncratic and follow no clear pattern.
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4.5.1 MEANING MAINTENANCE

Meaning maintenance: the use of a word within what are
referred to as 'its inherent general semantic limits' by Abu 
Manga (1986).
Examples of meaning maintenance (total 278)

Arabic Masa1i t
year sana sens year
baobab tabaldi tebeldi baobab
cumin j amaar jemarta cumin
gravy kawaal kawal gravy
a 1 ways da? iman daima always
5, 6 , 7, 8 , 12, 22, 33, 34, 37, 39, 41, 53, 59, 60, 61, 64, 65, 
81, 83, 96, 99, 100, 104, 105, 109, 133, 134, 138, 139, et al.

4.5.2 MEANING SHIFT

Meaning shift: the use of a word in a sense other than and 
not including that defined by its inherent general semantic 
limits.
Examples of meaning shift (total 42)

smoke
coffee
wind

Arabic 
du^aan 
qahwa 
r i ih

2, 15, 24, 55, 96, 202,

Masaii t
dokonta odiferous herbs
gihawants lazy 
ri north

214, 224, 255, 261, 280, 292, 304, 307,
357, 358, 369, 385, 387, 395, 418, 443, 444, 497, 585, 621 et al

Arabic r i i h  'wind' has come into Masalit via Fur (see above
p. 141) meaning 'north', as the northern district of Dar Fur used 
to be called dar a r - r i i h  'land of the wind', hence the Fur term 
r i  for 'north', hence the Masalit term (the Masalit have been
subject to the Fur on and off for three hundred years until the
British occupation).
Coffee is an item of extreme luxury in Dar Masalit, affordable
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only by the wealthiest people. One measure of a person's wealth 
is how much time they spend idling (this is one rationale why 
well-to-do Sudanese women make henna patterns on their hands and 
feet - it shows clearly that they are able to afford to spend the 
long periods of time necessary doing nothing with their hands and 
f eet)!
The smouldering of certain odiferous herbs in small clay pots 
inside Masalit huts is a common custom to sweeten the air (and 
may have some other significance of which I am unaware). It 
appears that the Masalit have understood Arabic dugaan 'smoke' to 
mean 'that which makes sweet smoke', i.e. 'odiferous herbs'.

4.5.3 MEANING CONTRACTION

Meaning contraction: the use of a word in a narrower sense
than its inherent general semantic limits.
Examples of meaning contraction (total 20)

Arabic Masaii t
amulet, screen hij aab i j aba amulet
spirit, breath nafs nef es breath
arise penis, beer qum zibb gumz i b beer
noon zuhr d u r ^ noon time
II II duhurko noon prayer

50, 77, 123, 175, 212, 245, 279, 342, 384, 413, 615
1039, 1040

Arabic h i ja a b  'amulet, screen, veil' has come to mean simply 
'amulet' in Masalit (and is thereby an apparent synonym of koma, 

see below (4.5.5).
Arabic n a fs  'spirit, breath, self' has been adopted into Masalit 
using only the sense of physical breath (this is also an apparent 
synonym of n d una).

The Arabic term qum z ib b  'arise penis' (imperative) has been 
given to a type of millet beer brewed in the Dar Fur-Wadai area 
(presumably for its aphrodisiac qualities). Masalit has adopted
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the term as the name of the beer only.
Arabic juhr is an example of double-borrowing of one word to give 
two adoptive forms with distinct (though close) meanings. The 
Arabic term may be used for both the time and the prayer.

4.5.4 MEANING EXTENSION

Meaning extension: the use of a word beyond the limits of its 
precise inherent meaning by association with additional and more 
general semantic features.
Examples of meaning extension (total 6 )

Arabic Masalit
impotent talaf tulufo impotent, homosexual (male)
legal majority buluuy balak legal majority, suitable,

ripe
192, 512, 661, 773

Arabic t a l a f  'impotent (man)' has come to mean by extension 'male 
homosexual' in Masalit. There does not appear to be an indigenous 
term for homosexual (the other term x i s t a  is also an adoptive 
from Arabic). This may be an example of a taboo working, my 
informants may have felt obliged to use a euphemism.
In Arabic buluu-y means simply 'legal majority' (with reference to 
girls and boy of marriageable age); in Masalit the adoptive has 
acquired the more general sense of 'suitable' (someone or 
something in its prime, at their best) and 'ripe' (of fruit or 
vegetables).

4.5.5 SYNONYMS

As Weinrich states (1953, quoted in Appel and Muysken, 
1987:166), there is a constant need for synonyms of affective 
words that have lost their expressive force. There are several 
examples of the creation of apparent synonyms in Masalit by the
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adoption of Arabic words with the same meaning as indigenous 
words.

Examples of 'synonyms' created by adoption:
Ms indigenous Ms adoptive Arabic

c ircumc ision tendela taar £ahar
breath nduna nef es naf s
shoulder amur t i katafko katf
amulet koma i j aba hi jaab
twenty utukutuk i { r i n ' i J r i i :

possible sanen gudurken qudr

See also 36 37, 152 153, 162 163, 172 173, 185 186, 218 219, 225
226, 266 267, 276 277, 278 279, 348 349, 385 386, 470 471 et al.

As mentioned above (4.5), although informants might state 
that two words are 'synonyms', this may be deceptive and it is 
difficult, in the absence of extensive contextual evidence, to 
verify whether or not the limits of the precise inherent meanings 
of two putative synonyms are coterminous, e.g. am urt i  and k a ta fk o  

'shoulder' apparently share the same limits of meaning: both may 
refer to either human or animal shoulders, both may refer to the 
boney joint as well as the flesh that covers it; whether or not 
they have different idiomatic usage is not clear at present.

Words which have the same general meaning but differ in their 
detailed specification are not included in the list above, e.g.

Ms indigenous Ms adoptive
smell n. tuya (rotten smell) riyeti (smell (generic))
lamp sinyar (clay lamp) lamba (hurricane lamp)

4.5.6 LOAN TRANSLATION

Loan translation (or loan shift) occurs when only a meaning 
is imported but the but the form representing that meaning is 
indigenous (Appel and Muysken, 1987:165). I have been able to
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identify only three rather tentative putative loan translations 
from Arabic into Masalit:
(i) in the idiom meaning 'stubborn', Ar: raas  q a w i  i may have

been translated into Ms: k u jo  jurja, both literally mean 'strong
head' (but cf. English stro n g -h e a d e d ) .

(ii) in the extension of the meaning of Ms: dusuqo ta r j i - ta r )  'hut
door* to include 'clan, lineage' by analogy with Ar: xa Jm a l b a i t

'door of the house, lineage'.
(iii) in the extension of the use of the Masalit (far) deictic, 

i l i ,  to function as a relative particle by analogy with the
relative particle in CQW: i l l i  (< CL: a l l a & i i ) .  In this example
the analogy is encouraged by the phonetic similarity of the 
Arabic and Masalit forms (the other Masalit (near) deictic, i g i .  

function's merely as deictic).

4.5.7 LOAN BLEND

Loan blend occurs when a loan form is adopted and combined 
with an indigenous form to give a hybrid (Appel and Muysken, 
ibid.). I have been able to identify only one example of this in 
my data: Ms: taoa m u ra s i la  'envoy' < Ms: tarja 'official, strong-
arm man'* and Ar: m u rass il  'sender'.

* According to Kapteijns (1985:42) the tarja was the strong-arm 
man of the village administration, fulfilling the functions of 
policeman, bailiff and assistant tax-collector.
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4.6 PERCENTAGES AND SEMANTIC AREAS OF ADOPTIVES

Percentages:
Of Doornbos' lists of two hundred semantically basic nominal 

and verbal Masalit lexemes (see Appendix D), less than ten 
percent were of ultimate Arabic origin:

6 / 1 0 0 of the hundred most basic lexemes, i.e. 6%;
17/200 of the two hundred (first hundred included), i.e. 8.5%.
Of my own list of one hundred semantically basic nominal and 

verbal lexemes (not the same as Doornbos' list, see Appendix A)
slightly more than ten percent were of Arabic origin:

1 2/1 0 0, i.e.12%

Of a list of 1076 nominals (see Appendix E), which were not 
semantically 'selected' as basic or otherwise, 346 were of 
ultimate Arabic origin (of which 15 were dubious), i.e. 32%. This 
excluded verbals which, as stated above (4.2.4), contain only 
three putative Arabic adoptives.

It is difficult to make any but rather general observations 
about the above statistics as 'semantically basic' may be
interpreted very subjectively. However most of the items on the 
semantically basic lists of both Doornbos and myself cover those 
areas in which fewest Arabic adoptives were found in the longer 
list of 1076 nominals: fauna, flora, body parts and products and
physical phenomena. Also, as verbal lexemes are included, only 
one of which contains adoptive material in Doornbos' lists, the 
difference in results is complementary rather than contradictory: 

about 10% of semantically basic nominals are of Arabic origin,
about 30% of all nominals are of Arabic origin.
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The principal semantic categories broke down into the follow!
f igures:
semantic category Arabic/Total Percentage of Arabic
educat ion/learning 5/5 100

money/tax 7/8 87. 5
seasons 4/5 80
tribe/nation names 3/5 60
a l l  m anufactures 6 0 /1 1 4 5 2 .5  ( in c lu d e s  c lo th ,

musical in s tru m en ts  

metalwork e t c . )

human r e l a t i o n s  & s ta tu s 5 3 /1 0 8 49 ( In c lu d e s  occupations  

and r e l i g i o u s  terms)

tim e (d u ra t io n /c o n c e p t ) 11 /23 48

direct ions 5/11 45. 5
emot i ons 3/8 37. 5
f  o o d /d r in k 17 /47 36

med i c i n e /d  i sease 5 /1 5 33

nurnerat ion 6 /1 9 3 1 .5

housing/huts/communi ty 8 /2 7 2 9 .5

k inship 3/11 27
colours 2 /8 25
a b s t r a c t s /a d je c t iv e s 4 6 /204 2 2 .5

f  auna 10/61 16

p h ys ica l phenomena 9 /7 1 12 .5  ( in c lu d e s  w eather)

body p a r ts  and products 8 /81 10

f l o r a  (a ls o  see food) 4 /4 2 9 .5

The differences in my own longer list between the percentages 
of Arabic adoptives in different semantic categories gives some 
general indication of the areas of greatest and least penetration 
by Arabic language and culture.

It is not surprising that education/learning (teacher, school, 
paper etc.) comes top of the list as Arabic is acknowledged as 
the 'language of learning by the Masalit and other muslims. It is 
unfortunate that the total of the sample is so small.

Money and manufactures are also areas of heavy Arabic
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influence, possibly indicating the importation of new vocabulary 
with new technology, e.g. g u ru ] 'money', ib r o  'needle'

As the governance of human relations and status are central to 
Islam (and any other religion), it is also to be expected that a 
large part of the vocabulary pertaining to these should comprise 
Arabic adoptives, e.g. z in a  'adultery', azabi 'bachelor', gadi  

'judge'.
It is interesting to note that food and drink vocabulary has 

been so heavily influenced, indicating the adoption of foodstuffs 
and methods of preparation formerly alien to the Masalit, e.g. 
basal 'onion', a j i n a  'gruel'.

As mentioned above, the areas least affected by Arabic: fauna, 
flora, body parts and physical phenomena, are those unlikely to 
be affected by Islam, cultural or technological innovations. The 
adoptions in these areas are more sporadic and possibly older,
e.g. bere 'horse', s a rg i  'back'.

There are few semantic areas which have remained untouched by 
Arabic; clearly some have been more deeply influenced than 
others, for cultural and technological reasons, but few areas 
appear to exclude adoptives. The precise motives involved in 
adoption cannot be known, however the necessity to name new 
technologies, foods and cultural and philosophical concepts does 
not explain all of the adoptions, e.g. those which have apparent 
synonyms in the 'indigenous' lexicon - k a ta fk o /a m u r t i  'shoulder' 
(Ar: k a t f )  (see 4.5.5). These may be due to fashions and prestige 
or homonymy. What seems clear now is that the rate of adoption of 
lexemes has increased in the past hundred years; it would be
interesting to take down Doornbos' lists fifty years hence, if 
Masalit is still current then, to see how much further Arabic
penetration of the lexicon has gone.

The areas which have excluded Arabic adoptives up till now are 
the pronouns and the interrogative nominals. As stated above, the 
three putative adoptives in the Masalit verbal system are 
dubious. The excluding or limiting factor here appears to be
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morphological: the complexity of verbal inflection, the
association of pronouns with pronominal prefixes, the prefix og-  

common to nominal interrogatives (possibly related to the verbal 
interrogative suffix ~i))- This conforms to the hierarchical 
constraints 01 Moravscik (1978:110-111) quoted in the 
Introduction (pp.21-22) that lexical items are adopted before any 
other items and that 'non-nouns' are only adopted into a language 
if nouns have already been adopted into it.

Personal names have also been adopted and most 'official' 
names (those used in schools and government offices) are Arabic 
now. To what extent Masalit names are kept as nicknames I do not 
know (see Appendix K).

There appear to be three fundamental colours for the Maba group 
languages (see Appendix C) which fit into a morphological 
pattern; these are red/brown, green and black/dark. These have 
been maintained in Masalit, with 'yellow* being adopted from 
Arabic (Ms: a s fa r  < Ar: a ^ fa r )  and an adoptive synonym imported
for 'black' (Ms: dukana < Ar: d a a k in ) .
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5.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Hock (1986:36) states that "real language is far from
regular." In this study we have seen that statement borne out by 
the numerous minor irregularities in Arabic-Masalit equivalences. 
Although some of these irregularities may be explained by the 
presence of intermediaries in Arabic-Masalit adoption, as noted in 
the text, some unexplained exceptions remain (such as the
'untidiness* of the correspondences of Arabic /x/>- The overall 
patterns, however, are regular and are an important piece of 
evidence in deciding which form of Arabic has been the principal 
donor (colloquial).

5.1 FORMS ADOPTED

5.1.1 FORM OF ARABIC ADOPTED

While I have made no 'a priori' assumption as to which Arabic 
has been the source of adoptive material in Masalit (classical or 
colloquial Arabic), it has become clear in the course of analysis 
that the situation, though far from simple or clear-cut either 
way, due in large part to the geographical location of the 
Masalit, favours colloquial Arabic as the language of origin of 
the larger number of Arabic adoptives in Masalit.

The further implication of this is that the large majority of
adoptives have entered Masalit during the last 150-200 years from
colloquial Arabic, following the pattern of other languages of the 
area and to the east such as Tama and Fur, and that Masalit 
phonology itself has altered within that period to include the 
extraneous phonemes /x/ and /z/. Older adoptives are fewer and 
hence their patterns of adoption are less clear, some being 
indirect - e.g. via Fulfulde, some being continuations of 
adoptives in the proto-M aba lexicon. In the absence of documentary 
evidence one may only make a conjecture as to when proto-Maba 
split into its descendant languages: the oldest word-1ists of Maba
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and Aiki date from just under 200 years ago (Browne's list of Aiki 
in the 1790s and Seetzen's list of Maba in the 1800s). A 
reasonable conjecture for this would be between two and six 
hundred years ago: not more than six hundred as Arabic influence
would not have been felt before then, not less than two hundred as 
the divergences in verb base morphology between Maba and Masalit 
(see note 6 , p.8 6 ), for example, are quite distinct and, of a list 
of 107 basic lexical items (Appendix A), only 62 had Masalit and 
Maba cognates. Without more concrete historical data than is 
available, it is impossible to make more precise estimates (as 
does Gregersen, 1967, using linguistic seriation with historical 
facts).

The older adoptives via proto-Maba, having maintained and 
adopted the Arabic definite article, would probably have CL.Arabic 
etyma (CL.Arabic tends to use the definite article in naming, CQW 
does not), following the pattern of languages to the west such as 
Kanuri and Hausa. Hiskett, 1965, and Wexler, 1980, give evidence 
that classical Arabic has been the source of basic adoptives in 
Hausa and West African languages; Greenberg, 1947, however 
suggests North African colloquial sources for adoptives in Hausa, 
and Abu Manga, 1986, gives clear phonological evidence that 
colloquial Sudanese Arabic is the source of adoptives in the 
Fulfulde dialects spoken in Nilotic Sudan.

As mentioned above, historical and social factors may provide
the reasons for this situation: the Fulbe of Sudan live amongst a
largely arabophone population whose lingua franca is colloquial 
Sudanese Arabic; the Hausa and other West African groups do not as 
a whole live in arabophone areas (though the Hausa do have contact 
with the 'Shuwa' Arabs) and their main source of Arabic has been
from the Islamic literati who were not necessarily Arabs but often
Mandinka, Fulbe or Berber.

The Masalit live in an area where the lingua franca is 
colloquial 'Dar Fur-Wadai' Arabic, which differs slightly from 
'riverine' Sudanese (see 2.0 and 2.1 above). It seems quite likely 
that the lingua franca status of this colloquial Arabic is a
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fairly recent phenomenon, linked to the political events of the 
last couple of centuries: the westward advance of arabophone
settlers, traders and soldiers from the Nile during the turbulent 
Turkiyya and Mahdiyya periods (and continuing ever since). That 
classical Arabic was the courtly language of the Maba and Fur 
neighbours of the Masalit since the expulsion of the pagan Tunjur 
and their islamization in the seventeenth century is clear from 
political and court correspondence. It is not justifiable, 
however, in historical terms, to assume that colloquial Arabic was 
adopted as a lingua franca at this time. Before the arrival of the 
riverine arabophone settlers in large numbers in the nineteenth 
century the nomadic Baggara Arabs were the only mother-tongue 
speakers of Arabic in the region and, by analogy with the similar 
situation in Hausaland, it is reasonable to suppose that their 
linguistic impact was limited; this is borne out by the fact that 
there is only one clear adoptive from Baggara colloquial Arabic in 
Masalit, mowta ’south'. Thus one could expect to find two sets of 
adoptives from Arabic in Masalit and neighbouring languages: an
older set from classical Arabic via Maba and Fur and a newer set 
(from the 1820s onwards) from the colloquial.

This duality of Arabic etyma may also be explained by the 
alteration of the linguistic situation in Dar Masalit itself in 
the last 2 0 0 years in that it has changed from being a land where 
classical Arabic was the language of religion, education and the 
court but Maba, Fur and Masalit were the market languages, to 
being a land where, as well as the prestigious pre-eminence of 
classical Arabic, colloquial Arabic is the principal lingua franca 
and is at least the first language of most of the inhabitants of 
the area in whose hands power and wealth is concentrated.

Maba appears to be at the 'watershed' of Arabic linguistic 
influence in the Sahel, the languages to its east (of which 
Masalit is one) adopting largely from the colloquial Arabic of 
Nilotic Sudan, the languages to its west adopting more from 
classical Arabic and possibly the colloquial of the Maghreb (there 
is orthographic evidence for this also, see Appendix I).
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5.1.2 FORMS OF ETYMA ADOPTED

As stated above (1.4) the surface phonetic forms, i.e. what is 
heard are those that are usually the basis for adoption by the 
hearer. The morphological assimilation patterns of the adopted 
lexemes vary. Metanalysis has occurred in 13 examples (see p. 134), 
e.g. an Arabic plural form may be metanalyzed to become the 
Masalit singular form, however, most adoptives are integrated 
without metananlysis. Most frequently the etyma are Arabic 
nominals, nouns or nominals derived from verbs (e.g. nijaab 
'arrow', muwa^af 'official'); the only verbs adopted appear to 
have been taken in their 3S perfect 'uninflected form' (e.g. nakar 
'he denied'). The Masalit morphological category into which most 
adoptives have been assimilated is that of nominals. This is 
discussed further in 5.3 below.

5.2 EXPECTATIONS

Hock (1986:395) notes that non-permissible structures are 
eliminated by the application of synchronically productive rules 
of the borrowing language. Thus, comparing the phonologies of 
Arabic and Masalit, one could reasonably expect a certain minimum 
of changes in lexemes adopted by Masalit from Arabic: assimilation 
to the Masalit phonological and morphological systems. This would 
entail the elimination of Arabic phones and phonetic features 
which are not present in Masalit (e.g. the pharyngealized alveolar 
consonants /$ f \ ^/, dental fricatives /0 &/, uvular and
pharyngeal fricatives /y Y h '/ and uvular voiceless stop /q/). We 
have seen in the analysis that this occurs (e.g. the 
simplification of geminates, the elimination of all uvular and 
pharyngeal phones and also the restriction of glottal stop to 
(non-phonemic) initial position).
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5.3 STRATEGIES FOR ASSIMILATION

5.3.1 GRAMMATICAL CATEGORIES INTO WHICH ADOPTIVES ARE ASSIMILATED

The vast majority of the material adopted has been assimilated 
into non-verbal categories in Masalit, only three Masalit verb 
bases are putative Arabic adoptives - and these are rather 
dubious. A major factor involved here is the complexity of Masalit 
verbal conjugation. Almost all adoptives have been integrated into
the category of nominal; there are . ten examples of
integration of adoptives into the category of adverb (e.g. abadan 

'never', a s irk e n a  'quickly'). Within the category of nominal 
(defined in terms of Masalit morphology on p.77), most adoptives 
have been assimilated as the equivalents of English 'nouns' 
(271/346) (e.g. basal 'onion', k u rs i  'chair', xasab 'force'),
fewer (43/346) as adjectives (e.g. z a h ja n te  'angry', nadiif 
'clean') and fourteen as 'partners' of indigenous 'support verbs' 
(e.g. nakar ig ~ a n ,D ,g  'deny', see p.76). However, the distinction 
between these categories of nominal is a function of syntax, not 
of morphology, and all nominals may behave as nouns. There are 
also eight examples of adoptives in the category of 'conjunction' 
(e.g. l a k in  'but'); as there are no indigenous Masalit 
conjunctions they may present a new category of lexeme (as Arabic
adoptive conjunctions in Turkish do, e.g. Ar: wa Tk: ve 'and').

5.3.2 PHONOLOGICAL ASSIMILATION

The integration of phonemes, in the large majority of examples 
where equivalent phonemes exist, has been straightforward (o.g. 
there is 100% maintenance of Arabic /k/ to Masalit /k/ and of 
Arabic /t/ to Masalit /t/).

CLArabic-only phonemes have been replaced by indigenous 
Masalit phonemes, which correspond in most cases to the CQW 
equivalents; thus the patterns of substitution imply strongly that 
most lexemes were adopted from the colloquial ^than from the
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classical language, using CL as the initial referent has 
highlighted this (e.g. the epenthetic vowels which break up C 

clusters in classical Arabic lexemes in the colloquial Arabic 
correspond in almost all cases to their Masalit equivalents:

'mercy' CL: rahm CQW: raham Ms: raham)

The phonemes /x/ and /z/ are not originally indigenous in 
Masalit (I make this assertion as neither appears in indigenous 
lexemes even as allophones of /k/ or /s/ for example) - but since 
they do occur in adoptives they must be considered as Masalit 
phonemes. In some equivalents there are regular correspondences
between Arabic /\l and /z/ and Masalit /h/ or /k/ and /s/, in
others /x/ and /z/ persist - perhaps as an indication of the 
'recentness' of the acquisition. Gregersen (1967:103), drawing 
examples from Kanuri, Hausa and Nupe, states that 'if new

phonemes are introduced in foreign words, they probably represent 
in most instances the phonemicization of already existing 
al lophones.' However, there is no evidence to support this in
Masalit: I have been unable to find any lexemes containing /x/ and
/z/ that are not identifiable as of Arabic origin (the /x/ and /z/ 
phonemes do exist as indigenous Maba phonemes, though not in Aiki 
and Kibet). There is, however, some evidence to suggest that [ xl 
may be treated as a conditioned allophone/free variant of /h/ and 
/k/, though the phonological conditions determining this are not 
clear - e.g. the varying versions of 'rainy season' according to 
different sources (illustrating incidentally the problem of having 
so few sources): Ar: xar*i^> Ms: x a r i f u  [Edgar, 19791, x a r i i f u

[Doornbos, 19791, k 3 r ip  CYahya, 19801, h a r i f o  CArkell, 1930 s];
also the free variant noted by myself, 'good', Ar: Xayr* Ms:
x o r t i / h o r t i .  /z/ appears to be more 'settled' than /x/ in
contemporary Masalit phonology - it is maintained in most
examples, there are only five examples where /z/ -> /s/ (two of 
which have putative intermediaries) and two where /z/ -> /j/ (older 
adoptives possibly, see p.107).

This raises a doubt as to whether lexemes containing /x/ or 
/z/ can be truly regarded as 'assimilated', as they contain 
clearly 'alien' structures. It also raises a question of speaker
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awareness: most of my personal research was conducted through the 
medium of Arabic with informants who were Arabic-Masalit 
bilinguals (and who clearly would be aware of many Arabic lexemes 
in use in Masalit). For them perhaps some Arabic words would be 
more fashionable or in vogue than their Masalit synonyms, 
articulating them A 1'arabe could be a symbol (?) of prestige and 
erudition and hence those lexemes would be less 'assimilated' than 
others not so consciously adopted (compare the variant 
pronunciations of 'garage' and 'envelope' in R.P.English). The 
only check would have been to talk with a non-arabophone Masalit 
(which I did not have the opportunity to do). In any case, given 
the overwhelming presence of Arabic and its gradual replacement of 
the indigenous languages, few Masalit can be totally ignorant of 
Arabic sounds and basic Arabic vocabulary.

5.3.3 ASSIMILATION TO MASALIT WORD PATTERNS

There is a clearly demonstrable trend towards assimilation to 
Masalit word patterns (see table of Masalit word schemes, p.60). 
However, this is not as regular a process as sound substitution or 
maintenance and appears to be largely unpredictable and
idiosyncratic, related to neither the phonological structure nor 
in many cases to the semantic value of the lexeme. Two trends (one 
morphological and one phonological) are discernible:

(i) addition of suffixes, this occurs in (82/346) adoptives. 
The most common suffixes are the plural suffix - t a  (23/82), the 
singular suffix -k o  (18/82); e.g. CQW: i z i n  -* Ms: i z in k o

'permission' (cf. indigenous Ms: nyerko 'baby'), CQW: arab  -* Ms:
aramta (col.) 'Arabs' (cf. indigenous Ms: ju k u ta  'bee hive').
These appear to retain their semantic function; the semantic
function of other suffixes is less clear, e.g. - t i ,  Ar: j a z a a r  -♦

Ms: jezarti 'butcher' (cf. indigenous Ms: t u r t i  'cliff'). Here
there appears to be simply an irregular assimilation to common
Masalit nominal word patterns such as final - r t i  (see p.61).

(ii) epithesis, this occurs in (20/346) adoptives. -i (8/20) and
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- o  (7/20) are the more common epithetic vowels. They appear to 
have no semantic function and appear to be an irregular 
assimilation pattern to a major Masalit word scheme (over 80% of 
Masalit nominals are vowel final, see p.60); e.g. CQW: b a r r  -* Ms:
buro 'cultivable land1, CQW: k u l l  -* Ms: k u l i  'all', CQW: b iz e r  -*

Ms: b iz e r a  'seed'.

5.4 PUTATIVE INTERMEDIARIES

Of the various languages investigated as putative inter
mediaries of adoptives from Arabic none exhibited any clear or 
frequent phonological patterns in comparisons with Arabic and 
Masalit which would indicate any regular relationship as 
intermediary. One must conclude that CQW Arabic has, in large 
part, been adopted directly by Masalit - which is reasonable in 
historical terms as the two speech communities have been in 
contact for over 150 years. However, some of the irregularities 
observed in the Arabic-Masa1it equivalences may be explained by 
the presence of intermediary languages.

Some secondary conclusions arise from the treatment of the 
putative intermediaries:

(i) that Fur had an influence on the politico-cultural 
vocabulary of Masalit (supported by their historical tributary 
relationship) and it also shares some basic vocabulary with 
Masalit - possibly an indication of a genetic link, especially in 
view of an unusual shared morphological feature (a verb-base 
personal prefix allomorphy).

(ii) that Fulfulde has had little influence on Masalit other 
than a very few putative loans.

(iii) that although Kanur i has clearly not been an inter
mediary for Arabic loans it has a number of putative equivalents 
of basic vocabulary, which suggest a possible genetic relationship 
predating the advent of Arabic to the region (otherwise one could 
reasonably expect some Arabic adoptives in Kanuri, which are 
numerous, to be included).
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(iv) the intermediary status of Maba remains uncertain because 
of the sibling relationship of the languages - in many cases there 
is no way of distinguishing between loans adopted separately into 
each and those adopted into proto-Maba (which are therefore 
cognates). A very few clear putative descendants of Arabic 
adoptives into proto-Maba were found, e.g. 'shadow':
Arabic Proto-Maba Proto-Masaiit Masalit Maba Aiki
a^-^ill tasil -» * asir asro

4-
* anjil -* anjilo onjulo-k Anjie

In this case one may hypothesize a chronology to explain the
synchronic facts: that the Arabic form was adopted into proto-Maba
between 300 and 600 years ago; that the 'proto-Masaiit' dialect of 
Maba altered this form to * asir; that the proto-Maba form altered 
by prenasalization to * anjil, giving rise to the contemporary 
Maba and Aiki forms by direct descent, and to the Masalit form 
possibly by adoption from Maba (which means 'shadow of non-human', 
asro means 'shadow of human').

5.5 SEMANTICS

On the basis of some recent word-1ists it appears that Arabic 
adoptives make up about ten percent of the Masalit lexicon's 
semantically basic items and about thirty percent of the whole 
lexicon. As a rough guide these figures illustrate the depth of 
Arabic influence on the (nominal) lexicon. The semantic areas 
influenced most profoundly have been those concerned with 
manufactures and human relations - i.e. areas influenced by new 
technologies and the religion of Islam. The areas least affected 
are those concerning body parts and products, flora, fauna and 
physical phenomena - areas which would have been familiar to the 
Masalit before the coming of Arabic.
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AFPENDIX A

MABA GROUP EQUIVALENTS

* = Arabic, {) = plural, / = alternatives, verb bases are the 
shortest, given between - FI = Fulfulde, Ha = Hausa, Kn - Kanuri, 
Sn = Sango

g lo ss Maba Masai i t A ik i K ib e t ' Root'

all dum* kuli* pAt kAdAmAn
ash awun aw6n-di AwAn-dl awun-d1 AWUN
back der-irj/dahr* sar-gi* sldA si ida SIDA
bad nemere-k tan biye cen* jar san
bel ly tabu-k kunyo butulu* kul
big/old kula-k k6di/gur i kwAy£/kude-nd£ kw^lc/kuyoy KUL/KUD
bird koji-k <—tu> kuji-k k6s-i -C— it> kwbs i KOSI
bite - is- -ij- -6t i- -ut(ed) - -S/T-
black 1u-1u-yok duo-gi dAkAn d ind-ik LU/D'JN
blood eri f Ar in pay {-6) fal {—u) (DARI
body nduu ndu ndu-k ndu-k NDU
bone kanj i-k k6nj 1 j irjgAr njekedi KANJ/JIK
breast anguun Ar)guini Arjgbftl Aqgdft i AO GUN
charcoa1 k ik imi-k k ic imi kuyuyi gA f i [ i imarj KICIM/
child ka 1 a-k k ima kAykAy k A1 k A1 KAL/KIM
cold kera* k£r i-mA* AtAandl At Aartd i ATAAND I
come -ar- -Ar- -Ar- - (aw)ar- -R-
country daar* gani/kase* kAs£* larj GAN/LAN
crow agura-k* agura* AGURA
cut -atam- - i f 6 1- -AtAm- -and(ay) - -TAM-/
day dal ka dekadi* sarw=» SAR ?
die -ei- -iy- -id- - id (ik )- -Y/D-
dog ni u-k inj i mift <miftj i t) mift {minjik) MIN/NJ
dr ink -ang- -ao- -Ao- -an- 0
ear koi-k kw6y£ kAsA kAsA KOY/KAS
eat -ift- -any- -Aft (^w) - -Aft(Aw) - Afi

egg kademi-k kAndAogi kAdAnpf) kadcmar) KADAM
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g lo ss Maba Masai i t Aiki K ib e t 'Root'

eye kasi-k <-fti) ko-gi <-si) kAs-Ak <-6) kAs {—u> KAS
fall -ongun- -inder(c ir)- -us(At)- -us(i t >-
f arm :>sur* asurt i* s^r3* ASUR
fat ni amu-k nyomor ftim -Cftimu) ftim fftumo) R im

f inger kar tor) gala-k nagaram kArA kArA KAR
" -na i1 ftir)girmisi-k k inj imi siogimi s i rj g i r i m SirjGIRIM
fire wosi-k wAasu nAsAk fnusu) n3S3-k WAS/NUS
f ish kufto kunyd kuftur) <-6) kuftarj KUN
f i ve tur tur t6r tur TUR
f oot ja-k -C-fti) jo-r)yi <-®> d6-di d6o-di JA/DO
f our asal as At tey atal AS/AT
give -oft i o- - iO J- - (uw)inj- -unj (ik)- -N/NJ-

8° -aw- -ay- -Ay- -3k=>n_ -Y/KO0-
g O O d namara-k kala* sAm* j Ar
grass 1 uwa tar i yA-k 1 a/ 1 => LA/YA
hai r t i f i-k t i r) A/ t i f a t6w t6w TIF/TOW
hand kara/kana k^r = kArA fk^ro) kArA tkori) KAR/KOR
head kij-ik kujo ki fkijA) kic fkujo) KI (J)
heart kuli-k kur i ji ad3sa KUL/
horn kami-k kAmi gAm-di gAm-d i KAM/GAM
house t Ar) tar) i t6r»g6 toi)g6 TAQ
hunger a j uu* wic i t i £ Atu* Atu (Atudo)*
hunter sayadte* gani s* gan is*
k i 11 -au- - i yaw- -As=>w - -asao- - (AS)AW-
knee tumo-k kAdioyo ddm-dl dAm-1 i DAM/
know -as- -os- -DDf -ot (3k)- -S/T-
1 ake tasu-k <-u) re t* kurt6 <kurto> kutto <-do)
laugh -ask ir- - £ C £ k ~ -at£- -At (Ay) -
long 1 e1e-k cukArjgi de-di dAe-d i LE/DE/
man maju-k <-u) ka-r)gi <-©) ka-m£r£ kA-mert KA-MA
meat niu nyu-gi ndobo y ibu ftU(B)
moon aye-k Ay£ Anj A-k AnjA-k AY/ANJ
mountain kodo-k k6mA k6mAan-dl kumAan-di KOM/KOD
mouth kan-a <-tu> kAnA yu-k yu-k KAN/YU
name mi 1 mirsi mAek i m3 lk i MIL/MIR
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gloss Maba Masai 11
navel dumo-k - -
neck bi t i-k k6t i
night i fe/ajurko kosar)
nose boi r) durmi
one tek t i i16 [Knl
path lioa-k [Snl bur t i [F11
person kar)g/kai kangi
pound v. -uddung-* -iduk-*
rain inj i sa
red ku-ku-yok f urr)~gi
r i ver bita-k <-si) madaldi [Ful
sal t uja aogb
say -er- -er-
see -oko- -iser/ike 1-
shadow onj ulo-k* anj ilo/asro*
s i t -ofieg- -unyur)-
s i x si ttaal* i t i*
sk in koi-k bAr A
sky samaa* sama*/mundu
/cloud abioo ab i r i
s leep -ib- -ibi- (lie)
sma 11 fiieki-k/nyi1i suwanA
smoke kulda-k urung i
snake tojomo-k tar^ngi
spear suba-Q* nyor i
stand - - -ornar)-
star menue-k kiysl
stick dolo-k/cum buta
stone kodo-k k6mA
sun afi i-k Ayir)g£
tai 1 olu-k kora
thorn aj i-k/i Je arcs
three kongal kar)
tongue delmi-k gAlmAdl
tooth sat i-k kAc irjg i

A ik i K ib e t ' Root'

AdAm AdAm AD3M
kArmi kArmi
di inde di indo
mundu mundu BOQ/MUD
kAndA f aya [ Hal
ftir)gwey£ fiirjgi 1£ FiorjooL

kAo <ke) kar) <ke> KAQ
-d=>=>k-* -DUK-
ta-k aa> ta SA/TA
ndalar) kw6nj e-k KU/FUR/
tA-k {-<2) ta (BI)TA
slim s i 1 im SILIM/
-AyAr- -ayer- -R-
-i^nd- -^nd(3k)-
anj ie* ASIL
-ufiur)- -uftur) (nduk )
isse i* Is s a l*

mas a madda BAR/MAS
mununu sama* MUN
sAap* sahap* AB I
-Abei- -ubi-tik- -B-
kAak£y kAd£ekAl
Ambrbfii Ambrufti AMBURUN
k^ la k=>y=> KOL/
sAbo-k* sabA-k* S3B/N0R
— 6t 3 t — -6otAt£r
kAij-A <-i) k£eJ-A <-i> KEIJ/

dusi duusi DUS/KOM,
afi 1 rj afi— in <-drju> AR/AY
AlAm-di Ayu-d i ALU(M)
adi-k (Adi) adi-k {— i> A j / A D
kasaoga kasaogai KASAI] AL
Ad-iylm Ada i-am DELEM
sad i sad i SAD/KAC
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gloss Maba M asa ii t A ik i K ib e t ' R oot’

tree sor)go-k siogi ri-k r i-k sirj/Ri
trousers serwal* sirwal-ko* sdrwAl* SIRWAL
two mbar mbar A mba mbar MBA(R)
water inj i sa ta-k ta SA/TA
wh i te f a-f ar-ak j i-sa par <-6) far <f3r^> FAR
wind auli-k agur i Agwiy agul i AGUL
woman mujo-r) t-o) muco mi -Cmis) mi-1 (-sik) MIS
wood xaJab* njbm nj ir im NJIRIM
wor Id dunya dinya duni a DUNYA
year kudri a-k sens* kadar6w6n-di kadarwun-di KADARWO

This list is based on an analysis of one hundred semantically 
basic lexemes in four Maba-group languages, Maba, Masalit, Kibet and 
Aiki, initially conducted jointly with M.Pierre Nougayrol of CNRS, 
Paris. I have gone one step further than, our original comparison and 
have attempted the reconstruction of putative proto-Maba 'roots'. Of 
interest to this study are the lexical differences between the 
languages - many of the most common lexemes being totally different 
giving clues as to which lexemes might be adoptives which otherwise 
might not be easily identifiable (mentioned above in Methodology, 
p.91), e.g.

'back' Mb: d e r ii j  < Arabic ^ahr

Ms: s a rg i < Arabic ^ahr

Kb: s i id a  

Ak: sidA

The Aiki and Kibet forms appear to be cognates and descended from a 
possible proto-Maba form * s id a , leaving the Maba and Masalit forms 
isolated and therefore putative adoptives.
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APPENDIX B

LIST OF MASALIT CLANS AND LINEAGES
(those living in Dar Masalit) 
abdurrag
ajemur)/aj (u)mung 
amunung 1
ankasabuo/kusube (-(u/e)rj is a nominal suffix in
anyemur) (at Kereinik)  ̂ Masalit denoting 'that/those of 
asumur)/asumung ' (a certain) place)
bilala
disuo/diseng
f okunyung/f ukunyur)/ f ukkunyar) 1 
forung (FUR ?) 
geimerung 1 
gireisung 1
girnyur)/gernyeng (at mt. Girgi near Adre) -
gisur) (at Efendi) -
gonykokony
going 1
jebel "
kar iyurj/ker iyung 
kokong 1 
komore/komere 1 
lere/lereng 
marfa (?) 
masara/masala
meingering/mingiri/mangiri '
misterurj/misterinn (Hejam) (at Misters) s
mogurnung 4 (DAJU ?)
mundera
nyerner)/niernung 
serbung/surbur) (at Sirba) 
surumbung 1 
tajal (DAJU ?) 
torong 
tubbung A 
urrung A
(those living in 
awnung 
f okanyung 
gunkung 
merker inn 
mungars
serbung--------
umbercung 
umbuus/ambuus—

South Dar Fur)

bialung
kaidung
kunderung
sugurbo amburthung

aryeng
adukong e
dudonga
jerkereng
kunj aara
urta
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1- "the ten groups that migrated from the North" (Arkell)
2- The Anyemui) and Girnyurj are reputedly the most religious clans; 
the present sultan is of the G irnyuo clan
3- The Gisui) of E fen d i are said to be the first to introduce Islam to 
the Masalit; there are hot springs and trees of mystical significance 
at Efendi. e fe n d i means 'teacher' in Masalit.
4- The 'aboriginal clans' of Dar Masalit
5- The M is te re rj are said to 'have the original Masalit language'.
6- Arkell lists the Adukung with L isung , G yurrung, Kenga, Asamung and 
Gamung as 'originally FUR'; he also lists in the same document 
Kubbusung, M a tt in g , U llu n g  and Kongara as 'originally K e ira  FUR'.

Compiled (giving most of the alternative spellings of authors with 
reference to the following sources):

1922 MacMichael H, History of the Arabs in Sudan
1930s MS of Arkell A.J at S.O.A.S., London (especially box 5/19)
1962 Le Rouvreur, Saheliens et Sahariens du Tchad
1966 Tucker A & Bryan M, Handbook of non-Bantu Languages of
N.E.Af r ica
1978 Caprile J-P & Barreteau D, Inventaire des £tudes
Linguist iques
1983 Doornbos P in Bender M, Nilo-Saharan Language Studies
1984 Kapteijns L, Mahdist Faith and Sudanic Tradition
1979-83 personal information from Ibrahim Yaquub Ali, Muhammad Umar 
Shari if, Ali Umar Shari if and other students at Geneina High School, 
Dar Masalit, also from Pierre Nougayrol at C.N.R.S., Paris.
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AFPENDIX C

FUNDAMENTAL COLOURS IN THE MABA GROUP LANGUAGES

There appear to be three fundamental indigenous colour 
lexemes based on the 'radicals' ko (red/brown), iu /d u  (black/dark) 
and (d ) r a  (green/yellow/blue). Maba colours are characterized by 
tone pattern LHL, redoubling of the 'radical' and final -k, 
Masalit colours by tone pattern HL and suffix -Q g i, Kibet colours 
by tone pattern LH and suffix - n d i k / - n j i k .  The three Aiki 
equivalents are disparate: 'green' is similar to Kibet (LH,
n d V k ); 'black' also as Kibet but with tone pattern LL or HH and 
suffix -kVn; 'red' is clearly from a different lexical radical 
altogether (possibly Sara landang 'nuance of red' (?))

MABA MASALIT AIKI KIBET (OTHER:

RED ku-kuy-ak ko-ogi 
(brown) 

f u r - Qgi 
(red)

ndalAft k6o-nj1k morurjgn 1 
(Tama)

BLACK, lu-luy-6k du-rjgi 
DARK

d i - k ln di-nduk lurjgni
(Tama)

GREEN dri-driy-Ak rA-Qgi; raa-ndik raa-ndik k irs 
(Fur )

Masalit 'red' poses a problem in that although it fits into the 
'colour* pattern for Masalit (H L , -Q g i )  it is clearly not the same 
lexical radical as the Maba (the cognate of which is distinguished 
by the Masalit as 'brown'). There seem to be three possible 
explanations for this: © it is related to Tama moru-Qgi 'red', ©
it is related to the lexeme 'blood' (Ms: f a r i Q ) ,  © it is related
to 'white'. This last possibility is interesting as Masalit 
'white' is the 'odd man out' (related to j i  'milk') and furngi 
presents a a / u  vowel contrast with Maba fAfArAk 'white' which is 
a characteristic of sets of 'resembling opposites' in Maba, e.g. 
maj/muj  'male/female', namarak/namurik 'rich/ poor.

The forms for 'white' are part of a wider areal spread of 
putative equivalents in the region (cf. Hausa f a r i i ,  Kanuri bul ,  
Murle ®v®r, Coptic f o r i ) .

MABA MASALIT AIKI KIBET

WHITE f Af ArAk j i(i)sa pAr f  a r
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APPENDIX D

LISTS OF SEMANTICALLY BASIC NOMINAL AND VERBAL LEXEMES (DOORNBOS)
(based largely on Swadesh's list; dialect of southern Dar Masalit) 
* - putative Arabic adoptive 
first hundred:
al 1 k=> i
ashes awund i
bark of tree kerf^ldi *
be 11 y kufii
big k^ddu
bird kuc i
bite vb. k i i J
black duogi
b 1 ood f ar i rj
bone k^nj i
breast
burn vb. k umrrp n
claw, nail k inj imi
c 1 oud abyett i
cold k i r1ma * ?
come vb. ka
cut v b. k e f f e 1
die vb. li
dog i nj 6
drink vb. laijdn
dry f err e
ear k^ye
eat vb. fp'
egg kedeog1
eye koogl
fat nisi
f eather 11 r)a
f ire was i
f ish kuftb
fly afiiogi
f oot jo
give vb. andi
go vb. ko
good kAllA *
grass terr i
ha ir t i r) A
hand k^ri
head kuj6
hear k irrd
heart kur i
horn k6mmi
I ama
kill vb. lui
knee k&ddifi^
know vb. k̂ sir)
leaf k6y6
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1 i ver
long
louse
many
meat
moon
mountain
mouth
name
neck
new
night
nose
one
other
person
rain
red
road
root
sand
say vb.
see vb.
seed
sit vb.
sk in
sleep vb. 
sma 11 
smoke 
snake
stand up vb 
star 
stone 
sun
swim vb.
tai 1
thin
this
thou
three
tongue
tooth
tree
two
warm
water
we
wet
what?
wh i te
who?
woman
work vb.
ye

r>at ifta
cukaaogi
ak 1 Qgi
k=>ddur *
fiugi
Aye
kuma
kAnnA
mirs i
k^tt i
Qund i
ammin
durmi
tile
to
kAaogi
sA
f uruogi 
bur t i 
rAtAt i 
b^r^ 
kur on 
sdr ro 
j^Q^na 
nun 
bArr A 
1Arnio 
suwAnna 
urunj i 
taraaog i 
kurnAo 
k i i A 
kumA 
AyiogA 
t i r i Q g i 
k ur r A 
ndendeoa 
iggi 
mao 
kaao
gAlmAndi
kAc i oe
sioge
mbArrA
uflA
sA
mi
si 11A 
OgArr i? 
j i isA 
OgA? 
muc6

ki



71

second hundred:
back (body) sArgi *
bad bliA
bed kArrA *
blow vb. fu ken
boy k imma
breathe vb. kurr i
bring here vb. nAa
buttock gonjort i
catch vb. kibbin
clean nadiif *
cow dAe
cooked Ogule
dig vb. kul 1 =» o
dirty irnio tene
down j icir
earth, soil abbi
el bow muturkufti
enter vb. lai
exit vb. t io
f ace uy6
fall vb. teer
f ar ftel le
fat, thick muogulo
fear vb. k=>rrAn
f eces Aft i
f i ve toor
f our aas
full tAma *
goat si
gourd kod^kka
granary damanga *
green rAaogi
hard njunA
hate vb. --
heavy 1 i rr A
here iggim, gim
hit vb. rif f i 1
honey timiogita ftAmi (bee's fat)
house tAo i
how? Ogo nindo?
how many? Oganna?
ins ide kudA
jump vb. lemmin
laugh vb. ceen
left (hand) kArA
live vb. ko tinde
love, like vb. Ô ft in
man kAmbA
mi lk Jii
near m=>nj A
now hassa *
old gurr i
open vb. lutur=>o
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outs ide 
penis 
pour vb. 
pull vb. 
push vb. 
rainy season 
rat, mouse 
right (hand) 
r i ver 
rope 
rot ten 
rub vb. 
run vb. 
sal t
scratch vb. 
sew vb. 
sharp 
shor t 
shoulder 
shut vb, 
sky
smell vb.
smoo t h
sof t
s p e a r

stick
straight
take away vb
ten
that
there
throw
tie vb.
tomorrow
turn vb.
turtle
up
ur ine
vulva
want vb.
when?
where?
why?
wind
woods
ye 1 low
yesterday

soole 
k^mbur i 
1=> in 
c1ogan 
falla ken 
xar i i f u * 
j u
k^d^rk^fti 
madaldi 
sugur t i 
tuwi e 
fuit ken 
kerr i r)
&rjg3
r p s  ir)
nut ta
tafieqe
d^r t=> 1 la
kattafko *
r u s ^ o
mundi
nukuy^r)
f 6reeta
loboka
fior i
buuta
takke
kul
utuk
ill!
oi
raco 
kucuo 
di imen 
numbur^o 
tekke 
ddle 
i s s a  
di i le 
n i nde 
Ogannam?
Ogarame?
OgDro? 
agur i 
waara
asfar *, agunati * 
gindi ken



APPENDIX E

SHORT LEXICON OF MASALIT NOMINALS

Putative Arabic etyma are given in parentheses, A. = Classical Arabic 
CQW. = Colloquial Arabic of Wadai-Dar Fur. Most items are from my own 
field research, where other sources are included they are indicated: 
(A) = Arkell, -CD > = Doornbos, <DV> = Davies, <Y) = Yahya

1 abdomen kunyo/kunyi
2 ablution vessel kcifeteri (CQW. kafeterii)
3 above dol
4 'abuju' insect durgi
5 accountant saraf (A. ^arraaf)
6 adultery zina (A. zinaa?)
7 af ternoon asur (A. 'a^r)
8 af terwards baadu (A. ba' da)
9 again, almost hukwe
10 again hogudu
11 air, wind, storm agur i
12 all, every kuli (A. kul1)
13 all, every koi
14 alone de
15 always tebet (?A. ■Jab'aan)
16 always daima (A. daa?iman)
17 amount tuka
18 amulet ijaba/hijabat (A. hijaab/ pi. -aat)
19 amulet koma
20 ancestor uwa (= grandfather)
21 angry kur i tc

angry zahjante (A. za'jaan)
23 animal/wealth malko (A. maal)
24 animal (wild) seidagi -CD) (A. ^ayda 'hunting')
25 ank le jo-kogi
26 ant aogund i
27 ant at ie
28 anus kony i
29 anyone Ogaw
30 apex of hut gosa
31 apex frame gur (square frame at apex)
32 approximately kame1 a
33 Arabs aramta (A. 'arab)
34 Arab eriogi (A. 'arab)
35 arm, hand koro
36 arrow nima
37 arrow ni Jabko (A. ni Jaab)
38 ash, grey awendi
39 aunt (maternal) kala (A. yaala)
40 aunt (paternal) aoya
41 autumn (rainy s.) xarifu, harifo (A), k3rip <Y) (A. xar*
42 axe (generic) gengenya
43 axe (small) nyantela
44 axe (for trees) kafta/kaoya
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45 baby
46 baby
47 baby
48 bachelor
49 back (behind)
50 back (anatomical;
51 backbone
52 bad
53 bag
54 bag
55 baggage
56 bank (of river)
57 bar (for liquor)
58 bark, rope, binding
59 bark
60 basket
61 basket
62 basket
63 bastard
64 bead
65 bead
66 bean
67 bean
68 bean
69 beard (of chin)
70 beauty
71 because
72 because
73 bed
74 bee (queen)
75 bef orehand
76 bef orehand
77 belief
78 bell
79 bellows
80 belly
81 belt (leather)
82 belt (cloth)
83 bend ing
84 big
85 big
86 bilharzia
87 bird
88 birth
89 bitter (tasting)
90 black, blue
91 blacksmith, potter
92 blessing
93 bl ind
94 blood
95 blowing
96 blow (hitting)
97 body
98 bone

kima fara
rjana
nyerko
azabi (A. a’zajb. .) 
dumo
sargi/sargiko (A. ^ahr) 
ku 
b i ye
Je n ta  (A. Jan^a)  
bu j  a
mointa (A. muuna) 
tukutuku-madaldi-tare 
gasim 
sugor t i
kerfeldi {D> (A. qirfa) 
humura, omra/umur <A) (A. 
doma (CQW. dooma) 
kar i y=> 
gular) i
kodir (A. yaĉ ur) 
siogi (CQW. sinii) 
kukurum 
ise/use
f i1ta (A. f uul)
kamar i
mofia
genen (after verbs) 
tajanim (after nouns) 
kara (?CQW. angariib) 
t inirjgi 
gi ler-jgu
alelok/alelokwe 
ibada (A. 'ibaada) 
s i mb i1d i 
bosoogo 
kunyo
gaj (A. qaa?ij) 
mi 1ik i
dunger (CQW. dunger)
moqgulare
kodi
isa-irmi-dina
ku f ik/kuuci
tur )yena/ur)yena
kuruka/kurukandu-tene
durjg i
kul 1 e
barak (A. baraka) 
kony i 
f ar i r)
fu (A. fuu? 'mouth') 
durubu (A. qlurb) 
ndu 
konj i

'umra)
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99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152

book 
bot tle 
bot tom 
boundary
bow (bow & arrow)
bowl
box
box (small) 
boy
boy (small) 
brain
branch, whip
brand
bray
bread
breast
breath
breath
br idge
broom
brother
brown
brown
bull, male 
bund 1e 
burr 
burr 
bur ial
bush (generic) 

(sebesten) 
(Lot's tree) 
(Bauhinia ruf. ) 
(gum arabic) 
(sodom apple)
('quince') 

bustard 
busy 
busy 
busy 
but
butcher 
but tocks
byre (for goats) 
byre (for goats) 
cache-sex 
cack le
calf (of leg)
camel
canni bal
car, lorry
cat
cave
'celery'
certainly

kitab (A. kitaab)
gazaza (CQW. gazaaza)
jicir
laldi
baraoga
gada (A. qadah) 
sanduk (A. §anduuq) 
nyermi
kimamba/mba/mbara (little boy)
nyerko
mux (A. mu^>
rrpt^r^k (A. mi^raq)
mire (?A. mirwad)
ge r i a
abu
aoguini
nduna
nefes (A. nafs)
burt i-kudumi/burt i-kudumu-tene
kudus i
mir/ler
koogi
kola
margi
mendil (A. mandiil)
nemnemi
kaa-j ek-toibi
imisioa (ceremony)
jart i
berte
korca
cuk icuk i
kur^
adi 1 i
amborkuja (CQW. ambarguuja)
hobara (A. hubaara)
kajalanio
bokokajalante
berte
lakin (A. laakin)
jezarti (A. jaz^ar)
gonyor/gonjor
tar) i-1 iceini
gir ir)o/gir irjge
kunfuz (CQW. kanfuuz)
era
tulo/tolo
diri, diye (young)
kaogi-kanioya
arabiya (A. 'arabiyya)
bis (CQW. biss)
agu
onorna 
j ekwe
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153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206

certainly
chair
chameleon
chance
change
charcoal
cheek
cheese
chicken (hatchling)
chi cken
chicken
chickenpox
chest
child
chin
c innamon 
c ircumc isi on 
c ircumc is ion 
c law 
c lean 
c lean 
c lear 
c lerk 
clever 
clever 
clever 
clever
cliff, steep hill 
closed 
clothing 
c 1 oud 
cock
cold (adj.) 
cold (adj.) 
cold (noun) 
colour
compassionate 
consc ience 
consc i ous 
consc ious,clever 
cont inually 
cooking place 
cooking place 
cooking place 
cook ing 
corn 
corn
corn store 
corpse
country, bush 
cow 
calf 

creat ion 
cr ime

tebet (?A. £ab'aan) 
kursi (A. kursii) 
lera (?A. hirba) 
waru
t inioyira 
k ic imi 
kalala
jibna (A. jubna) 
indiak
feruja (A. faruuja) 
koro 
k i s i mbe 
gi 1 i 
k ima
ftegegemi/nyegedamu 
jurabi (?A. qirfa) 
tendela
taar <D) (A. tahar) 
k inj imi
salar)gi/sal irjki 
nadiif (A. na^iif) 
zahirte (A. jaahir) 
katibtc (A. kaatib) 
j i 1 i i t i i 
kujo-muxko-tene 
nyi la 
t ileia 
tur t i 
nusurna 
bini 
abir i
dikko (A. dii/O 
was ima
kerima (A. qirra) 
ramba
lowni (A. lawn)
Jafgante (A. Jafqaan) 
kur im-negu 
t ij i iri
fohimte (A. faahim) 
y 1 11
tar) i-dur ini 
dur t i 
sirendi
duri (A. duira 'kitchen', Maghrabi) 
ase
gemeita (A. qamh) <A)
k ic ik irko
jusa
kase (A. quuz 'sandy plain')
di
dahala <A) 
halak (A. xalacP 
biyu-tena
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207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
o n QO
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260

cr ipple kar)gi-ar irjo
crocodile gonju
crooked Ogule
crow agura (?A. Yuraab)
cucumber gonjo/gonja
cultivable land buro (A. barr)
cumin Jemarta (A. jamaar)
cup kabulto (A. qabuul 'welcome')
cupboard dolab (A. duulaab)
cure dawa (A. dawaa)
curiosi ty nerenj i
custom adiyc (A. 'aada)
custom ke indaye
Daju (tribe) bere
dance lama/1emi
dance anj ilela
dancer nisar i
dancing place dabala (CQW. dabal 'drum')
dark, black dukana (A. daakin)
dark, black duogi
date (fruit) tamur (A. #amr)
day jooyi
day leile (A. laila)
day before yest'y abak/abagu
day after tomorrow dimen/dimenkoso
death 1 isa
death t iya
debt deinko (A. dain)
deer jergi
delic ious numooya
deny ing nakar (A. nakr)
desire, need ngura
desk maktab (A. maktab)
devi 1 jeitan (A. Jai^aan)
d i f f erence lfiina
dirty wasxante (A. wasyaan)
disgrace kunoo
divorce tulak (A. ^ulaaq)
divorce fasal (A. fafl)
dog inj i/inje
donkey ler i
donkey foal barndala
door dusuoo
dove ambi
dove hamam(-ko) (hamaam)
dozen desta (CQW. dasta)
dream gerira/garira
dream ar irja
dress (poor), cloth eragi (A. araaqiyya)
drum diogarko (CQW. dingaar)
drum gaogao
drum kuror)
drum nugara (CQW. nuggaara)
drum nahas (A. nahaas 'copper')
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261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314

drum daluka (CQW. daluuka)
drummer gaogai
drumming sound burjbuoko-1 ige/bur)bur)-ter£
dry f £ re
dungbeetle abunjoran (CQW. abunji?raan)
dust f ulfundi
dust gubarta (A. yubaar)
dust-devi1 kurunda-1 ige
dysentery kunyi-t iye
each t i ilokwc
each narakwe
each tototo
eager ar)or) y£
ear, leaf kwoy£
earr ing ha lam
ear 1 y ale/ale-de/elele/eleler)
ear ly bedri (CQW. badrii)
earth, place gani/gar i
earth, place ardiye (A. ar$)
east saba (A. ^abaah 'morning')
eSS kandang i
eight aya
el bow muturkooyi
elephant mur)gi
e1 even utuk-domurj
embers arar i
emot i on e i re
enc1osure tartarko (CQW. darduur)
enclosure hojko (A. hawj)
enclosure andaburti (small, for goats)
end t ina
enough hadi/hadu/hadiye (A. hadd)
envy hasudte (A. hasuud)
evening nyerem/nyeremko
ever g i de r e
evil bi ye re
except ila (A. ilaa)
exper i ence tose
eye, magic kogi
eyelash nyirimgi
f ace uyo/lyo
f aeces uoyi
f amily ahilta (A. ahl)
f amily jerbe (A. zariiba)
f amily irif (A. ' irf)
f ar nye le
farm, field asurti (A. ziraa'a)
f ast ing siyamta (A. ^iyaam) -CD)
fat (noun) nyomor, nyuogi-tumore (of mea
fat (adj.) mogul a
f ather baba
f ate gadar (A. qadar)
f eather t ina
f ear gorana/torana
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315
316
317
318
319
320
321
O O 'h
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368

feeling 
f ence 
f ert i1i ty 
f ew 
f ew 
f ew 
f ever 
f ight 
figs 
f inger 
f inger 
f ingernai1 
fire
firm (adj.) 
first 
f i sh 
f i ve 
f 1 ame 
f lesh 
f 1 oor 
f 1 our 
f 1 our 
f1ower 
flowing 
fly 
fog
foot, footprint 
footbal1 
f orearm 
f orehead 
f ore lock 
f ore 1ock 
f orce 
force 
force
foreigner, stranger 
f ood 
f our
fowl (francolin)

(guinea-f owl)
f ox
free person 
French 
f r iend 
f r iend 
frog 
f ront 
f rying 
ful 1 
full
Fur (tribe) 
f uture 
game (play) 
game ('chequers')

gi ra/gure 
kule 
kuunj i 
jekwc 
baka i 
bakena
gunyi t i-t i bi/gunyi t i-t ibina 
juria
t ini (A. t i in)
nagaram
sada
k inj imi
wasu
nusula
gi ler)/gi ler)gu/gi lerjgunak
kunyo
tur
gubra
fiugi
ardiy£-kudiena/arder)-kudiana (A. ar^)
sogi
gaga
buraga
nyar i
any i ogi
murg i
jo/jorjy i
kora (A. kuura)
dor a
yogi
t i f o
tirja yogitar) 
gu
dura
xasab (A. ŷâ b)
geribi/gerivi/geriri (A. yariib)
1 ir)ga
33
koror)g i 
laagi 
fiour i
hurto (A. hurr)
faransa (A. faransa 'France')
lkwi (A. ayuuii 'my brother')
gekewa
ambokola (?A. qurquur)
iyur)/uj iij
wis
binga
nandam
f ur
iyoom
misar in
dala (CQN. daala)
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369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422

garden zage (CQW. zaga 'irrigate'1
garden madaldi
gar 1ic tom (A. 0uum)
gaze 11e er i
ghost e 1 c t e
ghost af r i i t (A. ' i f r i i t)
ginger k imba
giraf f e leri-garaogi (lit. 'donkey-
girl k imakara/k&r6
girth xurda (CQW. yurda)
glass gazaza (CQW. gazaaza)
goat (female) s i
goat (male) njulgi
goat (kid) jakala
god mundu
god mo la (A. mawla)
good kala/kalc (?A. halaal)
good numor)ya
good xorti/horti (A. xa^r')
government hukuma (A. hukuuma)
graceful lemlema
grandmother ia
grandmother kigi
grass tar i/tar i-raogi
grave turba (A. turba)
green raogi
greet ing salamko (A. salaam)
gr i nd i ng-stone ounj i/munji
group, herd mora
gruel ajina (A. 'ajiina)
guard gaf ir t£ (A. yafi ir)
guest salam-ambeni (A. salaam)
guest kaogimini-tara
guest t ikelni-nara
guest deif (A. ^aif)
guide gur i-nerEk
gun teteje (?CQW. tejtejii)
gunpowder barut (A. baaruut)
guts, intestines irdi
hair (single) t ioa/si rja
hair (of head) kiji
hair (gen.) t i f a
hair (forelock) guso
half cek i
hammer (small) sindala (A. sindaal)
hamlet f er i k
hand k^r^
handkerchief nyagatu
happy many i
happiness amar)kw£ (A. amaan 'safety'
happiness irtiha tirirna (A. irtihaa
harvest-day amin-as£-gula
hat (of straw) kabar)ga
hat burneita (CQW. burneita)
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423
424
425
426
427
426
429
430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438
439
440
441
442
443
444
445
446
447
448
449
450
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460
461
462
463
464
465
466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474
475
476

hate 
head 
head 
hea1th 
health 
hear t
heavy, thick
hedgehog
heel
help
hen
herbs
herd (of cattle)
here
Hibiscus
Hibiscus
high
hive (bees')
hoe
hoe
holy place
holy place
honey
honey
hope
hope
homosexuals 
homosexual, impotent 
hole
horn, rib,side 
horse
horse (colt)
hospi tali ty,char isma
hour, watch
house, hut
how, how much
human
hundred
hunger
hunt (near home)
hunt (far from home)
hunter
husband
hyena
I
if
if
i1lness 
i1lness 
impossi ble 
ins ide 
ins ide 
i nspec tor 
inst inct

iyar iyu 
kuj o/k i j o
gondi (back of skull) 
many i
af o/af i (A. 'af i i) 
kur i
1 ira/lere/lere/1irra \D>
dumsaogumi
adiogeset i
awen (A. 'awn)
kokare
dokonta (A. du^aan 'smoke')
malta (A. maal)
igim/gim
aogare
kerkeq (?CQW. karkade) 
kudumi 
j ukuta
jirein (CQW. jirein) 
tur iyu
adidta (A. 'adaa?id 'customs') 
kujur (CQW. kujur 'holy man') 
asalko (A. 'a§al) 
kir ima/kirimak 
n i ndeyu 
Ogo
xista (A. 
tuiufo (A 
igu 
kami
bfire (?A. 
bertala
karama (A. karaama) 
saa (A. saa'a) 
tar) i
r)gano/r)ganai /r)go 
kaogi
mia (A. miî a) <̂< 
wic i t i e 
marar) 
guro
sayadte (A. §ayyaad) 
kamba 
awoyu 
ama 
ba 
an
marad (mar^) 
ndu-manyendc 
tuk inde 
kude 
korok
mufetij (A. mufattij) 
baji1i (?A. bafarii)

XaT? i i) 
talaf)

far as)
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477
478
479
480
481
482
483
484
485
485
486
487
488
489
490
491
492
493
494
495
496
497
498
499
500
501
502
503
504
505
506
507
508
509
510
511
512
513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525
526
527
528
529

intention nio (A. nii?a)
iron (metal) rabc/rebc
Islamic holy man faki (A. faqiih)
jealous dur
judge gadi qaa^ii)
key mufta (A. miftaah)
kidney girt i
kisra (thin bread) abu
knee kad irjyo/kadifio
knee kudurkooyi
knife joko/joku/joka
knot dokonya
kola nut goro
lake ret (A. rahad)
lamp lamba (A. lamba)
lamp (of clay) sinyar
land (cultivable) buro (A. barr)
language kana, kana masara (Masai it language
last dimonak
1 as t nar ar) a
late (adj . ) warar)
late (adj.) axir/axirkena (adv.) (A. ayiir)
later (adv.) guoya
laugh jekc/jtka
lavatory mestera
lavatory isa
lazy gihawantc (A. qahwa 'coffee')
lazy ajesta (A. 'aaj«z)
leaf kwoye
leaf vein sundu
leaf stalk gula
leather, hide bara
leg jo
1ef t-s i de kere
leopard gokarqgi
leprosy ndu
letter, paper orogo/oroga/warago (A. waraq)
lie (untruth) ano, ano-timi (liar)
light (of day) de/dekadi (A. <jiuu?)
lightning kiycje
lightning walak (A. barq)
light-weight walwala
like -mbo tunyi
lime liimon (A. liimuun)
1ine, row j ira
lion amara
lip kana-jicirna
liver ftatinya
lizard gireqyi
load lira
locust arko
locust-magician dAmbari (?A. dabal 'drum)
long cukar)gi/cukor i
louse akiogi
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530
531
532
533
534
535
536
537
538
539
540
541
542
543
544
545
546
547
548
549
550
551
552
553
554
555
556
557
558
559
560
561
562
563
564
565
566
567
568
569
570
571
572
573
574
575
576
577
578
579
580
581
582
583

1 0 vs Ogonya
lover yan/yar)a (female)
lover tul i
lover kosiqe
luck (good) dat ioyana
1 ungs amfejfej (CQW. amfajfaj)
mad murkot i
mag i c is i
ma i ze ababata (CQW. abuu batta)
malaria gunysti
man, ma 1 e kamba
man (old man) duoya/daoya
manager mudir (A. mudiir)
many, much often kadur/kodir (A. kaQiir)
marissa (beer) nyuoguru
marissa (beer) kajana (CQW. kajaana)
marissa (beer) kunyurjmoru
marissa (beer) gumzib (CQW. qum zibb 'rise penis')
marissa (beer) nyugi
market suk (A. suuq)
marr iage jisc (CQW. jawaaz)
marr i age zawaj (A. zawaaj)
mat baji (A. firaaf, CQW. birij)
meat nyuog i /nyuogu/nyurjgur i
meat juju (morsel)
melon ce 1 ta
me 1 on arker)
mening i t i s kujo-niyembo-1 iye
merchant taj ir (A. taaj ir)
mercy raham (A. rahm)
mi 1 k ji
millet mar i r)a
millet kornyar)
mint nana (A. na'na')
mi rror bireye (A. miraaya, CQW. biraaya)
mi rror mandara (A. man^ara)
miser behilte (A. baxiil)
money (generic) guruj (A. quruuj 'piastres')
money (5 pt) jilir) (CQW. Ji 1 irj '5 pt.')
money (25 pt) tarada (CQW. tarada '25 pt.')
money (£) jins (CQW. jineih 'pound')
monkey adingi
monkey (small) gurgi
month, moon aye
morning f ujur/f uj ur-go -CD)/f ujur- loka (A. fajr)
mortar funduk (A. funduq)
mosqui to anjulgi
mother da
mother of girls only kalini-da
mountain, hill koma
mouse Ju
moulding kulukulu
moustache Jenab (A. Janab)
mouth, word kana (= language)
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584
585
586
587
588
589
590
591
592
593
594
595
596
597
598
599
600
601
602
603
604
605
606
607
608
609
610
611
612
613
614
615
616
617
618
619
620
621
622
623
624
625
626
627
628
629
630
631
632
633
634
635
636
637

murderer tuya
must kate (A. qa£' i i)
muse 1e adalat (A. 'a^alaat (pi.))
name mi rs i
name(-sake) sami
narrow deik (A. ^aa?iq)
near munj £
near garab (A. qarab)
necessary laazim (A. laazim)
necessary urj yotere
neck kot i
neck 1 ace singita-agiga (CQW. sini 'ag:
neck lace tagaaga (CQW. tagaag)
need le musala (A. musaala)
needle ibro (A. ' ibra)
neighbour jiranta (A. jiiraan)
nest kurd i
net n ima
new rjund i
new j eke
news axberata (A. aybaar)
never andende
never abadan (A. abadan)
next waranak/warangunak
night kosarj
nightmare kabasa (A. kaabuus)
nine ads
no! hs!
no! cer cer!
noble, great person kud i
noble (royal) baseoga
nomad ruhal (A. ruhaal)
noon (prayer) duhurko/zuhurko (A. ^uhr)
noon (time) dur^ (A. juhr)
normal, usual it)kod£
north r i (A. r i ih ' wind' )
nose durmi
noser ing Jinifko (A. Janf 'earring')
nosering jumamko (A. zumaam)
not (there is not) kwoye
not yet mat indc
now hasi/hasa (CQW. haasaa)
now hok/hogi/hogudu
number nimara (A. nimra)
nurse tomorji (CQW. tumurjii)
nurse daya (CQW. daaya)
official (cler ical) muwazaf (A. muwa^af)
of f ic ial hukumam-jul-tige (A. hukuuma!
off ic ial dala
of f ic ial tana (strong-arm man)
official (captain) agiid (A. 'aqiid)
off icial ornur)/warnuo (CQW. warnun)
off icial (envoy) tar)a murasila (A. murT-sil)
of f icial makdum (A. maqduum)
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638
639
640
641
642
643
644
645
646
647
648
649
650
651
652
653
654
655
656
657
658
659
660
661
662
663
664
665
666
667
668
669
670
671
672
673
674
675
676
677
678
679
680
681
682
683
684
685
686
687
688
689
690
691

of f ic ial dimlig (A. dumluj 'brae-
of ten kadur (A. kaBiir)
of ten ir)kode
okra alenj i
okra surare
old guri
one tyom
one tiild
'one day' u yomko (A. yawm)
only, single tiilotere/tilede/to
onion basal (A. ba^l)
open natururna
or walla (A. walla)
or aw (A. aw)
or su
orange bortokan (A, burtuqaan)
order ger i
orphan k ima-sawi re
other -t=>
outside sole
owner, self tene/nene
palm of hand k^r^-kur i
par ty azuma (A. 'fczuma)
paper farax (CQW. fary) (see
past Cadj) naraqa
pat ience sabur (A. §abr)
peace amunte (A. amn)
peasant bala (A. fallaah)
pebb 1 e agokoya
pen i s kumbor
peop 1 e ka
pepper diQgaba (CQW. dinqaaba)
pepper (red; Jeto (A. Ja^a)
perhaps kamel/kamiyela
perhaps yere
perhaps k ini
permanent urake te/urake
person, one t ide
person karjgi
pest 1e amuda (A. 'amuuda)
people jamato (A. jamaa'a)
permission izinko (A. i&n)
pigeon hamamko (A. hamaam)
pi 1 low maxada (A. mq;)(add$
pity  ̂imenta
place, area j owe i1i
plant (climbing) bisi
plate sahan (A. sahaan)
plate sur t i
playing jar i/j aron/jaru/j ar iya
point, tip duto
pus kwoya
porr idge nyuguru
possible gudurken (A. qudr)
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692 poss i ble sanen
693 poss ible tut i
694 pot (clay) dnknrn (large, for water)
695 pot (clay) guoyuogl (small, for water)
696 pot (clay) tojena
697 pot (metal) durti (cooking)
698 pot (clay) sakana (CQW. sakana) (for storage)
699 pot (clay) damar)ga/domot)ga/dabar)ga * (huge, storage)
700 pot (clay) mukabar (CQW. mu^abar) (for incense)
701 * potato t a i
702 sweet-potato bembe
703 pole arceldi
704 poor man fugura (A. faqiir pi. fuqura?)
705 power gudura (A. qudr) 

sulla/sullo (A. §ullaa) '706 prayer
707 prayer for the dead kalawa(-na) (A. yalwa 'religious retreat')
708 pretence karkara
709 problem mujk ila (A. mujk ila)*
710 prost i tute hajala (A.
711 prost i tute azaba (A. afeaba)
712 proverb kana-marka
713 pul 1ing j iogea
714 pumpk in godoka
715 pumpk in cel ta
716 pupi1 £ muhajiriinta (A. muhaajiriin (pi.))
717 puppy anjela
718 push ing f a 1 ak
719 queen imo pi. miarim
720 quest ion mesela (A. masa?la)
721 quick asir, asirkena (quickly) (A. asra')
/ C.C qui ck celcelo, celcelode (quickly)
723 quince amborkuja (A. ambarguuja)
724 rabbi t mama
725 rabid jakumun (CQW. jahmaan)
726 race (competition) sabakko (A. s V baaq) <D)
727 rag, cloth nyer)get i
728 rag, cloth nyurjgor
729 rainmaker kaogi-kamarko-tens
730 read ing guru (A. qara?)
731 reason fanim (?A. (min) Jaan)
732 red furngi
733 ref usal lala (A. laa laa!)
734 ref usal ia (A. 'iyaa)
735 reins ceke
736 rest (relaxation) raha (A. raaha)
737 rarely iokonyembo
738 rifleman bundukko-tene
739 right (correct) nasa/nasare
740 right-side kodrokonj i/kodorkonj i
741 r i der rakabre (A. rakaab)
742 river, sea bahar (A. bahr)
743 road, path bur t i
744 roof tar) i tar)- lejem
745 root ratat i
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746
747
748
749
750
751
752
753
754
755
756
757
758
759
760
761
762
763
764
765
766
767
768
769
770
771
772
773
774
775
776
777
778
779
780
781
782
783
784
785
786
787
788
789
790
791
792
793
794
795
796
797
798
799

rubbing giya
sacr if ice deyo/dcio (A. <^ahiya)
saddle serij (A. sar j)
saddle basur (?CQW. sardi)
saddle pirayo (A. firaaya 'saddle cushion')
saddle-cushion libda (A. libda)
sad ndomoinda
sad nesemeri
sadness antomayenkede
sal t ai)go
sal t sangare
same, together sawa (A. sawaa?)
sand abi
sand boro
Saudi suweidi (A. su'uudii)
scar mere
scheme, layout jaro
school madrasa (A. madrasa)
scorn nutukubur i
scout nurkun-niyegi
scratch nose
scorpion dir ir)ge
seed bizera (A. bi&r)
sel f du

aner)a/an irja
set (sun-, moon-) t i1iqfiena
seven mar i
sexual intercourse 1 ina
season mosim (A. mawsim)
shade, shadow anjilo (A. ^ill) (inanimate)
shade, shadow asro (A. ^ill) (animate)
shame konur)/konur)gi, konurj-dc (shamefully)
sharp t £ n£ o £/t£0£D£
s/he t i i
sheath kalf i (A. yilaaf)
sheep (ewe) jawi
sheep (ram) ar i
sheep (ram) aj awi
sheep (lamb) armbala
shells (cowries) suksukta (A. sikka)
shield darga (A. darqa)
shirt bini
shirt anjebena
shiver gikcr ia
shoe (red leather) merkubta (CQW. markuub)
shoe ('Bata') zorifa (CQW. zoriifa)
shoe bar jar) i
shoo! ca!
shop dakak in
shop-keeper dakak intaniQ-tene
short dortala
shorts (trousers) rido (CQW. rida)
shoulder katafko (A. kataf)
shoulder amurt i
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800
801
802
803
804
805
806
807
808
809
810
811
812
813
814
815
816
817
818
819
820
821
822
823
824
825
826
827
828
829
830
831
832
833
834
835
836
837
838
839
840
841
842
843
844
845
846
847
848
849
850
851
852
853

shovel kadanka (CQW. kadanka)
s i d e  kacir)en
side kunya
sign alala
sign usum (A. 'u^m)
silence kano-tencndc
silence indc-tinde
similar baji
simple basida (A. basiip
sister lo/mo
six i t i (A. s i t ta)
skin bara
sky sama (A. samaa?)
sky mundi/mundu (= 'god')
skullcap tagiya (A. ^aaqiya)
slate lo (A. luuh)
slave maji (CQW. hamaaji)
slave abid (A. 'abd)
sleep tani
slow malembu, malembu-de (slowly)
small suwa(-na)/suba(-na)
small monyorko
smallpox jedcrikodi (A. jadarii)
smell riyeti (A. riiha)
smell (rotten) tuye
s m o k e  urur)gi
smooth hay in (A. hayyin)
snake tarar)gi/t irar) i
snake abujuluk (A. abuu juuluk)
snake bafa
snake sinti/sintu
snake sarararjgi/serer io i
sneeze at i J (A. 'a^J)
snore kurta
snow, ice telij (A. Salij)
so, thus inyoye
soldier askeri (A. ’askar)
some baka
s o m e  t u r u
something habito
s o n g  aj i
soon dabc
soon sino/si
sort gonyi
soul tir)a
soul ru (A. ruuh)
s o u n d  t iirii
s o u p  J u r b o  (A. Jurba)
sour juma (?A. haamu^/jamad)
sour ruaba (A. ruub)
south muuta/mota (A. waa^a)
south sayid (A. sayyid)
spear, war nyori
s p e a r  g o l o o g o
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854
855
856
857
858
859
860
861
862
863
864
865
866
867
868
869
870
871
872
873
874
875
876
877
878
879
880
881
882
883
884
885
886
887
888
889
890
891
892
893
894
895
896
897
898
899
900
901
902
903
904
905
906
907

speckles taramtaramta
speed suro (A. sur'a)
spel1-caster kogo-tene ('eye-holder')
spel1-caster kutubai (A. kutub 'books')
spe11-caster mi idibabi
spider r)yor)yor i
spittle injcr
spittle tuf (A. tuf)
sp1 inter wa Jara
spoon maalaga (A. ma'alaqa)
squeeze di 1
squirrel kure
star k iye
stars kara
stars (meteorites) k iycje-niyari
stars (Pleiades) kiycje monyorko
stars (Mi Iky Way) kokor i-k imir) tar)mo
star (Mercury) muny i i)E
star (Venus) girf e-cac ir)
star (Jupiter) sar)- inj i 1 i lc
stick buta
stick gula
stick kalat i
stick be 1 £
stone d i ter a
store (for corn) surai (CQW, suraaii)
straight adilt£ (A. 'aadil)
strap igi t (A. ' iqd)
straw (thin) arai
straw (thick) samaldi
straw tef a
stream ida
strong juoa
strong man ir)
strut, pole tokoti (vertical)
strut, pole kermet (horizontal)
strut, pole karkijc/karkicc (horizontal)
strut, pole kaja (lowest 'karkijs' of a hut)
stubborn kujo-jur)a
stupid balit (A. baliid)
stupid nenenir i
suck ing ndoq
sugar-cane gembert i
sui table tomai) i
suitable, ripe balak (A. buluuy)
sultan sultanko (A. sul^aan)
sultan's clan abo (member of sultan's clan)
summer seyfanu (A. ^ayf)
sun ayioge
surpr ising ajib (A. 'ajiib)
sweat mur i/nur i
swel1ing mogul a
swindler neJcmi
sweet (noun) mar)y£
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908
909
910
911
912
913
914
915
916
917
918
919
920
921
922
923
924
925
926
927
928
929
930
931
932
933
934
935
936
937
938
939
940
941
942
943
944
945
946
947
948
949
950
951
952
953
954
955
956
957
958
959
960
961

sweet (noun) 
sweet (adj.)
'tabakha' food-cover
'tabakha' food-cover
table
tai 1
ta1 lor
tall
tame
taste (abstract)
tax
tea
tea
teacher
tears
ten
test icles
that
thatch
there
they
thief
thief
thigh
thin
thin
thing
thing
thinking, thought
this
thorn
thought, idea 
thought, idea 
three 
throat
threshing-st ick 
throwing -knife 
thunder
time (concept) 
time (period) 
time, hour, watch 
tobacco-snuf f 
today 
toe
together
tomatoes
tomorrow
tongue
t o o t h
top
tree (generic)

(doom palm) 
(desert date)
(' habi1' )

arona i
nomooye/tomaoye 
kar ta 
andabala
tarabeisa (A. tarabeisa) 
kora
tersi/tersiye (A. terzii) 
cukaogere
hanun (CQW. hanuun 'sweet-smelling')
taam (A. |a'am)
mir i/mi 1i (A. mi ir i i)
adi
Jaya (A. jaay) 
efendi (CQW. efendi) 
ny i 
utuk 
ger ir)fte 
i 1 i / i 1 u 
gemberni-tar) i 
=> i
i i / w i i 
nen i r)£ k
harami (A. haraamii) 
awa
dendena
berE
habi(-to) 
wui
fakar (A. fakr)
igi/gi/ogu
arce
kuj um-ncygu
tendeoera
kar)
agara
dawi (CQW. daawii) 
somboro
masar)gi/masalgi/masal ingi
wakit (A. waqt)
konor)
saa (A. saa'a) 
taba (A. taabaa) 
amin/emin 
da 1 a 
muo j£
birinjalta (CQW. birinjaal)
dimen
gelmedi
kac irjgi
dol
s i r) y i / s i r) g i 
kur t i 
ginda 
tirti
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962 tree (sycamore)
963 (chewstick)
964 (acac i a sp.)
965 ('gene')
966 (tamarind)
967 (baobab)
967 tribe
968 tribe
969 trickster
970 trousers
971 true
972 trust
973 turban
974 turning
975 turnip
976 tweezers
977 twelve
978 twenty-
979 twenty-
980 twenty
981 twin
982 two
983 trying
984 ugly
985 ululation
986 uncle (maternal)
987 uncle (paternal)
988 under
989 under
990 understanding
991 unity
992 unnecessary-
993 unsuitable
994 until
995 until
996 up and down
997 urine
998 vagina
999 vagina
1000 vegetables
1001 vegetables
1002 very
1003 village
1004 village (deserted)
1005 visit
1006 visit
1007 voice
1008 wadi, watercourse
1009 wake (for the dead)
1010 wall (brick)
1011 wall (straw)
1012 war
1013 washing
1014 warm

sisi 
nyebe 
tand i 
tumi 
kunj 1
tebeldi (A. tebeldi) 
sutu 
j icumo 
hantagi
sirwalko (A. sirwaal) 
noso/naso/nasa/nasa-re 
amen (A. amn) 
kadamul (CQW. kadmuul) 
fit (?A. lafat) 
fijil (A. fijil) 
mungaj (A. munqaj) 
utuk-barnan ir) 
utuk-nanirj/utuk-utuk 
riyal (A. riyaal, 20 pt.) 
i Jr in (A. ' i Jr i in) 
seniru 
mbara
jerbu (A. jarrab)
gebii (A. qabiih)
ororo
mama
baba
j ic ir
gonyim
faham (A. fahm) 
kwoylo
inko-uoyarande
tomaode
hata (A. hatta) 
namen
yon-1 isura 
isa
ginjeli
uma (CQW. umaa?) 
lut i 
landi 
jek/jak
hilli/hille (A. fcilla)
di lur)a
jera
zura
harka (A. har̂ -ko. ,:)
madaldi (garden)
jelelko (A. jalaal)
heita (A. hai^a)
tef a
unyoro
lukan
uoya
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1015 warm n iem/n i yem/nyam
1016 warning nuso (A, na^iiha)
1017 water, rain sa
1018 water-bag girfc (A. qirba)
1019 water-bag karfato (A. qirba)
1020 water-sound celelek-celelek-tere
1021 we mi i
1022 weak hawan (A. hawan)
1023 weather hawuk (A. hawaa?)
1024 weed budo
1025 week subo (A. usbuu')
1026 week jo-mar i
1027 west garbi (A. -yarb)
1028 wet si la
1029 wheel ajela (A. 'ajala)
1030 what? Ogo/r)gar i ye/ger iye/gor iye
1031 when? Hganam/ganam
1032 whipper, whip-holder nPtsrskta-tenE/nPt^r^kta-i
1033 whispering kusu-kana-bedelni
1034 whistle (wooden) wa 1 i
1035 whistle (loud) b inu
1036 where? Ogarare/garame/ogur i/gur
1037 wh i t e j isa/j isu/gisa
1038 wi de wasi (A. waasi')
1039 wi dow azabare (A. a*zaba)
1040 wi Id ari (A. 'aarii 'naked)
1041 wi ndow jubak (A. jubbaak)
1042 windpi pe nyamu
1043 wing nyef ef £r
1044 winner faist£ (A. faa?iz)
1045 winter fita (A. jittaa)
1046 wife, woman, female mucu/muco
1047 woman (old) monjokola
1048 woman (barren) S£g£
1049 woman (marriageable) kara-balak-nena
1050 who? ma-r)gs.
1051 why? Oger i teyna
1052 wood (material) xajab (A. xalab)
1053 wood (forest) wara (CQW. waraa?)
1054 work J u 1 (A. J u y 1)
1055 work xadam/xidim/xidime (A. x*'
1056 worm tuur)ft i
1057 wor 1 d dinya (A. dunya)
1058 worshipping abud (A. 'abuud)
1059 wound andurt i
1060 wr i t i ng katab (A. katab)
1061 yeast neyora
1062 yeast niflirjara
1063 year sens (A. sana)
1064 ye 1 low abunadi (A. a^f ar naadir
1065 ye 1 low asfar (A. a^far)
1066 yesterday gede/gendegu/gandagu/gi nd
1067 yes ay£
1068 yes ha
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1069 yogurt j i-juma
1070 you (sing.) mar)
1071 you (pi.) kii
1072 youth neleqfie
1073 zero sif ir (A.
1074 gravy su
1075 gravy kawal (A.
1076 di f f icult gasi (DV)

^ i f r )

kawaa1) 
(qaas i i)
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APPENDIX F

WIDER AREAL SPREADS

ELEPHANT:
1) muogi (pi. murjjc).
2) Mb: o^on; Ak: Arĵ n; Kb: ar)on.
3) Fu: aijgir.
4) Bm: kon; Kn: k3m6wun; FI: fiiiwa; Lg: nevi; Dn: kon.

The Masai it term mur)~gi appears to be an equivalent of a very wide 
spread of the general shape (M)N amongst the languages between Chad 
and Dar Fur (in Kanuri k- is a morphemic prefix, in Fulfulde -wa is 
a singular suffix). Prof. Jungraithmayr has informed me that there is 
a similar radical common in Chadic languages. It could be derived 
from an ancestral 'Ni1o-Saharan' or Chadic root, adopted from one by 
the other at an early stage.

COW:
1) dc.
2) Mb: dek; Ak: dook.
3) Ta: tei; Mi: te; Bd: tei; Mm: de; Md

Zg: hi r i.
4) Lg: in0a; Wa 8a; Kn: f ee; So: hau.

Possibly derived from a ' Nilo-Saharan' ancestor (as so many of the 
reflexes belong to that ensemble), what does seem certain is that its 
etymology is not Afro-Asiatic (Semitic/Hamitic/Chadic) (cf. hr: 
baqqaara; Ha: saniya). Most of the Dar Fur/Wadai languages (including 
all of the Maba-group) have putative equivalents with Masai it, in the 
form of mono- or di-syllabic dentals.
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DONKEY:
1) leri (pi. lekar).
2) (Ak: gussende; Mb: a d d ik ) .

3) Mi: l e i l ;  Ta:Er: 111; Fu: l e i .

4) Sn: 1616.

There are only a few putative equivalents for this amongst the 
immediate neighbours of the Masai it; there are no cognates of it in 
the other Maba group languages. There is no resemblance and appears 
to be no connexion with Arabic himaar. n. b. 'giraffe' in Masalit is 
l e r i  gara ijg i  (lit. donkey-1 izard) .

MAN:
1) kamba, mar 'male' (cf, margi 'bull').
2) Mb: majuk; Ak: kamere.

3) Er: ma; Mi: ma; Ta: maa; Mm: maar; Bt: merr; Zg: b urr;  Fu: aba.

4) Kn: kaambee 'free man'; Tm: kemaba; Bo: kambe 'free man'; Bu: boi 

'free man.

It would appear that, though Maba majuk could pertain to the same 
set, it is a more distant cognate of Masalit kamba and Aiki kaameri 

than languages further to the west such as Kanuri are. there seems
to be a bilabial radical signifying 'man' common to many 'Nilo- 
Saharan' languages (cf. ■* maz the Chadic radical for 'man') including 
Masalit which belongs to a subset bearing the prefix k -  (like the 
Kanuri prefix k -  (?)).

WOMAN:
1) Ms: muco

2) Mb: majong +; Ak: mi (pi. mis)

3) Zg: mu.

4) Kn: (n£)mu 'woman(hood)'; Ha: mAc6 §; Mk: muso; So: wey; Bg:
m eji;  Ba: m 6tj6 .
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There seems to be a stronger common thread between the Maba-group 
languages for 'woman' than for 'man'. Perhaps the /m/ could have been 
an ancestral radical for 'human', /k/ affix implying male, fricative 
affix /J—j —c/ female. A bilabial radical with a second, fricative 
syllable also signifies 'woman' in some 'Nilo-Saharan' and other 
languages.
+ cf Mb: majuk, 'man'. A relic of former gender distinctive suffixes 
- i) ,  ~k, surviving in the Maba nominal definitive suffix - k ,  the
equivalent of the Kanuri prefix k-?

§ m&c6 has a syllabic and tonal scheme uncharacteristic of Hausa. 

TONGUE:
1) gelmedi (chin = nyegedamu)

2) Mb: d i lm l - k ;  Ak: Adiylm, Kb: Ad315m; Mm: m il .

3) Fu: d - a a l i  pi. k - a l - i n t a .

4) Kn: t31&m; Bn: le m i / t im S ;  FI: demgal; Zn: m ir a (s e ) .

In Koelle's lists for tongue and throat d-m and 1-m are ubiquitous, 
also in many Bantu languages.

FIRE:
1) wasu.

2) Mb: wasik; Ak: n is s ik .

3) Mi: oos; Ta: oo; Md: u z z i ;  Fu: utu; Bt: aza.

4) Bd: uzuk; Bo: wosi; Ha: wutaa; Zn: we; Sn: wa.

The Masalit form has many equivalents in the Dar Fur-Chad region both 
Nilo-Saharan and Afro-Asiatic.
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RED:
1) fu r n g i  Cpl. f u r n i ) ,

2) (Mb: kukuyak; Ak: ndalerj)

3) Dj: f i r r / p i r r a ;  Zg: m a r a ( i ) ;  Gn: maro; Ta: morung; Fu: fukka; By: 
p i r r .

4) -

The Masalit form is quite distinct from other Maba group lexemes but 
it has a number of putative reflexes in other neighbouring languages.

NAME:
1) m irs i  p i .  m i r s i ld io

2) Mb: m i l l !  pi. m i l i s l i ;  Ak: meeki; Kb: m i lk i .

3) Sn: i l i / i r i / h i r i ;  Bm: r i ;  Wa: j i i r a ;  Bn: ( e * ) e r e ;  Zn: rimo; Nz:
rumo; Ngala: luma; Lg: Gemaa; FI: jemma; So: zammu; Mk: diammu.

Like 'tongue', 'name* appears to have a very wide areal spread of 
putative equivalents, some possibly derived from an Afro-Asiatic 
source, e.g. Tm: es3m or Ar: is im .
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APFENDIX G

PHONEME TABLES OF FUR, FULFULDE, KANURI, HAUSA AND MABA

FUR:
Bilabial Labio-dental Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal 
P b t d j k g

f s (2) (J) (y) h
m ft 0

1
r

w y

Vowels: i e c a o u

FULFULDE:
Bilabial Labio-dental Alveolar Palatal(-alveolar) Velar Glottal

p b t d c j k 8 7
£ cf

f v+ s {* f* h
m n n 0

mb nd nj ng
1
r

w y
Vowels: i ii e ee a aa o oo u uu

* given by Arnott for Gombe Fula but not by Stennes for Adamawa Fula. 
+ given by Stennes for Adamawa Fula but not by Arnott for Gombe Fula.
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KANURI
Bilabial Labio-dental Alveolar
P b 

mb
f tv/p]

Palatal 
c jt d 

nd
s z J

n ft
1 111 (retroflex) 

[ r 1 
r (rolled)

y

Velar
k S 

ng
[ yl 
0

Glottal 
[ ?]

Vowels: a a e i o u 3

HAUSA:
Bilabial Labio-dental Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal 

b t d c j  k g  ?
6 J ft

f  s z J h
s’

m n
1
r*

w f y

Vowels: i e a o u, ay aw

* /r/ is extraneous in Hausa, used only in Arabic adoptives.

MABA:
Bilabial Labio-dental Alveolar Retroflex Palatal Velar Glottal 

b t d tr dr J k g ?
f s z J x h

m n ft r)
1
r

Vowels: i e e a  ̂ o u
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APPENDIX H

MASALIT PERSONAL NAMES

Ma le gloss Female glos s
irtAgA dalumA
girendia piece of broken si ya

water-pot * dAtuoguls something covered
ciguf (as girendia).... .c ig£f a
dungus . d6r)gA
Ab i t A suguyuma having a lot of h;
tur A ndinA/ndindi
hAr An Ar: haaruun ?.... .hArAnA
bucA/buta 1f atso' (bag) t6sA
tAbAk j i y£
cu/cuku kAdijA Ar: Xadi ija
nir)A k u11 uma Ar: umm kulBuum
duduk kAmisA Ar: yamii sa
gAdA Ar: qadah (wooden 

bowl)
di r)A 
dl /de

AdomA Ar: aadam uogumA f A
j Ama1 a Ar: j amaa1 tbkbsA
numo/numa kutubayA Ar: kutub (books)
hasan Ar: hassan....... .hAsanlya
bai/bi (te)(< ba' i) me r Am Ar: mar i am
duga a j i / A i J e Ar: ' a i i [ a
demi ra (lorry name ?).... .d&mi rA
yusuf a Ar: yuusuf zAharA Ar: zahra
hdj Ab Ar: hijaab not^
hAmoda Ar: haamid a J ta
ubdu Ar: 'abdu Aj(i)dA
goro kola nut tuto
j  aksa (drummer) AmbusA
d inka
hamis Ar. yamiis
kunj i
tuja
kaf i
sinin
ndoka
f ar tak
ibrahim Ar. ibraahim
daud Ar. dauud
mohamed Ar. muhammad
musa Ar. muusa

The most common names in use in schools and offices are those with 
Arabic sources. I have no information about domestic use of 
Masalit names.
* Pieces of broken waterpot have some life-protecting 
signif icance.
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APPENDIX I

ARABIC ADOPTIVES IN MABA

It is of interest to make a comparison with Arabic adoptives in 
Maba. Trenga (1947:53-57, from material gathered in 1905-7) notes 
that the diplomatic language of Wadai is Arabic and all official 
correspondence is in Arabic.

The first adoptives date from the time when the nomadic Arabs 
arrived in and around Dar Maba. They became more numerous with the 
domination of the 'Arab' Tunjur and the later islamisation and 
commercial links with the East.

Most adoptions concern religion, political offices, war, 
administration and commerce.

Certain words have conserved both singular and plural Arabic 
forms, e.g.

Arabic Maba
sultan sul^aan pi. s a la a ^ i in  soltaari p l . s a l a a t i i n

king m a l i k p l .  muluuk m a lik  pi. muluuk

Some have a 'maba-ized' singular form with -< V )k  suffix, e.g.
Arabic Maba

needle ib r a  pi. ib a r  ib r - e k  pi. ib a r

young man f a r f a r a  pi. f a r a a f i i r  f a r f a r o - k  pi. f a r a a f i i r

Some have both 'maba-ized' singular and plural, e.g.
Arabic Maba

lettered man f a q l i h  pi. fuquhaa? f a k i - k  pi. f a k i - j e

caravan q a a f i l a  pi. q a w a a f i l  g a a f i l - e k  pi. g a a f i l - j e

friend r a f i i q  pi. ru faqaa?  e r f i i g - e k  pi. e r f i i g - j e

Trenga notes that Arabic is more and more used in Wadai due to 
the advance of (Arabic) education and literacy and he mentions also 
that in the Arabic w r i t t e n  in Wadai both the orthography of the 
Maghreb as well as that of the Mashriq is employed (e.g. ^  and may



be used for the Mashriqi p and v3).
He further notes that in Maba the (lunar) month names, feast days,

week days, times of day and season names are adopted from Arabic. 
Though the last are used in conjunction with indigenous Maba terms 
for hot, cold and rainy seasons, Trenga makes no mention of whether
they cover precisely the same semantic area or not. Also adopted from
Arabic are male and female proper names.
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